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Abstract
Oxygen-induced elevations in arterial carbon dioxide tension have been demonstrated in
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, pneumonia, obesity
hypoventilation syndrome (OHS) and acute lung injury. A randomised controlled trial
(RCT) in acute exacerbations of COPD (AECOPD) found an over two-fold increase in
mortality in patients randomised to high concentration oxygen, compared to titrated oxygen.
These findings support guideline recommendations for titration of oxygen therapy to a
target oxygen saturation range, reducing the risks of hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia.

This thesis focuses on the potential implications of oxygen-induced elevations in carbon
dioxide in the acute clinical setting. The reviews and studies in the following chapters are
all aimed at addressing gaps in knowledge which may have practical implications for
oxygen therapy and/or the identification of patients at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia
in clinical practice.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that high concentration oxygen continues to be
administered to acutely unwell patients, despite guideline recommendations for titrated
therapy. The first study in this thesis is a clinical audit evaluating the effects of a staff
education program, which included face-to-face and written training for ambulance staff.
The education program was associated with reduced the rates of high concentration oxygen
administration to patients with AECOPD. This suggests active education may increase
adherence to oxygen guidelines among clinical staff.

The ability to avoid hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia during titrated oxygen therapy relies on
appropriate lower and upper target oxygen saturation limits, which may be impacted on by
pulse oximeter accuracy. The second study in this thesis is a multicentre observational study
in which 400 paired pulse oximeter (SpO2) and arterial blood gas saturation (SaO2) values
were collected in the hospital setting. A SpO2 <92% had 100% sensitivity for detecting
SaO2<90%. This indicates guideline recommended target oxygen saturations of 92-96%
adequately avoid hypoxaemia.
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Two studies in OHS patients have investigated the effects of oxygen administration on
carbon dioxide, however their designs, including recruitment of stable participants, have
limited their generalisability to clinical practice. Therefore, a cross over RCT was conducted
in 24 morbidly obese hospital inpatients, randomised to the order they received high
concentration and titrated oxygen, each for 60 minutes. The mean change in the
transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PtCO2) from baseline was 3.2 mmHg
higher during high concentration oxygen, compared with titrated oxygen (P=0.002). This
supports guideline recommendations to titrate oxygen in patients with obesity, regardless of
whether they have a diagnosis of OHS or not.

The effects of oxygen in patients with bronchiectasis, neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis are uncertain. Stable patients with these conditions were recruited to doubleblind randomised cross over trials administering air and 50% oxygen, each for 30 minutes.
A trial was also performed in stable COPD patients for comparison. There was no
significant

change

in

PtCO2

with

oxygen

therapy

in

the

neuromuscular

disease/kyphoscoliosis patients. In the bronchiectasis and COPD patients, oxygen was
associated with increased PtCO2 from baseline compared to air, but the differences were not
clinically significant (0.4 mmHg, P=0.012 and 1.3 mmHg, P<0.001, respectively). The lack
of a clinically significant PtCO2 increase in the COPD patients indicated the study findings
were unlikely to be generalisable to the clinical setting, and highlights the potential
limitations in applying data from stable participants to patients who require acute oxygen
therapy.

These studies support current guideline recommendations for titrated oxygen therapy,
provide insight into the limits of studying the effects of oxygen in stable participants, and
demonstrate the utility of an educational program to aid the translation of research findings
into relevant changes in clinical practice.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and background
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1.1 Brief overview
The potential for oxygen therapy to increase the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide
(PaCO2) in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has been reported
for over 80 years.1–6 A number of trials have confirmed PaCO2 can increase during oxygen
therapy in patients with stable COPD and in patients during an acute exacerbation of COPD
(AECOPD).2,3 Elevated PaCO2 can lead to impaired neurological and cardiorespiratory
function, and a number of reports have associated oxygen-induced hypercapnia with coma,
confusion and/or death.2,7–9

A practical method to reduce the risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia is to titrate the
concentration of oxygen delivered to a target oxygen saturation range, as measured by pulse
oximetry.10,11 This aims to avoid the risks of both hyperoxaemia and hypoxaemia. The
clinical benefits of this regimen have been demonstrated in Austin et al’s 2010 randomised
controlled trial (RCT) in patients with AECOPD, which found delivery of titrated oxygen
therapy resulted in an over 50% reduction in mortality compared to high concentration
oxygen therapy.12

Recent studies have found that oxygen therapy is also capable of elevating PaCO2 in patients
with asthma,13 pneumonia,14 obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS)15,16 and acute lung
injury.17 This suggests oxygen-induced hypercapnia can occur over a wide range of
respiratory conditions. As a result, guidelines recommend the titration of oxygen therapy,
as required, to relieve hypoxaemia in acute medical patients with and without COPD.10,11

This Chapter will provide a brief overview of the respiratory physiology relevant to oxygeninduced hypercapnia, followed by reviews of the evidence to support guideline
recommendations for titrated oxygen therapy. The majority of the evidence is from studies
in patients with COPD, which can be grouped into studies investigating the clinical
consequences of high concentration oxygen therapy, trials investigating the effects of
oxygen on PaCO2, and investigations into the physiological mechanisms behind oxygeninduced hypercapnia (Figure 1.1).
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The final Section of this Chapter identifies key gaps in knowledge in this area and how they
relate to the studies that make up this thesis. Each of these gaps potentially has practical
implications for oxygen therapy and/or the identification of patients at risk of oxygeninduced hypercapnia in clinical practice.
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Studies in patients with COPD
Studies investigating the effects of oxygen on
clinical outcomes in AECOPD:
- Case studies
- Observational studies
- Interventional trials
(Section 1.3.2)
Trials investigating the effects of oxygen on
PaCO2 in:
- AECOPD
- Stable COPD
(Section 1.3.3)

Evidence to support
guideline
recommendations for
titrated oxygen therapy

Trials investigating the
mechanisms/biological plausibility behind
oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2
(Section 1.3.4)

in the acute clinical
setting

Studies in patients with conditions other than
COPD
- Case studies
- Observational studies
- Interventional trials
(Section 1.4)

Figure 1.1 Categories of evidence to support guideline recommendations for titrated
oxygen therapy
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD: Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
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1.2 Key concepts in respiratory physiology and the
pathophysiology of COPD
1.2.1 Key concepts in respiratory physiology
A good way to understand the pathophysiology behind respiratory conditions and why
patients are at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia is to first look at how healthy lungs
function. Lungs are inflated through tightening of the diaphragm and other respiratory
muscles. The expansion creates negative pressure, allowing air to be inhaled. Exhalation
relies on relaxation of these muscles and elasticity of the lung to return the lungs to their
original size. Gas exchange occurs at the alveoli where oxygen from the inhaled air is
transferred to blood in the surrounding capillaries. The blood travels along the pulmonary
vessels to the heart, which circulates it around the body. Oxygen travels in the blood in both
a dissolved form and bound to haemoglobin. The percentage of haemoglobin with oxygen
bound to it is expressed as the oxygen saturation in the blood, which can be measured via
pulse oximetry or an arterial blood gas sample (ABG). The haemoglobin dissociation curve
describes the relationship between haemoglobin saturation and partial pressure of oxygen
(PO2) (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 Oxygen haemoglobin dissociation curve
Hb: Haemoglobin, O2: Oxygen, PO2: Partial pressure of oxygen.
Image from Collins et al 2015.18 Reproduced with permission of the © ERS 2018. Breathe Sep 2015, 11 (3)
194-201; DOI: 10.1183/20734735.001415
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a byproduct of the body’s metabolism (expressed as VCO2), and
is transferred from the tissues to capillaries to be transported though the venous circulation
to the lungs. CO2 travels in the blood mainly in dissolved form, however a small amount is
bound to haemoglobin. PaCO2 is measured via ABG. However, arterialised capillary blood
sample values (PcCO2) and transcutaneous measurements (PtCO2) can be used as surrogate
values (further detail on these measures is provided in Appendix 1).

Expiration of CO2 is dependent on alveolar ventilation (VA), which is the volume of air that
enters the alveoli and takes part in gas exchange. The relationship between CO2 production
and expiration that results in PaCO2 can be summarised by the equation below:

PaCO2= [VCO2 x 0.863]/ VA

VA is dependent on the amount of air transferred into the respiratory system through
inhalation, expressed as minute ventilation (MV), and total dead space, also referred to a
physiological dead space (VD). VD is defined as the volume of air that is inspired that does
not take part in gas exchange. This means that:
VA= MV – VD

VD is the sum of anatomical dead space (the airways that do not take part in gas exchange)
and alveolar dead space (alveoli that are ventilated but have little or no blood in their
capillaries for gas exchange to take place).

Effective gas exchange is dependent on the matching of ventilation (V) and perfusion (Q)
at the alveolus. The ideal standard ventilation-perfusion ratio (V/Q) of an individual
alveolus is 1 (Figure 1.3). In reality, gravity causes higher V/Q ratios at the lung apices, and
lower at the bases, with an overall ratio for the entire lung of 0.8.19 If V and Q are
mismatched, PaO2 and PaCO2 can be adversely affected, as outlined in Section 1.2.2.
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Minute ventilation

Cardiac output

Alveolus

Alveolus

V

Q

V

Q

V/Q =1

V/Q =1

(O2 transfer from alveoli to
capillaries and CO2 transfer from
capillaries to alveoli)

(O2 transfer from alveoli to
capillaries and CO2 transfer from
capillaries to alveoli)

Blood circulated to the body with PaO2 80-100 mmHg and
PaCO2 34-45 mmHg

Figure 1.3 Description of V/Q matching in healthy lungs: examples of two alveoli with
V/Q of 1
CO2: Carbon dioxide, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of
oxygen, Q: Perfusion, V: Ventilation.
Figures 1.3 through 1.5 outline concepts based on information from reviews by Barberà et al in 1997,20 Naeije
& Brimioulle in 2001,21 O’Donnell & Parker in 2006,22 Papi et al in 2006,23 Cooper & Celli in 2008,19 and
Petersson & Glenny in 2014.24
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The normal ranges for PaO2 and PaCO2 are generally considered to be 80-100 mmHg and
35-45 mmHg, respectively. Type I respiratory failure describes the situation where PaO2 is
<60 mmHg, and PaCO2 is normal or low. Type II respiratory failure occurs where PaO2 is
<60 mmHg and PaCO2 is elevated.

The body has a number of physiological responses aimed at limiting or preventing
reductions in PaO2 and increases in PaCO2, including chemoreceptor control of ventilation,
hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction, renal compensation for elevated PaCO2, the
relationship between PaO2 and SpO2 outlined by the oxygen dissociation curve, the Bohr
effect and the Haldane effect (as outlined in Textbox 1.1). However, compensation is not
always possible, leading to hypoxaemia and/or hypercapnia in a number of respiratory
conditions, including COPD.
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Binding of CO2 to haemoglobin and the Haldane
effect

Control of oxygen transfer: the
dissociation curve and the Bohr effect

As PaO2 increases, the CO2 bound to haemoglobin
decreases. The displaced CO2 becomes dissolved in
the blood, elevating PaCO2. This is called the
Haldane effect.

Oxygen moves from areas of high partial pressure to
low partial pressure. The relationship between
oxygen saturation and PO2 is described by the
oxygen dissociation curve (Figure 1.2).

At the tissues a low PaO2 facilitates the movement
of CO2 from tissues to haemoglobin. At the lung the
increased PaO2 acts to facilitate movement of CO2
from haemoglobin to the lung, as oxygen from the
lung displaces it by binding to to haemoglobin.

As blood enters the capillaries surrounding the
alveoli it is exposed to a high PO2. Once the blood
PO2 reaches about 60 mmHg the dissociation curve
flattens out which is protective in that it takes a
significant drop in PO2 to reduce the proportion of
oxygen molecules bound to haemoglobin for
delivery to the body’s tissues (i.e. haemoglobin
saturation).

Changes in ventilation to control PaCO 2 and
PaO2
Minute ventilation is the amount of air that passes to
the lungs per minute. It is a function of tidal volume
(volume inhaled per breath) and respiratory rate.
Peripheral chemoreceptors located in the aortic and
carotid bodies can detect PaO2, PaCO2 and pH.
Central chemoreceptors in the medulla oblongata
also detect pH levels (which may result from
changes in CO2 levels). When PaO2 gets too low,
PaCO2 is elevated or pH is reduced, the minute
ventilation increases with the aim of moving each of
these factors to the normal range. An example of this
role is presented in Figure 1.5.

Changes in perfusion to control PaCO2 and PaO2
Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is a
physiological response to low alveolar oxygen,
which results in vessel constriction to redirect blood
from poorly ventilated areas of the lung to well
ventilated areas, reducing ventilation-perfusion
mismatch. Details of the effects of hypoxic
pulmonary vasoconstriction are presented in Figure
1.4.

oxygen

Conversely, at the tissues it is advantageous for the
slope of the dissociation curve to be steep. There
needs to be a gradient between PO2 in the blood and
the tissues for oxygen transfer. This means it is
advantageous to have smaller reductions in PO2
associated with a greater drop in arterial oxygen
saturation, as oxygen is released from haemoglobin
to the tissues.
The Bohr effect shifts the dissociation to the right
when PaCO2 is elevated (or pH is low), resulting in
increased ability for oxygen to be delivered to
tissues.
Changes in renal function to control pH in
hypercapnia
When there is an acute increase in CO2 in the blood
it creates carbonic acid which decreases pH. If the
increase is sustained there is a metabolic renal
compensation by which carbonic acid excretion is
increased and bicarbonate excretion is reduced. This
acts to restore the pH to the normal range, despite
elevated PaCO2. This means that measurement of an
elevated PaCO2 value could be due to chronic or
acute respiratory failure. pH values can indicate
whether the failure is acute or chronic.
The alterations to the oxygen dissociation curve and
ventilation described in the boxes to the left and
above occur in response to increases in PaCO2 and
decreases in pH.

Text box 1.1 Key physiological responses regulating PaO2, PaCO2 and pH
CO2: Carbon dioxide, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial arterial pressure of
oxygen, PO2: Partial pressure of oxygen.
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1.2.2 The pathophysiology of COPD
Over 65 million people are estimated to have COPD,25 which is the fourth leading cause of
death worldwide.26 When the disease is stable there can be a significant impact on daily
activities, work productivity and healthcare costs.27 Additionally, AECOPD carries a
significant risk of hospitalisation and mortality. In New Zealand, COPD rates are
disproportionately high in Māori, with hospitalisation rates over 3.5 times that of non-Māori
(1,499 per 100,000 versus 417 per 100,000, respectively).28 Similarly, the mortality rate for
Māori is around three times higher (108.5 per 100,000 versus 37 per 100,000,
respectively).28 COPD is a growing problem, with projections that it will be the third leading
cause of mortality worldwide by 2030.25

COPD is most commonly caused by tobacco smoking or inhalation of other noxious
substances, leading to inflammatory responses that affect the structure and function of the
respiratory system.27 As outlined by the 2017 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease (GOLD) document, there are a number of pathophysiological processes
which occur in patients with COPD.27 Chronic inflammatory processes lead to parenchymal
tissue destruction and fibrosis, which in turn lead to airflow limitation and gas trapping.
This results in hyperinflation of the lungs, leading to reduced respiratory muscle efficiency,
which manifests as dyspnea and limited exercise capacity.

AECOPD is generally defined as the worsening of a patient’s baseline symptoms (cough,
dyspnea or sputum) sufficient to warrant a change in medical management.22,23,27 Thought
to be initiated by a trigger (such as in infection or pollution), excessive inflammation causes
acute increases in hyperinflation and gas trapping.22,23,27
Gas exchange in COPD is potentially affected in a number of ways,19,24 which may vary
from person to person, and in individuals as the disease progresses over time or when
exacerbations occur. It has been suggested that localised areas of low ventilation, leading to
low V/Q ratios, significantly contribute to hypoxaemia in AECOPD.20,22,24 Causes for the
reduction in ventilation might include inflammation of the airways, bronchospasm or
mucous.20 Figure 1.4 provides an overview of this concept. Areas with low V/Q ratios can
27

have reduced delivery of oxygen to the capillaries, and reduced removal of CO2 from the
capillaries. Blood that has participated in gas exchange at the unaffected alveoli is mixed
with the blood from the alveoli with low ventilation, and the end result can be hypoxaemia
and hypercapnia. A key protective strategy in this situation is hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction, which is thought to significantly improve both PaO2 and PaCO2 levels
(Figure 1.4). Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction has been suggested to be particularly
important in AECOPD, where it has been suggested to contribute to as much as 20 mmHg
to the total PaO2.21
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Decreased ventilation in some alveoli
(with hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction)
 Minute ventilation
 Cardiac output

Decreased ventilation in some alveoli
(no physiological compensation)
 Minute ventilation
 Cardiac output

1

2
1

2

Alveoli with
low ventilation
V
Q
1a

Alveoli with
low ventilation
V
Q

Other alveoli
V

V/Q<1

Q

V/Q<1

V/Q >1

1b

3

PaO2 and PaCO2

3

Local areas of reduced ventilation
1. Obstruction leads to decreased ventilation of alveoli which:
a. Reduces V/Q, decreasing oxygen supply to the capillaries and potentially decreasing CO2 removal
from them.
2. The decrease in ventilation to the alveoli with obstruction means ventilation is transferred to other
alveoli (assuming minute ventilation is unchanged). While this can improve oxygen delivery to these
alveoli, the effect on oxygen uptake is limited by the complete saturation of haemoglobin.
3. Overall, when the blood supply from the capillaries is combined for transfer to the rest of the body
there is a decrease in PaO2 and potentially an increase in PaCO2.

1a

Other alveoli
V

Q
2a

V/Q >1
2b

Improvement in or correction of PaO2 and PaCO2

Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
1. Low oxygen content in the alveoli with low ventilation leads to local vasoconstriction, which decreases
perfusion and:
a. Moves the V/Q ratio in these alveoli towards 1.
b. Leads to reduced overall contribution of blood from these alveoli back to the circulation
2. Decrease in perfusion to the low ventilation alveoli means redirected blood flow to other alveoli which:
a. Moves the V/Q ratio in these alveoli towards 1.
b. Leads to an increase in the proportion of blood flow from these alveoli back to the circulation.
3. Overall this leads to an improvement in or correction of PaO2 and PaCO2.

Figure 1.4 Description of areas with decreased V/Q matching with and without physiological compensation Legend overleaf.
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Figure 1.4 Description of areas with decreased V/Q matching with and without physiological compensation continued
CO2: Carbon dioxide, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, Q: Perfusion, V: Ventilation.
Red text indicates changes that occur in to response areas of decreased ventilation. Green text indicates effects of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction to improve PaCO 2
and PaO2.
Figures 1.3 through 1.5 outline concepts based on information from reviews by Barberà et al in 1997,20 Naeije & Brimioulle in 2001,21 O’Donnell & Parker in 2006,22 Papi
et al in 2006,23 Cooper & Celli in 2008,19 and Petersson & Glenny in 2014.24
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The pathophysiology of COPD can also have the opposite effect on V/Q, as a result of
reduced or absent perfusion. These changes are suggested to be due to abnormalities in
alveolar structure or vessel destruction, and are thought to be the key contributors to
hypercapnia in COPD.24 Figure 1.5 demonstrates the situation where alveoli have no
perfusion so they do not take part in gas transfer (otherwise known as alveolar dead space,
where ventilation is ‘wasted’). In most situations, an increase in minute ventilation is
sufficient to increase ventilation to perfused alveoli, restore V/Q matching in perfused
alveoli, and maintain PaO2 and PaCO2 within the normal range.24 However, in severe
COPD, this may not be physically possible, especially in the setting of AECOPD.24
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No perfusion in some alveoli
(compensation by increased minute ventilation)
 Minute ventilation
 Cardiac output

No perfusion in some alveoli
(no physiological compensation)
 Minute ventilation
 Cardiac output

1
1

2

1b
1a

Alveoli with no
perfusion
no Q
V

Q

Alveoli with no
perfusion
no Q
V

2a

V/Q = infinity

Other alveoli
V

V/Q = infinity 1a

V/Q <1

Other alveoli
V

Q
V/Q <1

1b

PaO2 and PaCO2

Decrease in or correction of PaO2 and PaCO2 2

3

Lack of local perfusion
1. Blood from the heart does not perfuse the affected alveoli which:
a. Results in V/Q = infinity (alveolar dead space).
b. Means none of the ventilation that goes to the alveoli takes part in circulation.
2. Assuming the cardiac output is constant, there is a comparatively high level of perfusion in the other
alveoli, compared to normal, which:
a. Can potentially lead to a local reduction in V/Q, which can mean a comparatively lower overall
oxygen supply to the capillaries and potentially comparatively lower CO2 removal.
3. Overall, when the blood supply from the capillaries is combined for transfer to the rest of the body
there may be a decrease in PaO2 and there may also be an increase in PaCO2.

Increased minute ventilation
1. In response chemoreceptor signalling the minute ventilation is increased which:
a. Does not impact on the gas transfer at the affected alveoli as there is no capillary supply for gas
exchange.
b. Improves V/Q in the unaffected alveoli, so that it is closer to or reaches 1.
2. This often leads to correction of PaCO2 and PaO2. Although in certain situations it may not be
possible to elevate minute ventilation sufficiently to do this.

Figure 1.5 Description of areas of dead space with and without physiological compensation Legend overleaf.
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Figure 1.5 Description of areas of dead space with and without physiological compensation continued
CO2: Carbon dioxide, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, Q: Perfusion, V: Ventilation.
Red text indicates changes that occur in relation to a lack of perfusion to alveoli. Green text indicates the effects of increased minute ventilation to improve PaCO 2 and
PaO2.
Figures 1.3 through 1.5 outline concepts based on information from reviews by Barberà et al in 1997,20 Naeije & Brimioulle in 2001,21 O’Donnell & Parker in 2006,22 Papi
et al in 2006,23 Cooper & Celli in 2008,19 and Petersson & Glenny in 2014.24
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An additional aspect of gas exchange that may occur in patients with COPD is shunt. In this
situation individual areas of the lung have no ventilation while perfusion is maintained (V/Q
mismatch is zero). Similar to the situation in Figure 1.4, this can lead to a lower PaO2 and
higher PaCO2. While shunt has been demonstrated to have almost no impact in the setting
of AECOPD alone,20 it could be of relevance in specific situations complicating COPD,
such as pneumonia.24

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 are useful to demonstrate the concepts of V/Q mismatch in COPD,
however they do not illustrate the complex relationships between the various factors that
influence PaO2 and PaCO2. Firstly, the differing V/Q mismatch patterns and compensatory
mechanisms illustrated in the figures do not occur independently. Interactions between the
factors in each figure may lead to a wide variety of combinations of V/Q in different alveoli.
These, in turn, may be affected by separate physiological processes, such as changes in
minute ventilation, alterations in VCO2, and the Haldane effect (Textbox 1.1). Complicating
the picture further, hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is proposed to be affected by pH
and CO2, as well as the extent of the lung that is hypoxic (if there are large areas of hypoxia,
it is possible that there are limited alternative areas to redirect blood to for gas
exchange).24,29 Additionally, changes in minute ventilation in response to hypoxaemia
and/or hypercapnia can be influenced by chemoreceptor sensitivity, physical restrictions on
tidal volume or limitations on expiratory flow.22 Lastly, and of specific relevance to this
thesis, a number of factors mentioned above are thought to be modified by oxygen therapy,
as outlined in the subsequent Sections of this Chapter.
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1.3 Evidence for oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2
and the benefits of titrated oxygen therapy in COPD
1.3.1 Overview
Eighty years ago Barach published data demonstrating increased CO2 content in the blood
following oxygen therapy, and noted that patients may become stuporous following high
concentration oxygen administration.1 He recommended that in clinical practice patients are
not administered high concentration oxygen immediately, but are instead gradually exposed
to increasing concentrations of oxygen therapy. Since then numerous studies have reported
on the risks of oxygen therapy in patients with COPD,2,3 these include case reports,
observational studies and interventional trials. Oxygen-induced hypercapnia has been
demonstrated over a range of concentrations and durations of oxygen exposure. Significant
PaCO2 increases have been reported to result from doses as low as 1 L/min via nasal
prongs,30 and from durations of exposure as short as 5 minutes.31 The phenomenon has been
demonstrated in stable and acutely unwell patients, both with and without preexisting
hypercapnia and hypoxaemia. The most clinically relevant study in this area is Austin et
al’s 2010 RCT which demonstrated significantly increased mortality in patients that
received high concentration, rather than titrated, oxygen therapy.12

1.3.2 Studies investigating the effects of oxygen on clinical outcomes
in AECOPD
Case studies and observational studies

Multiple reports have linked high concentration oxygen with significant elevations in blood
CO2 and/or acidosis, and attributed these changes to coma, stupor or death.1,6–9,32,33
Observational studies support these findings by demonstrating oxygen therapy, or factors
postulated to be altered by oxygen therapy (PaO2, PaCO2, or pH), to be associated with
adverse clinical outcomes in patients with AECOPD. In 2000, Plant et al studied 983
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patients admitted to hospital for AECOPD.34 In the hypercapnic patients (47% of the total
sample), higher PaO2 levels were associated with worse acidosis (r = -0.214, P<0.01). In
turn, acidosis was positively associated with the likelihood of requirement for Intensive
Care Unit (ICU) admission (odds ratio (OR) 6.10 (95% CI 1.19 to 31.11), P=0.01, for pH
<7.25). In 2002, Denniston et al conducted an audit in 101 patients with AECOPD which
found exposure to a fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) >0.28 was associated with a higher
mortality rate compared to a FiO2 ≤0.28 (14% versus 2%, respectively, P<0.05).35 In 2007,
Joosten et al presented data from 41 patients admitted to hospital for AECOPD.36 Patients
that received oxygen at >4 L/minute had a longer mean length of stay (8 versus 4 days,
P=0.034), greater requirement for non-invasive ventilation (NIV) (39% versus 23%,
P=0.033), and increased high dependency unit (HDU) or ICU admissions (39% versus 23%,
P=0.033). In the same study, patients with a PaO2 ≥74.5 mmHg also had longer lengths of
hospital stay (11 versus 6 days, P=0.029), greater requirement for NIV (55% versus 14%,
P=0.012), and increased risk of HDU or ICU admission (55% versus 14%, P=0.012). In
2011, Wijesinghe et al reviewed the ambulance and hospital records for 250 patients with
AECOPD and found that the flow of oxygen delivered was positively associated with poor
outcome, defined as a composite of death, positive pressure ventilation or respiratory failure
(OR 1.2 (95% CI 1.0 to 1.4) per 1 L/min oxygen flow).37 Increased PaO2 was also associated
with poor outcome (OR 1.1 (95% CI 1.0 to 1.3) per 10 mmHg increase). Recognising that
low PaO2 values are also associated with worse outcomes in AECOPD,38 in 2012 Cameron
et al categorised 254 patient presentations to hospital for AECOPD as hypoxaemic
(PaO2<60 mmHg), hyperoxaemic (PaO2 >100 mmHg) or normoxaemic, based on ABG
values within four hours of triage.39 Both hyperoxaemia and hypoxaemia were associated
with increased risk of hypercapnic respiratory failure, assisted ventilation or inpatient death
(OR 9.17 (95% CI 4.08 to 20.6) and 2.16 (1.11 to 4.20), respectively).

Both elevated PaCO2 and reduced pH have been linked to increased mortality in AECOPD
in a number of observational studies.34,36,38,40 While both PaCO2 and pH are interrelated
(Textbox 1.1), there appears to be a specific relationship between pH and adverse outcomes.
Jeffrey et al’s 1992 study provides an example of this.40 One hundred and thirty nine patients
with AECOPD and a PaCO2 >49.5 mmHg on room air were studied. A pH <7.26 was
significantly associated with increased mortality risk compared to a pH ≥7.26 (26% versus
7% of patients, P<0.05). However, there was no association found between PaCO2 and
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mortality. Joosten et al found the proportion of patients with a pH <7.25 was significantly
greater in hypercapnic patents that received oxygen at >4 L/min, compared to hypercapnic
patients that had received ≤4 L/min (37% versus 10%, P=0.034).36 However, the mean
highest PaCO2 was not statistically significantly different between the groups. Finally, Plant
et al found acidosis, but not PaCO2, to be statistically significantly associated with
subsequent admission to ICU (OR 6.10 (95%CI 1.19 to 31.11) in patients with a pH <0.25,
compared to patients with a higher pH.34 These findings suggest that rather than an absolute
PaCO2 value, it is the acute increase in PaCO2 above a patient’s chronic stable value, as
reflected by change in pH, which is an important determinant in AECOPD outcome.

While all of these studies are suggestive of clinical harm from oxygen therapy, their
observational nature does not allow conclusions on causality. It could be argued that patients
that are more likely to have a poor outcome have an increased likelihood of being supplied
with more aggressive oxygen therapy by medical staff, whether it be in an attempt to follow
guideline recommendations10,11,41 or based on a ‘more is better’ approach.12 This would
mean increased likelihood of an adverse outcome leads to higher FiO2 and PaO2 values,
rather than the other way around. Additionally, the relationship between poor outcome and
high PaCO2 or low pH could be argued to be purely due to these factors being markers of
disease severity, rather than them having a consequence for clinical outcomes.

However, the relationships outlined by these studies have supported the multiple calls made
for an interventional study to investigate the clinical risks of high concentration oxygen in
AECOPD.2,34,41,4243
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Interventional trials

In 2002, Gomersall et al conducted a randomised pilot study in 34 patients admitted to ICU
with AECOPD comparing oxygen titrated to maintain PaO2 >49.5 mmHg and pH ≥7.26
(Group A) to oxygen titrated to maintain PaO2 >67.5 mmHg (Group B).44 Patients had to
have a PaO2 <49.5 mmHg and PaCO2 >49.5 mmHg on room air at study entry. The
interventions differed by administration of doxapram (a respiratory stimulant). In Group A,
doxapram was initiated if pH was <7.26 and it was titrated until pH was ≥7.26 and PaO2
was >49.5 mmHg. In Group B, doxapram was initiated if pH was <7.26 and mean arterial
pressure was <70 mmHg or symptomatic cardiac arrhythmia occurred. It was then titrated
until pH was ≥7.26. While PaO2 was significantly higher in Group B, there were no
significant differences in mortality, hospital length of stay, PaCO2 or pH between the
groups. Given the differing use of doxapram between the groups and small patient numbers,
the impact of the differing oxygen regimens on clinical outcome was difficult to interpret.

It was not until 2010 that Austin et al performed the first RCT designed and powered to
specifically investigate the clinical risks of high concentration oxygen in AECOPD.12
Paramedics were cluster randomised to deliver one of two different oxygen regimens to
patients who had presumed AECOPD. They administered either high concentration oxygen
(8-10 L/min via a mask and oxygen at 6-8 L/min to administer nebulised medication) or
titrated oxygen (to maintain patient SpO2 values between 88-92% and use of compressed
air to administer nebulised medication). Four percent of participants in the titrated arm died,
compared with 9% in the high concentration arm (relative risk 0.42 (95% CI 0.2 to 0.89),
P=0.02, on intention to treat analysis). When the analysis was performed in patients who
were subsequently confirmed to have COPD through clinic record review, the mortality was
2% in the titrated arm and 9% in the high concentration arm (relative risk 0.22 (95% CI 0.05
to 0.91), P=0.04). The number needed to harm was only 14.

While the study was based on the concept that oxygen could cause harm by elevating
PaCO2, there are conceivably other ways in which oxygen therapy could cause harm in
AECOPD. Oxygen may impair respiratory function through atelectasis and exacerbation of
ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) mismatch; it may also affect the cardiovascular system to
reduce cardiac output as well as cerebral and renal blood flow, and can increase systemic
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vascular resistance; lastly it has been linked to the formation of potentially toxic reactive
oxygen species.45–54 These factors could potentially lead to poor outcomes in patients with
AECOPD by exacerbating respiratory failure or adversely impacting on co-morbid
conditions, particularly as patients with COPD are more likely to have cardiovascular comorbidities.27 From a practical perspective, there is also the potential for oxygen to lead to
delay in recognising patient deterioration by medical staff, leading to delays in
implementation of appropriate therapy.55,56
Austin et al12 intended on collecting ABG data from participants on hospital arrival, which
would have enabled interpretation as to whether increased mortality was related to oxygeninduced elevations in PaCO2. However, only 11% of ABGs were performed within 30
minutes of hospital arrival and it was not clear whether the randomised regimen had been
continued up to the time ABGs were conducted. This was despite the study protocol having
been discussed with emergency department (ED) hospital staff. When the ABG data that
was taken was analysed by intention to treat in patients with confirmed COPD, the PaCO2
was 23 mmHg lower in the titrated arm, compared to the high concentration arm (n=40
participants). The pH was 0.06 higher in the titrated arm, compared to the high concentration
arm (n=38 participants). However, these changes did not reach statistical significance.
Noting that a high proportion of participants in the titrated arm received high concentration
oxygen, despite protocol instructions, the authors performed a per protocol analysis in the
subgroup of patients that had confirmed COPD. This did find a statistically significantly
lower PaCO2, by 33.6 mmHg (P=0.02, n=29), and higher pH, by 0.12 (P=0.01, n=28) in the
titrated group. While limited, these data support the concept that oxygen causes clinical
harm by inducing hypercapnia. This is further supported by a number of trials that have
demonstrated clinically significant increases in PaCO2 in response to oxygen therapy in
patients with COPD, as outlined in Section 1.3.3.
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1.3.3 Studies investigating the effects of oxygen on PaCO2 in COPD
Overview

A wide range of studies, including case reports, retrospective audits, and interventional trials
have investigated the potential for oxygen to induce hypercapnia. The following is a
systematic review performed with the purpose of evaluating the evidence for oxygeninduced hypercapnia in patients with COPD in trials other than Austin et al’s 2010 RCT.12

Systematic review methodology

This systematic review was conducted in March 2018. The search strategy is summarised
in Textbox 1.2.
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Pubmed search
[(((COPD OR COAD OR emphysema OR chronic obstructive pulmonary disease OR chronic obstructive airway
disease OR chronic bronchitis OR COLD OR chronic obstructive lung disease)) AND (oxygen* OR O2 OR FiO2 OR
PtO2 OR PaO2 OR PO2 OR SpO2 OR SaO2)) AND (carbon dioxide OR hypercap* OR hypercarb* OR CO2 OR
PtCO2 OR PaCO2 OR PCO) Sort by: PublicationDateFilters: Clinical Trial; Publication date from 1985/01/01 to
2018/12/31] (N found: 455)
OR
[(((COPD OR COAD OR emphysema OR chronic obstructive pulmonary disease OR chronic obstructive airway
disease OR chronic bronchitis OR COLD OR chronic obstructive lung disease)) AND (oxygen* OR O2 OR FiO2 OR
PtO2 OR PaO2 OR PO2 OR SpO2 OR SaO2)) AND (carbon dioxide OR hypercap* OR hypercarb* OR CO2 OR
PtCO2 OR PaCO2 OR PCO) Sort by: Publication Date Filters: Publication date from 1900/01/01 to 1984/12/31] (N
found: 853)

Additional reference search
References in the reviews by Murphy et al and Pilcher et al were reviewed as well as references from the papers
identified above. Additionally, results from our study by Bardsley et al 57 were included, despite not being published at
the time of the search.

Classification of eligible studies
The abstract and, if applicable, full text were reviewed. While the term COPD is used throughout this review, eligible
terms/diagnoses for inclusion included emphysema, chronic obstructive airway disease, chronic airflow obstruction,
chronic bronchitis and chronic obstructive lung disease. Trials were eligible for inclusion if they directly compared the
effects of oxygen delivery at a FiO2 >0.21 (subsequently referred to as the ‘oxygen’ intervention(s)) with either oxygen
at a lower FiO2 (>0.21) or room air (subsequently referred to as the ‘control’ intervention for randomised trials or
baseline value for non-randomised trials). Trials had to report the numerical change in PaCO2 in response to oxygen
delivery though comparison to either the control intervention or baseline value. Change in PaCO2 could be measured
by ABG, or the surrogate measures of capillary blood gas or transcutaneous measurement. Trials in which the full text
was not available to me and/or the full text was not in English were excluded. To increase relevance to the acute clinical
setting data were not included if during an intervention or baseline measurement the following factors occurred, which
may alter PaCO2.

-

Ventilation (invasive or non-invasive)

-

High flow oxygen/air delivery (e.g. nasal high flow cannulae)

-

Hyperbaric oxygen/air delivery

-

Oxygen/air delivery with gases other than room air or nitrogen (e.g. helium or carbon dioxide above room
air levels)

-

Modification of oxygen delivery based on PaCO2 levels

-

Sleep or exercise.

Textbox 1.2 Search strategy
ABG: Arterial blood gas, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, FiO 2: Fraction of inspired oxygen,
PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
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Studies are presented by 1) whether they recruited patients with AECOPD or stable COPD,
and 2) whether they are of randomised design. The first distinction was made to address the
possibility that results in stable patients may not necessarily reflect patient responses in the
clinical setting. The second distinction recognises that without randomisation it is difficult
to evaluate whether any observed changes in PaCO2 are due to oxygen delivery or other
causes. Examples may include factors related to the oxygen intervention itself (for example
breathing through a mouthpiece) or, in the case of patients with AECOPD, acute changes
as part of the course of an exacerbation or improvements in response to other hospital
therapies.

Eligible studies

Thirty-nine studies met the review criteria, the majority of which were performed in stable
participants. Disease severity, as indicated by baseline PaCO2 and PaO2, varied widely.

Studies in AECOPD

Four of the 15 studies in AECOPD patients were randomised trials (Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
Based on findings from the randomised trials, and supported by results from the nonrandomised trials, six key interpretations can be made.
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1st author

Year

N

Baseline values

Interventions

PaCO2

Mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)

Mean
PaO2
(mmHg)

Oxygen

Control

Duration
(min)

2-3 L/min via
nasal cannula
or face mark
8 L/minute
oxygen-driven
nebuliser
7 L/minute
oxygen-driven
nebuliser
8 L/minute
oxygen-driven
nebuliser

6-12 L/min via
nasal cannula or
face mark
8 L/minute airdriven nebuliser

Eldridge58*

1968

11

60

40

Gunawardena31

1984

16

49

58

O’Donnell59

1985

10

51

52

Bardsley57

2017

89

38

NR**

≥20

Mean
change from
baseline
(mmHg)
5.3

Maximum
change from
baseline
(mmHg)
Oxygen: 25
Control: 11

15

6.0

Oxygen: 22
Control: NR

7 L/minute airdriven nebuliser

10

6.9
(estimate)***

Oxygen: 22.5
Control: NR

8 L/minute airdriven nebuliser
with supplemental
nasal prong oxygen
titrated to maintain
SpO2 88-92%

35 (two 15
minute
interventions,
separated by 5
min)

3.3

Oxygen: 10^
Control: <4

Table 1.1 Randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in AECOPD
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, NR: Not reported, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial
pressure of oxygen, PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by
pulse oximetry.
* Data have been combined into a high concentration ‘oxygen’ and low concentration ‘control’ group for comparability. If multiple FiO2 levels were available for each
group the PaCO2 corresponding to the lowest FiO2 for the control group, and highest FiO2 for the oxygen group was selected. There were 8 patients who did not receive
oxygen in these comparative groups. When instead the highest and lowest FiO2 values were compared for all 19 participants, the difference in PaCO2 was 4.8 mmHg. Mean
change in PaCO2 from baseline is the differences at 20 minutes between interventions only, as baseline values prior to each intervention were not presented, maximum
change values are calculated from initial value on air prior to interventions. Legend continued overleaf.
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Table 1.1 Randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in AECOPD continued
**Average SpO2 was 92.6%. ***Data derived from figures presented by the authors. ^Maximum allowable change was 10 mmHg, as this was the criterion for participant
withdrawal, which occurred in one participant.
All studies are cross over except Bardsley et al.57 Presented PaCO2 data are taken from the latest time point during the intervention. Change in mean PaCO 2 is the mean
difference from baseline in the oxygen minus control intervention unless otherwise stated. PaCO2 measurements may be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values. With the exception of
oxygen concentration, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an overall value for all participants in each study.
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Please see the following page for Table 1.2.
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Baseline
1st author

Year

Comroe60*

1950

Miller61***

1968

N

Intervention

PaCO2
(mmHg)

PaO2
(mmHg)

6

73

NR**

7

52

NR**

30

48

NR**

20
Smith62^

1968

2

64

NR**

3
63

Warrell

1970

7

71

30

Delivery
100% oxygen via unspecified
method
30% oxygen via unspecified
method
100% oxygen via unspecified
method

PaCO2
Duration
(min)

Mean change from
baseline
(mmHg)

Maximum change
from baseline
(mmHg)

10 to 240

16.7

34

-0.3

6

6.2

22

≥12

24% via ‘ventimask’

240

-4.4

24-28% via ‘ventimask’

240

-4.5

28% via ‘ventimask’

240

2.0

24.5% via ‘ventimask’

150

4.3

9##

28% via ‘ventimask’

120^^

7.7

22.2

13

Rudolf64

1979

10

58

49

4 L/min via medium
concentration mask^^^

60

8.8

NR

Degaute65

1981

35

59

45

28% via ‘ventimask’

60

4

NR

Aubier66

1980

20

61

38

5 L/min via mouthpiece,
minute ventilation was around
10 L/min

30

7.3

NR

Aubier67

1980

22

65

38

Pure oxygen via mouthpiece

13 to 15

23

76

Table 1.2 Non-randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in AECOPD
Table continues with legend overleaf.
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Baseline
1st author

Year

N

12
Lejeune68

Intervention

PaCO2
(mmHg)

PaO2
(mmHg)

50

45

1984
10

51

43

PaCO2

Delivery

Duration
(min)

Mean change from
baseline
(mmHg)

24% via ‘mask’

20

1

28% via ‘mask’

20^^

2

35% via ‘mask’

20

4

40% via ‘mask’

20^^

5

Maximum change
from baseline
(mmHg)

NR

Robinson69

2000

22

53

58

100% oxygen via nasal mask

≥20

3.9

19.6

Moloney70#

2001

24

56

47

Titration to SpO2 91-92% via
Venturi mask (24-40%)

120

0.7

25##

Table 1.2 Non-randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in AECOPD continued
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, NR: Not reported, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial
pressure of oxygen, PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SpO2: Arterial oxygen saturation.

* Two additional participants are not presented in the Table due to differing oxygen regimens: 45% oxygen for 17 hours corresponding to increased PaCO 2 from baseline
of 52 mmHg, and 100% oxygen for 90 minutes followed by 2 hours via a nasal catheter, which corresponded to increased PaCO 2 from baseline of 12 mmHg, data is a
subset of the 65 participants studied that had mental changes with oxygen administration, an average from entire dataset was not presented. Participants assumed to be in
acute setting, though not directly stated by authors. **Mean oxygen saturation values for Comroe,60 Miller61 30% group, Miller61 100% group and Smith62 were 73.3, 81.7,
83.2 and 60.8%, respectively. *** Participants were not directly stated as acute or stable, however assumed AECOPD based on blood gas values at baseline, note that there
was overlap between participants, with 5 in both the 30% and 100% groups. Legend continued overleaf.
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Table 1.2 Non-randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in AECOPD continued
^For this study: N is number of admissions, it is possible there were repeat participants, participants also demonstrated mean PaCO2 decreases on oxygen ≥8 mmHg, with
one decrease of 44 mmHg. ^^Immediately following intervention above. ^^^Note it is not currently recommended to use flows as low as 4 L/min with medium concentration
masks due to risk of carbon dioxide retention through rebreathing.11,71,72 #Participants also demonstrated PaCO2 decrease from baseline of up to approximately 25 mmHg.
##

Data estimated from graphs.

Baseline values are mean values. Presented PaCO2 data are taken from the latest time point during the intervention. Change in mean PaCO 2 is the mean difference from
baseline. PaCO2 measurements may be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values. With the exception of oxygen concentration, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an
overall value for all participants in each study.
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1. PtCO2 changes in response to oxygen delivery can be physiologically and clinically
significant.
Elbridge et al58 recruited 19 AECOPD patients with a baseline PaCO2 of at least 50 mmHg.
Patients were administered oxygen at various flow rates in random order from 2 to 12 L/min,
delivered for at least 20 minutes at a time via nasal cannula or oropharyngeal mask.
Unfortunately, not all participants were given the same FiO2 levels and it is not stated how
the FiO2 values were selected or whether washout periods were given between the differing
flows. However, by analysing the individual data it can be seen that differences in PaCO2
in relation to oxygen delivery were physiologically and clinically significant. This was
apparent in data from individual participants and by comparison of mean PaCO2 values at
lower and higher oxygen flows. Nine participants had a difference of ≥4 mmHg between a
lower and higher flow, which can be considered a physiologically significant
difference.13,14,73 In three of these participants the difference was ≥8 mmHg, which may be
considered a clinically significant difference.13,14 The largest change in PaCO2 occurred
between oxygen delivered at 2 L/min and 12 L/min, which was associated with a 22 mmHg
increase in PaCO2 in one participant. This was associated with a 0.15 reduction in pH, which
is also a potentially clinically significant change, as outlined in Section 1.2.

Recognising that oxygen exposure during nebuliser administration might also result in
clinically significant increases in PaCO2, Gunawardena et al31 and O’Donnell et al59
performed cross over studies comparing the effects of oxygen-driven and air-driven
nebulisation. Similar to Eldridge’s study, the highest increase in a participant’s PaCO2 from
baseline during oxygen exposure was 22 and 22.5 mmHg, respectively. Overall
Gunawardena et al found a mean 6 mmHg PtCO2 increase from baseline during oxygendriven nebulisation, when compared to air-driven nebulisation. In O’Donnell et al’s study
it was approximately 6.9 mmHg. Additionally, O’Donnell et al presented data in a subgroup
of participants who were CO2 retainers at baseline (n=6), in which the mean PaCO2
increased 12.5 mmHg on oxygen-driven nebulisers, compared to air-driven nebulisers. This
was also accompanied by a reduction in pH.
From 2015 I was involved in a study with Bardsley et al57 which further investigated the
risks of oxygen-driven nebulisers in 89 patients with AECOPD (currently pending
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publication, for further details on involvement and registration see Appendix 1, Section
A.4.4). Participants were randomised to receive either oxygen or air-driven nebulisation.
Two nebulisers were delivered by the randomised gas over 15 minutes, separated by five
minutes in between. Participants receiving air-driven nebulisation had oxygen titrated, if
required, via nasal cannulae to SpO2 of 88-92%, as was done in Austin et al’s 2010 study.12
By the end of the second intervention the difference in PtCO2 for oxygen compared to airdriven nebulisations was 3.3 mmHg (95% CI 2.7 to 3.9), P<0.001. Two participants had a
PtCO2 increase ≥8 mmHg from baseline, both during the oxygen-driven regimen. Eighteen
participants had a PtCO2 increase ≥4 mmHg from baseline, all in the oxygen-driven
nebuliser group, risk difference 40% (95% CI 25.7 to 54.3), P<0.001. In patients that had
capillary blood gas sampling done the mean pH changed by -0.015 (95%CI -0.024 to 0.008), P<0.001 in the group randomised to oxygen-driven nebulisers, compared to the
group that received air-driven nebulisers. This was associated with a mean increase in
PcCO2 of 2.0 mmHg (95% CI 1.1 to 2.8), P<0.001. The participant with the largest reduction
in pH from baseline, of 0.06, had a rise in PcCO2 of 9 mmHg.

The non-randomised studies in AECOPD also support the potential for oxygen to cause
physiological and clinically significant changes in PaCO2. Many of the studies reported
large increases in PaCO2 from baseline in individual participants (Table 1.2),60,61,63,67,69,70
and all studies except three62,69,70 reported mean PaCO2 changes of ≥4 or more from baseline
at one or more of the oxygen flows delivered. Additionally, Aubier et al67 measured pH and
found mean values decreased from baseline by 0.09 during 100% oxygen delivery
(P<0.001), in conjunction with a mean 22 mmHg increase in PaCO2 (P<0.001). Lejeune et
al68 also measured pH, which decreased from baseline by 0.04 (P<0.001) on breathing 40%
oxygen, associated with a mean PaCO2 increase of 5 mmHg (P<0.001).

2. Significant PaCO2 changes can occur in response to small changes in the
concentration of oxygen delivery
Eldridge et al’s study58 demonstrated that changes in PaCO2 could occur at flows as low as
2 L/min. After oxygen administration at 2 L/min for 20 minutes in 17 participants there was
an average PaCO2 increase of 5.2 mmHg from baseline, with increases of ≥8 mmHg in three
participants. Similarly, the participants in Warrell et al’s non-randomised study63 had a
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mean PaCO2 increase of 4.3 mmHg during 24.5% oxygen delivery and 7.7 mmHg during
28% oxygen delivery.

3. PaCO2 changes in response to oxygen delivery appear to have a positive dose
dependent relationship with FiO2.
In 17 of the 19 participants in Eldridge et al’s study,58 there was a sequential increase in
PaCO2, for every increase in oxygen flow. The mean PaCO2 was 5.3 mmHg higher after
delivery of oxygen at a flow of 6 L/min or more, compared to delivery at 3 L/min or less
(Table 1.1). The non-randomised trials by Lejeune et al68 and Warrell at al63 also
demonstrated increases in mean PaCO2 with increased concentration of oxygen delivery
(Table 1.2). An example of the clinical consequences of this relationship was presented by
Campbell as a case study, in which a patient became semi-comatose on 34% oxygen
administration with an increase in PaCO2 of 18 mmHg, and subsequently improved through
the reduction of oxygen delivery to 28%.6

4. Changes in PaCO2 and PaO2 in response to oxygen therapy can be variable, even at
comparable FiO2 values

Variability in responses to oxygen have been observed both within individual studies and
between them. For example, in the dataset from Eldridge et al58 there were three participants
that were exposed to both 2 L/min and 12 L/min oxygen regimens. In one participant, the
PaCO2 was 22 mmHg higher at the end of 12 L/min intervention compared to the 2 L/min
intervention. However, in the other two participants the difference in PaCO2 between the
regimens was ≤3 mmHg. In the same three patients, the increase in PaO2 was also variable,
ranging from 12 to 114 mmHg.
Similarly, there were individuals in each of the randomised trials by Gunawardena et al,31
O’Donnell et al59 and Bardsley et al57 that had no change in PaCO2 in response to oxygendriven nebulisers, yet other participants had significant changes of at least 10 mmHg from
baseline. Additionally, many of the non-randomised trials that reported individual
participants had a change in PaCO2 ≥8 mmHg from baseline while receiving oxygen therapy
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also had participants in which there was no or a minimal increase in PaCO2 (≤1 mmHg)
from baseline while on the same oxygen regimen.61–63

Figure 1.6 demonstrates that variability in PaCO2 response to oxygen is also apparent
between studies, even when the delivered FiO2 is taken into account. Factors other than
FiO2 must therefore be contributing to this variability. These may relate to participant
factors (for example severity of disease) or methodological factors (such as the mode or
duration of oxygen delivery).
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Change in PaCO2
(mmHg)

FiO2

Non-randomised
Randomised
1st author

N

Eldridge58

Gunawardena
O’Donnell59
Bardsley57

31

17
3
7
9
4
16
10
89

FiO2
estimate
0.28
0.32
0.36
0.50
0.95
0.60
0.55
0.60

Change in
mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)
5.2
7.7
7.3
8.9
11.5
6.0
6.9
3.3

1st author

N

Comroe60

6
7
30
20
3

61

Miller

Smith62*
Warrell63

7

Degaute65
Aubier66
Aubier67

35
20
22
12

Lejeune68
10
Robinson69

22

FiO2
estimate
1
0.30
1
0.24
0.28
0.245
0.28
0.28
0.50
1
0.24
0.28
0.35
0.40
1

Change in
mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)
16.7
-0.3
6.2
-4.4
2
4.3
7.7
4
7.3
23
1
2
4
5
3.9

Figure 1.6 Mean PaCO2 changes compared to FiO2 in patients with AECOPD
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen,
PaCO2: Partial pressure of arterial carbon dioxide, PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
* N is number of admissions, it is possible there were repeat participants.
Note that data are not weighted by number of participants and FiO2 values are estimates based on descriptions
of data in the Tables 1.1 and 1.2. For clarity these data are presented in the incorporated Table above. Legend
continues overleaf.
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Figure 1.6 Mean PaCO2 changes compared to FiO2 in patients with AECOPD continued
Change in mean PaCO2 is the mean difference from baseline in the oxygen minus control intervention in the
randomised studies with the exception of Eldridge at al which is change from air at baseline.58 Change in mean
PaCO2 is the mean difference from baseline in the non-randomised studies. Further details are provided in the
legends of Tables 1.1 and 1.2. PaCO2 measurements may be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values. With the exception of
FiO2, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an overall value for all participants in each
study. Data were included if N>2 and an estimate was able to be made for FiO 2. As such data from Moloney
et al70 and Rudolf et al64 were not included, nor were data from 24-28% via ‘ventimask’ in Smith et al’s
study.62 Note that differing FiO2’s from Eldridge et al58 and Warrell et al’s63 studies were from the same
participants. In Lejeune et al’s study68 the 24 and 28% data were for the same participants, and the 35 and
40% were from the same participants.
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5. It is difficult to identify patient factors that predict the incidence and magnitude of
PaCO2 rise in response to oxygen

A number of studies have attempted to identify whether certain baseline characteristics will
predict whether a patient is at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia. However, the
interpretation of the data available is limited.
Gunawardena et al31 and O’Donnell et al59 each presented data from patients with baseline
hypercapnia separately to patients without baseline hypercapnia. Significant increases in
PaCO2 on oxygen compared to air-driven nebulisation were demonstrated only in the
subgroups that had baseline hypercapnia. The increase was 7.7 mmHg, P<0.001 in
Gunawardena et al’s study (N=9) and 12.5 mmHg, P<0.001 in O’Donnell’s study (N=6).
Compared to the other randomised trials,31,58,59 Bardsley et al57 recruited participants with a
much lower mean baseline PaCO2 and demonstrated a smaller mean increase in PaCO2
during oxygen-driven nebulisation, compared to air-driven nebulisation. Of the 84
participants that had PcCO2 measured, 67 (80%) were normocapnic (PcCO2≤45 mmHg) at
baseline. Seven (22%) of the normocapnic participants that received oxygen-driven
nebulisation had a PtCO2 rise ≥4 mmHg from baseline. In the hypercapnic participants, 7
(64%) had a PtCO2 rise ≥4 mmHg from baseline during oxygen-driven nebulisation. None
of the participants in the study that received air-driven nebulisation had a PtCO2 rise ≥4
mmHg from baseline. This suggests that while there may be a correlation between baseline
PaCO2 and the likelihood or magnitude of an increase in PaCO2 in response to oxygen
exposure, baseline hypercapnia is not a prerequisite for oxygen-induced elevations in
PaCO2.

Contrasting data were gained in the two non-randomised studies that formally investigated
predictors of a change in PaCO2 in response to oxygen. Moloney et al70 found no statistical
relationship between baseline PaO2, pH or PaCO2 and likelihood of oxygen-induced
elevations in PaCO2, however this may have been related to the overall mean increase in
PaCO2 of only 0.7 mmHg on oxygen in their participants. Robinson et al69 divided their
participants into a ‘retainer’ subgroup (change in PaCO2 ≥3 mmHg from baseline in
response to 100% oxygen) and non-retainer subgroup. There was no statistically significant
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difference in baseline PaCO2 between the subgroups, although the trend was towards a
higher value in the retainers (56.3 versus 49.7 mmHg). The study investigators did,
however, report PaO2 to be significantly lower in the retainer subgroup on room air,
compared with the non-retainers (54.5 mmHg versus 62.6 mmHg, P=0.03).

6. It is important to consider the impact of methodology on clinical applicability

Oxygen delivery methods (including FiO2, delivery method and duration) and patient
disease severity varied widely between the trials. This is likely to contribute to the variation
in response to oxygen between the studies.

As an example, one factor which could account for variability observed between studies is
the duration of oxygen administration. Gunawardena et al,31 O’Donnell et al59 and Bardsley
et al57 all investigated the effects of oxygen over various time points and suggested that
increases in PaCO2 are related to the length of time oxygen is administered. Elevations in
PaCO2 were apparent within 5-6 minutes of oxygen exposure in all three studies, and PaCO2
continued to rise until the end of nebulisation. In a post hoc analysis, Bardsley et al
demonstrated statistically significant differences in PtCO2 by time point, with an estimate
of the time-related difference at 15 minutes minus six minutes, for oxygen compared to airdriven nebulisation, of 0.73 mmHg (95% CI 0.11 to 1.35), P=0.021. However, the estimate
for the difference between 35 minutes and 26 minutes was 0.43 mmHg (95% CI -0.19 to
1.06), P=0.17. Data from Warrell et al,63 who presented PaCO2 values taken at 30 minute
intervals during their oxygen regimens, were mixed. There was no evidence of an increasing
PaCO2 with each time point over 150 minutes of 24.5% oxygen, but there was a trend
towards an increase over time during 28% oxygen for 120 minutes. There were no
comparative data on room air or oxygen delivery at a different FiO2, so it is difficult to
evaluate the contribution of the participant’s disease progression or response to other
medical interventions over the study period. Overall the PaCO2 changes with time
demonstrated in these studies are small and their contribution is unlikely to fully account
for the variability in responses to oxygen between different studies.
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Studies in stable COPD

The trials in participants with stable COPD are presented in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. They tended
to include patients with a lower mean baseline PaCO2 values compared to the trials in
AECOPD. Mean changes in PaCO2 in response to oxygen at a given FiO2 also tended to be
lower, with the majority sitting below 4 mmHg, as demonstrated in Figures 1.7a and b.
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Baseline values
1st author

Year

N

Interventions

Mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)

Mean
PaO2
(mmHg)

Oxygen

PaCO2

Control

Duration
(min)

Mean
change
between
interventions
(mmHg)

Maximum
change from
baseline
(mmHg)

King74

1973

10

52

49

30% oxygen via
mouthpiece*

Room air via
mouthpiece*

11 to 14

2.4

NR

Castaing75

1985

14

51

55

26% oxygen via
mouthpiece

Room air via
mouthpiece

30

0.9

NR

Sassoon76

1987

17

48

NR**

Room air via
mouthpiece

15

4.4

15^^^

5

2

5

3

10

0.9

20

1.95

Liss77

Light78

Saadjian79

1988

1989

1992

8***

17

26

48

NR

NR

53

NR

NR

Oxygen via
mouthpiece
(mean 94%)
2 L/min oxygen
via nasal prongs
4 L/min oxygen
via nasal prongs
30% oxygen via
mouthpiece*
30% oxygen via
high
concentration
mask
100% oxygen via
high
concentration
mask

2 L/min air via
nasal prongs
4 L/min air via
nasal prongs
Room air via
mouthpiece*
21% oxygen via
high concentration
mask

NR

NR
21% oxygen via
high concentration
mask

20

Table 1.3 Randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in stable COPD
Table continued overleaf.
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NR

3.0

Baseline values
1st author

Year

N

Mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)

Mean
PaO2
(mmHg)

O’Donnell73

1997

11

41

74

O’Donnell80

2002

20

NR

NR**

Edwards81

2011

18

48

62

Interventions

Oxygen

Control

60% oxygen via
mouthpiece
60% oxygen via
mouthpiece

Room air via
mouthpiece
Room air via
mouthpiece

8 L/minute
oxygen-driven
nebuliser

air-driven nebuliser

PaCO2

Duration
(min)

Mean
change
between
interventions
(mmHg)

Maximum
change from
baseline
(mmHg)

5

3

NR

10

4.5

27^^^

35 (two 15
minute
nebulisations
separated by
5 minutes)

3.1^

10^^

Table 1.3 Randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in stable COPD continued
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, NR: Not reported, PaCO2: Arterial partial
pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon
dioxide, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by pulse oximetry.
*Assumed mouthpiece based on description of equipment, however not directly stated. ** Oxygen saturation at baseline 91.9% for Sassoon76 and 83% for O’Donnell.80
*** Two participants were hospital inpatients, reported to be clinically stable during interventions.
^ Change is change in PaCO2 from baseline in the oxygen minus air intervention. ^^Maximum allowable change was 10 mmHg, as this was a criterion for participant
withdrawal, which occurred in one participant. ^^^ Estimated from graph.
All studies are cross over design. Presented PaCO2 data are taken from the latest time point during the intervention. Change in mean PaCO 2 is the mean difference in the
final PaCO2 in the oxygen minus control intervention unless otherwise stated. PaCO2 measurements may be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values. With the exception of oxygen
concentration, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an overall value for all participants in each study.
Legend continued overleaf.
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Table 1.3 Randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in stable COPD continued
A study of note not included in the Table was by Mithoefer et al in 197882 as it was unclear whether participants had stable COPD or AECOPD. They were randomised to
receive air, 24% oxygen, 28% oxygen, 35% oxygen and 40% oxygen each for 20 minutes in random order via a mouthpiece. Mean PaCO2 for each intervention was 37, 39,
39, 39, 39 mmHg, respectively in patients that were not hypercapnic at baseline. Mean PaCO2 for each intervention was 55, 56, 57, 57, 57 mmHg, respectively in patients
that were hypercapnic at baseline. Another study of note not included in the Table was by Massaro et al in 1962,83 as data were not presented in numerical form and it was
unclear if participants were stable or had AECOPD. Participants were randomised to oxygen via a mask or nasal prongs and it appeared that in some participants there were
physiologically significant increases in PaCO2 (≥4 mmHg) within 10 minutes of mask or nasal prong use, while with mask use there were clinically significant increases in
PaCO2 (≥8 mmHg). A third study, by Richards et al in 1958 84 was also omitted from the Table as it was unclear whether it was conducted in stable patients or those with
AECOPD. Participants breathed air and 50% oxygen in random order. Mean PaCO2 was 37 mmHg on air and 39 mmHg on 50% oxygen in patients that were not hypercapnic
at baseline. Mean PaCO2 was 50 mmHg on air and 55 mmHg on 50% oxygen in patients that were hypercapnic at baseline, one participant had an increase of 8 mmHg on
oxygen compared to air, another had an increase of 21 mmHg.
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Please see the following page for Table 1.4.
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Baseline
1st author

Year

Intervention

PaCO2

N
PaCO2
(mmHg)

PaO2
(mmHg)

Delivery

Duration (min)

Mean change from
baseline
(mmHg)*

Maximum change
from baseline
(mmHg)

Prime85

1954

35

52

57*

100% oxygen via
mouthpiece

30 to 40

8.6

25.4

Wilson86

1954

26

49

NR**

99.6% oxygen via
unspecified method

20

13.3

33

Said87

1963

15

46

70

10 to 30

3.5

11

30

1

5***

30

3

9***

30

3

8***

120 to 180

2

7

40 to 60^^

4

NR

Mithoefer88

1967

7

55

44

9
Schiff^89

1967

55

52

4^^

95-99% oxygen via
mouthpiece
24 % oxygen via
venturi mask***
28% oxygen via
venturi mask***
32-35% oxygen via
venturi mask***
24% oxygen via
‘ventimask’ mask
35% oxygen via
‘ventimask’ mask

Astin90

1970

13

46

59

30% oxygen via
unspecified method

20

3.1

13

Lopez-Majano91

1973

151

49

66

100% oxygen via a
mouthpiece

15 to 20^^^

4.4

>30^^^

Sherter92

1975

9

51

60

100% oxygen via a
mouthpiece

≥20

5

16

Table 1.4 Non-randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in stable COPD
Table Continued overleaf.
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Baseline
1st author

Pietak93

Bone94

Year

1975

1978

Intervention

PaCO2

N

12

20

PaCO2
(mmHg)

PaO2
(mmHg)

41

74

42

68

Aubier66

1980

12

47

54

Kawakami95#

1983

28

NR

NR

Dick96

1997

11

53

62

Chiang97

2002

26

44

69

Perrin98

2010

18

40

NR###

Delivery
100% humidified
oxygen via
mouthpiece
28% oxygen from
reservoir-two way
valve system
35% oxygen from
reservoir-two way
valve system
40% oxygen from
reservoir-two way
valve system
5 L/min via
mouthpiece, minute
ventilation was around
10 L/min
‘Humidified pure
oxygen’
100% oxygen via
mouthpiece
2 L/min via nasal
cannula
100% via CPAP mask
without positive
pressure

Duration (min)

Mean change from
baseline
(mmHg)*

Maximum change
from baseline
(mmHg)

30

1

NR

≥30

2

18

≥30

3.5

8

≥30

3.5

15

30

2.8

NR

60

1.4

NR

15

6.6##

NR

60

4.1

NR

20

4.4

NR

Table 1.4 Non-randomised trials investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on mean PaCO2 in stable COPD continued
Legend overleaf.
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COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, CPAP: Continuous positive airway pressure mask, NR: Not reported, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide,
PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SpO2: Oxygen
saturation measured by pulse oximetry.
* Data available for 31 participants only. ** Mean oxygen saturation was 83.0%. *** Order of the interventions was randomised, however the comparison to room air was
by comparison to baseline (not randomised) so the study was included in this Table for simplicity, values for maximum change from baseline were estimated from graphs.
^ Some participants were reported to be convalescing from acute respiratory failure, but were considered to be in a stable state. ^^ Four of the nine participants went on to
receive the 35% intervention following the 24% intervention. ^^^ In participants with baseline PaCO2 >60 mmHg data from 15 minutes time point was included instead of
20 minutes, as at 20 minutes 7 participants had no data due to having been withdrawn due to excessive ventilatory depression, the maximum change from baseline value
for this study was estimated from a graph. # Participants attended study visit 2 weeks after hospital admission. ## This study was of randomised design, and reported no
significant change in PaCO2 on room air, however presented PaCO2 values are only reported for oxygen, therefore it is reported in this Table for non-randomised data.
###

SpO2 was 95.8%.

Presented PaCO2 data are taken from the latest time point during the intervention. Change in mean PaCO2 is the mean difference from baseline. PaCO2 measurements may
be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values. With the exception of oxygen concentration, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an overall value for all participants in
each study.
A study of note that was not included in the Table above was by Kawakami et al in 1982,99 which did not give numerical PaCO2 results. Participants breathed 100% oxygen
at rest for 20 minutes, while some patients appeared to have increases in PaCO2, the precise magnitude of the change was unclear.
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Change in PaCO2
(mmHg)

FiO2

Figure 1.7a Graph of mean PaCO2 changes compared to FiO2 in patients with AECOPD
and stable COPD
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD: Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide,
PcCO2: Capillary partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Note that data are not weighted by number of participants and FiO2 values are only estimates based on
descriptions of data in the Tables 1.1 to 1.4. For clarity these data are presented in the Table in 1.7b. Change
in mean PaCO2 is the mean difference from baseline in the oxygen minus control intervention in the
randomised studies in AECOPD, with the exception of Eldridge at al which is change from air at baseline.58
Change in mean PaCO2 is the mean difference in the final PaCO2 in the oxygen minus control intervention in
the randomised studies in stable COPD, with the exception of Edwards et al. 81 Change in mean PaCO2 is the
mean difference from baseline in the non-randomised studies in stable COPD and AECOPD. Further study
details are provided in the legends of Tables 1.1 to 1.4. PaCO2 measurements may be PcCO2 or PtCO2 values.
With the exception of FiO2, data presented in subgroups has been combined to present an overall value for all
participants in each study. Data were included if N>2 and an estimate was able to be made for FiO 2. As such
data from Moloney et al,70 Rudolf et al,64 and Saadjian et al,79 were not included, nor were data from 24-28%
via ‘ventimask’ in Smith et al’s study.62 Note that data from differing FiO2’s from Eldridge et al,58 Warrell et
al,63 Liss et al,77 Mithoefer et al88 and Bone et al’s94 studies were from the same participants. In Lejeune et al’s
study68 the 24 and 28% data were for the same participants, and the 35 and 40% were from the same
participants. In Schiff et al’s study89 four of the nine participants that received a FiO2 at 24% subsequently
received 35%.
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AECOPD randomised
1st author

Eldridge58

Gunawardena
O’Donnell59
Bardsley57

31

N

FiO2
estimate

17
3
7
9
3
16
10
89

0.28
0.32
0.36
0.50
0.95
0.60
0.55
0.60

AECOPD non-randomised
Change in
mean
PaCO2
(mmHg)
5.2
7.7
7.8
8.9
13.3
6.0
6.9
3.3

1st author

N
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Figure 1.7b Tables of mean PaCO2 changes compared to FiO2 in patients with AECOPD
and stable COPD
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD: Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
* Value compared between randomised groups, taken as difference from baseline during oxygen intervention
minus difference from baseline during air intervention. ** N is number of admissions, it is possible there were
repeat participants. For further detail see legend for Figure 1.7a.
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Aubier et al66 performed the only study which measured PaCO2 during an oxygen regimen
in the same patients during AECOPD and then when stable. In 12 participants with
AECOPD oxygen was administered via a mouthpiece for 30 minutes, and was associated
with a mean PaCO2 increase of 10.1 mmHg. When the same participants were stable, the
same oxygen regimen resulted in a PaCO2 change that was significantly smaller at only 2.8
mmHg (P<0.01). In 1977, Rudolf et al100 examined the effects of oxygen in patients with
respiratory failure. While the cause of the respiratory failure was not identified as COPD
(meaning the study was not eligible for inclusion in this systematic review), the findings are
noted here as another example of the effects of oxygen on the same patients when in an
acute exacerbation and when stable. A FiO2 of up to 0.28 for 1 hour increased PaCO2 values
by 9, 15 and 31 mmHg compared with air in three patients with an exacerbation of chronic
respiratory failure. However, the same oxygen regimen did not alter PaCO2 more than 3
mmHg when the same three patients were stable. The possible mechanisms behind these
differences are discussed in Section 1.3.4.

Despite the lower mean changes in PaCO2 in response to oxygen in the stable studies, the
results reinforced the key messages from the studies in AECOPD. Firstly, the studies in
stable participants demonstrated physiologically and clinically significant changes in PtCO2
could occur in individuals in response to oxygen.76,80,92,94,96–98,81,85–91 As demonstrated in the
acute setting, significant increases in PaCO2 were reported following comparatively low
concentrations of delivered oxygen, such as the participant with an 18 mmHg PaCO2
increase after delivery of 28% oxygen for ≥30 minutes in Bone et al’s study.94

In the trials that compared differing concentrations of oxygen delivery, the difference in the
changes in PaCO2 between the highest and lowest FiO2 was small (≤3.5 mmHg).77,79,88,89,94
Despite this, in each of the randomised studies every increase in FiO2 was associated with a
small increase in mean PaCO2,77,79 reflecting the dose response relationship demonstrated
in the studies in AECOPD. Additionally, in all three non-randomised studies in stable
COPD, the mean change in PaCO2 on the highest FiO2 was slightly higher than the PaCO2
on the lowest FiO2.88,89,94

Variability in response to oxygen was also apparent in the studies in patients with stable
COPD, especially at a FiO2 of 100% (Figure 1.7a and 1.7b). A number of the studies in
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stable COPD attempted to identify predictors of a PaCO2 increase in response to oxygen.
Similar to the findings in AECOPD, there were mixed results. Sassoon et al 76 found a
significant correlation between forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and change in
PtCO2 on oxygen (r =-0.50, P<0.05); however no correlation was found with baseline PtCO2
or arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2). When O’Donnell et al80 categorised their participants
as retainers (change in PaCO2 ≥3 mmHg on oxygen) and non-retainers, they found no
significant difference in baseline PaCO2 values between the groups; however baseline PaO2
was significantly lower in the retainer group (P<0.05). Lopez-Majano et al91 found
statistically significant associations between oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2 and
baseline PaCO2 (r =0.41, P<0.01), PaO2 (r =0.45, P<0.01), pH (r =0.19, P,0.01) and
bicarbonate (r =0.26, P<0.001). Bone et al94 reported the effects of varying FiO2 levels in a
subgroup of patients with hypercapnia and a subgroup without. While they did not provide
statistical analysis comparing the groups, the mean changes in PaCO2 at each FiO2 were
similar (within 1 mmHg) between hypercapnic and non-hypercapnic participants. However,
in a retrospective study in patients with AECOPD in the same manuscript the authors report
an association between admission PaO2 and pH and the likelihood of somnolence
developing on oxygen therapy. Finally, Chiang et al97 reported oxygen at 2 L/min resulted
in statistically significant increases in mean PaCO2 in both normocapnic and hypercapnic
patients. While the mean change in PaCO2 associated with oxygen administration was
greater in the patients who were hypercapnic at baseline (5.4 mmHg compared to 2.9
mmHg), data were not formally analysed to determine if the difference was statistically
significant.

Overall conclusions

Findings 1 through 5 generated by the studies in AECOPD, and supported by the studies in
stable COPD, provide evidence for oxygen-induced hypercapnia and support the rationale
behind the titration of oxygen therapy to avoid both hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia.

The clinically significant increases in PaCO2 and decreases in pH associated with oxygen
delivery, combined with the results from Austin et al’s 2010 RCT,12 support the use of
titrated oxygen therapy to improve patient outcomes in AECOPD. The studies
demonstrating clinically significant increases in PaCO2 can occur during oxygen-driven
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nebuliser delivery suggest that clinical improvements are contributed to by the avoidance
of oxygen-driven nebulisers.

The dose response relationships between FiO2 and change in PaCO2, and the clinically
significant elevations in PaCO2 reported after exposure to relatively low FiO2 levels,
demonstrate the utility of an upper SpO2 titration limit to prevent the unnecessary initiation
of oxygen therapy or delivery of oxygen at concentrations higher than required to relieve
hypoxaemia. This in turn has the potential to decrease the risk of oxygen-induced
hypercapnia and improve clinical outcomes.

The variability in the changes in PaCO2 and PaO2 in response to oxygen therapy
demonstrate why titration to each patient’s oxygen saturations is essential to avoid the risks
of hypoxaemia and hypercapnia, rather than the alternative of prescribing a set ‘one size fits
all’ oxygen concentration. Overall, it appears that while many studies suggest that elevated
baseline PaCO2 and/or decreased baseline blood oxygen levels may relate to the risk of
oxygen-induced hypercapnia, neither appear to be a prerequisite. The inability to predict
which COPD patients are at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia further illustrates the
importance of titrating oxygen in all patients with COPD, rather than assuming how a
patient will respond to oxygen therapy.

Additionally, data from these studies have demonstrated that it is likely that the variability
in response to oxygen is partly related to study methodology. This is supported by the data
suggesting that changes in PaCO2 in response to delivery are dependent on factors such as
FiO2, length of oxygen exposure, and whether a patient is stable or has AECOPD. These
findings highlight the importance of carefully considering the applicability of study findings
in the acute clinical setting.
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1.3.4 Mechanisms behind oxygen-induced hypercapnia in COPD
Proposed mechanisms
Despite the number of trials demonstrating PaCO2 rises in response to oxygen delivery, the
mechanism or mechanisms behind oxygen-induced hypercapnia are still debated.42,101,102
The four main theories are summarised in Figure 1.8. Oxygen administration has been
suggested to impact on the Haldane effect by displacing CO2 bound to haemoglobin to
increase dissolved levels in the blood, elevating PaCO2. Oxygen therapy has also been
suggested to result in absorption atelectasis, which could lead to shunt and V/Q mismatch.67
The most commonly quoted mechanism, however, is a decrease in the hypoxic drive to
breathe. As outlined in Textbox 1.1 and Figure 1.5, minute ventilation is influenced by
feedback from chemoreceptors which detect oxygen, CO2 and pH in the blood. Many
patients with COPD are thought to have reduced responsiveness to CO2 levels and instead
rely on hypoxic drive to breathe. Administration of oxygen may reduce hypoxic drive,
resulting in decreased ventilation and increased PaCO2. The reversal of hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction has also been postulated as a key mechanism. As outlined in Textbox 1.1
and Figure 1.4, hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction causes local decreases in blood flow
to poorly ventilated alveoli, and results in increased flow to other alveoli with better
ventilation. Oxygen administration is thought to increase oxygen in the areas of low
ventilation, reversing the local pulmonary vasoconstriction. The resulting increase in blood
flow to the poorly ventilated areas worsens V/Q mismatch, while the decreased blood flow
to the well-ventilated areas leads to increased dead space.
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Figure 1.8 Main mechanisms proposed to account for oxygen-induced hypercapnia
PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, CO2: Carbon dioxide, V/Q: Ventilation-perfusion ratio.
Figure is based on reviews/discussion by Rudolf 1977, 100 Stradling 1986,103 New 2006,42 Brill & Wedzicha
2014,102 and Abdo & Heunks 2012.101
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An essential aspect of oxygen-induced hypercapnia is the inability to compensate for the
degree of PaCO2 elevation.100 It may be that the increase in PaCO2 is of such a magnitude
that it is not physically possible to increase minute ventilation to counteract it, or that the
ability to increase minute ventilation is affected by an aspect of the pathophysiology of
COPD, such as decreased chemoreceptor responsiveness to PaCO2 or physical changes that
impair the ability to increase minute ventilation.

It is plausible that a combination of each of the initial causes increased PaCO2 presented in
Figure 1.8 contribute to the overall PaCO2 response to oxygen therapy in an individual
patient. Each of the proposed mechanisms may impact on each other and be dependent on
a number of other physiological factors that affect PaCO2 (as outlined at the end of Section
1.2.2). This may go some way to explaining the variability in responses to oxygen outlined
in Section 1.3.3, as well as the observation that patients with AECOPD tend to have a greater
PaCO2 increase in response to oxygen compared to stable patients. For example, in patients
with a lower tidal volume, a smaller absolute decrease in tidal volume (which could occur
due to loss of hypoxic drive) can cause a comparatively larger reduction in alveolar
ventilation.103 Additionally, it has been suggested that patients with a higher initial PaCO2
require smaller reductions in alveolar ventilation to increase PaCO2.103 The magnitude of
minute ventilation changes and/or hypoxic pulmonary constriction to counter V/Q
mismatch prior to the administration of oxygen therapy, could relate to a greater potential
for their reversal (through loss of hypoxic drive and/or loss of hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction), which may result in a greater effect on PaCO2. Finally, lower oxygen
saturations prior to oxygen therapy could mean that the amount of CO2 bound to
haemoglobin is higher, so that when oxygen is delivered, a greater amount of bound CO2 is
able to be displaced via the Haldane effect to increase PaCO2.103 Each of these examples
includes factors which are associated with AECOPD (decreased tidal volume, elevated
PaCO2, requirement of compensation for V/Q mismatch and low PaO2). Additionally, a
multitude of other factors, such as levels of CO2 production by metabolism, alterations in
cardiac output, and co-morbidities, may complicate the picture further.

Difficulty in identifying and untangling the potential contributions of these factors is likely
to contribute to the ongoing difficulty in assessing the proposed mechanisms behind
oxygen-induced hypercapnia.
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Assessing the proposed mechanisms behind oxygen-induced hypercapnia
Reduction of hypoxic drive to breathe

This has been assessed by measuring minute ventilation (the volume of air transferred over
1 minute), which is the product of tidal volume (volume per breath) and respiratory rate
(breaths per unit of time):

[minute ventilation]= [tidal volume] x [respiratory rate]

Release of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction

A key measurement that has been used to imply the release of hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction is the dead space to tidal volume ratio (VD/VT). As outlined previously,
total VD (physiological dead space) is composed of anatomical dead space (portions of the
airway that are not involved in gas transfer) and alveolar dead space (portions of the alveoli
which do not take place in respiration as there is no blood supply for gas transfer). Expired
CO2 (PECO2) represents the mixed gas from physiological dead space (where no perfusion
takes place) and the gas from the alveoli participating in gas exchange (PACO2)). As a result,
VD/VT can be calculated by the Bohr equation:

[VD/VT]= [PACO2-PECO2] / [PACO2]

This equation was subsequently modified by Engoff to:

[VD/VT]= [PaCO2-PECO2] / [PaCO2]

For practical purposes PACO2 was assumed to equal PaCO2 (measurable by blood gas or
estimated via transcutaneous monitoring). However, it should be noted that this change
limits the distinction between an increase in PaCO2 due to increased dead space or due to
shunt (in which PACO2 will not match PaCO2).104,105 A further point to consider in the
evaluation of VD/VT is that values may be influenced by loss of hypoxic drive, as
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reductions in tidal volume are not linear to reductions in dead space, and so are capable of
altering the VD/VT ratio.103

Another measurement used to evaluate release of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is
the multiple inert gas elimination technique (MIGET). This involves the intravenous
infusion of six inert gases of differing solubility, which are subsequently measured from
expiration, mixed venous blood and arterial blood. Calculation of ventilation and perfusion
is via the Fick principle (that blood flow to an organ can be calculated by measuring the
concentration of a substance entering and leaving that organ, and accounting for use of the
substance by the organ). This allows assessment of dead space, V/Q distribution and shunt.
Evidence for the proposed mechanisms behind oxygen-induced hypercapnia
A number of the trials from the systematic review in Section 1.3.3 have investigated the
proposed mechanisms for oxygen–induced hypercapnia. However, methodology has been
variable and the interpretation of results a source of debate. Breaking the results into their
most simplistic form, Tables 1.5 to 1.7 demonstrate the effects of oxygen administration on
measures used to represent reduction of hypoxic drive to breathe and measures used to
represent release of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction.
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1st author

Aubier66

Aubier67

Year

1980

1980

N

20

22

10 nonretainers**

Robinson69

PaCO2
mean
change
from
baseline
(mmHg)

Measures of
reduction in
hypoxic drive to
breathe

7.3

↓ Minute
ventilation
↓ Respiratory rate
↔ Tidal volume

23

↓ Minute
ventilation*
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔ Tidal volume

-1.3

↔ Minute
ventilation

2000

12
retainers**

8.3

↓ Minute
ventilation

Measures of
release of hypoxic
pulmonary
vasoconstriction

Not assessed

↑ VD/VT (Bohr
Engoff equation)

Relationship between
change in measure and
change in PaCO2
No correlation between
magnitude of PaCO2
change and minute
ventilation or
respiratory rate.
No correlation between
magnitude of PaCO2
change and minute
ventilation, respiratory
rate or tidal volume.

MIGET:
↑V/Q
heterogeneity
↑ Dispersion of
perfusion
distribution^
↔ Dispersion of
alveolar
ventilationperfusion
(excluding dead
space)^
↔ Dead space***
↔ VD/VT (Bohr
equation)
↔ Shunt
MIGET:
↑ V/Q
heterogeneity
↑ Dispersion of
perfusion
distribution^
↑ Dispersion of
alveolar
ventilationperfusion
(excluding dead
space)^

No statistically
significant difference in
any of these changes
between retainers and
non-retainers.

↔ Dead space***
↑ VD/VT (Bohr
equation)
↔ Shunt

Table 1.5 Studies investigating mechanisms behind oxygen-induced hypercapnia in
patients with AECOPD
MIGET: Multiple Inert Gas Elimination Technique, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of arterial carbon dioxide,
VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume, V/Q: Ventilation-Perfusion ratio. *Note there was an initial decrease in
minute ventilation within 5 minutes of oxygen delivery, however the decrease was smaller by the end of the
intervention. **Retainers were defined as participants who had a >3 mmHg increase in PaCO2 during oxygen
administration. *** Units with V/Q ratio >100. ^ i.e. increase in perfusion to lung units with low V/Q. ^ i.e.
increase in alveolar dead space. None of the studies were randomised. A change is depicted as an increase (↑)
or decrease (↓) if the difference on oxygen compared to baseline was P<0.05.
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1st author

Castaing75

Year

1985

N

14

PaCO2
mean
change
from
baseline
(mmHg)

0.9

Measures of
reduction in
hypoxic drive to
breathe

↔ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate

Measures of
release of hypoxic
pulmonary
vasoconstriction
MIGET
↔ V/Q
heterogeneity
↔ Dispersion of
perfusion
distribution
↔ Dispersion of
alveolar
ventilationperfusion
(excluding dead
space)

Relationship between
change in measure and
change in PaCO2

Not assessed

↑ Dead space*
↔ Shunt fraction

Sassoon76

Light78**

O’Donnell
80

1987

17

1989

17

0.9

1997

11

3

11 nonretainers^
O’Donnell
73

4.4

0

2002

9
retainers^

10

↔ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔ Tidal volume
↓ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔Tidal volume
Not assessed
↔ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔ Tidal volume
↔ Alveolar
ventilation^^
↔ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔ Tidal volume
↓ Alveolar
ventilation^^

↑ VD/VT (Bohr
Engoff equation)
↔ VD/VT
(Undefined
method***)
↑ VD/VT
(Undefined
method***)
↔ VD/VT
(Undefined
method***)
↔ Arterial-end
tidal difference
in CO2

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

VD/VT and alveolar
ventilation were both
significantly associated
with PaCO2

↑ VD/VT
(Undefined
method***)
↑ Arterial-end tidal
difference
in CO2

Table 1.6 Randomised studies investigating mechanisms behind oxygen-induced
hypercapnia in patients with stable COPD
CO2: Carbon dioxide, MIGET: Multiple Inert Gas Elimination Technique, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of
carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume, V/Q: Ventilation-Perfusion ratio.
*Units with V/Q ratio >100. **Data refers to data from patients at rest only. ***VD/VT assumed to be taken
from Bohr Engoff equation, though not directly stated in methods. ^Retainers were defined as participants
who had a >3 mmHg increase in PaCO2 during oxygen administration. ^^Alveolar ventilation is related to
both minute ventilation and dead space. A change is depicted as an increase (↑) or decrease (↓) if the difference
on oxygen compared to baseline was P<0.05.
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1st
author

Prime85

86

Wilson

Aubier66

96

Dick

Chiang97

Year

1954

1954

1980

1997

2002

N

35

PaCO2
Mean
change
from
baseline
(mmHg)

8.6

Measure of
reduction in
hypoxic drive to
breathe

Measures of
release of hypoxic
pulmonary
vasoconstriction

Relationship between
change in measure and
change in PaCO2

Decreased
minute
ventilation
(no statistical
comparison
presented)

Not assessed

Not assessed

No correlation
between magnitude of
PaCO2 change and
minute ventilation

13.3

↓ Minute
ventilation
↓ Alveolar
ventilation*

Not assessed

2.8

↓ Minute
ventilation
↔ Respiratory
rate
↔ Tidal
volume

Not assessed

Not assessed

11

6.6

↔ Minute
ventilation

Not assessed

No correlation
between magnitude of
PaCO2 change and
minute ventilation.

14
normocapnic at
baseline

2.9

↔ Minute
ventilation
Not assessed

Not assessed

12
hypercapnic at
baseline

5.4

26

12

Changes alveolar
ventilation were
significantly
associated change in
PaCO2

↔ Minute
ventilation

Table 1.7 Non-randomised studies investigating mechanisms behind oxygen-induced
hypercapnia in patients with stable COPD
PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume.
* Alveolar ventilation may be relevant to both the minute ventilation and hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
columns.
A change is depicted as an increase (↑) or decrease (↓) if the difference on oxygen compared to baseline was
P<0.05. Note Perrin98 did measure minute ventilation, respiratory rate and VD/VT, however data are not
included in the Table above as they were not presented as compared to baseline, it was noted that VD/VT in
the COPD participants did increase compared to healthy participants, when on oxygen, however there was no
difference in values for minute ventilation or respiratory rate compared to healthy participants.
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There were no RCTs in patients with AECOPD in which the potential mechanisms of
oxygen-induced hypercapnia were investigated. Three non-randomised trials were
conducted in patients with AECOPD,66,67,69 all of which demonstrated reductions in minute
ventilation in response to oxygen administration (Table 1.5). In stable patients changes in
minute ventilation were more variable (Tables 1.6 to 1.7). In the studies which demonstrated
increases in PaCO2 on oxygen administration, there were only three which reported a
decrease in minute ventilation.66,85,86
Aubier et al67 and Robinson et al69 were the only studies to assess change in VD/VT in
response to oxygen in patients with AECOPD. Aubier et al used the Bohr–Engoff equation
to calculate VD/VT. Robinson used MIGET to assess V/Q relationship and calculate
VD/VT via the Bohr equation. Both studies reported an association between oxygen
administration and increased VD/VT. While Robinson et al reported change in VD/VT to
be significant in retainers only, overall there was no significant difference in VD/VT change
between retainers and non-retainers. The use of MIGET also allowed evaluation of
heterogeneity in V/Q matching, and demonstrated increased distribution of perfusion (in
other words, increase in perfusion to lung units with low V/Q). This occurred in both the
retainer and non-retainer subgroups.

Several studies in stable COPD measured VD/VT. In the studies that demonstrated an
increase in PaCO2 with oxygen administration there was also an increase in VD/VT.73,76
Conversely, in two of the patient groups with no physiologically significant change in
PaCO2 in response to oxygen (the non-retainer subgroup in O’Donnell et al’s study73 and
the participants in Light et al’s study78) there was no change in VD/VT (Table 1.6).

While the results point to the involvement of both a reduction in hypoxic drive to breathe
and release of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction as mechanisms behind oxygen-induced
hypercapnia, interpretation of their relative contributions is a source of debate. Aubier et
al67 interpreted the small reductions in minute ventilation they observed as insufficient to
account for changes in PaCO2, and concluded that altered gas exchange was the dominant
mechanism. This was backed up by the absence of a statistical relationship between change
in minute ventilation and change in PaCO2, however no results as to the relationship
between changes in VD/VT and PaCO2 were presented. In contrast, Robinson et al69 came
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to the conclusion that it was changes in ventilation that were responsible for their observed
increases in PaCO2 during oxygen administration. This was based on the similarity in
changes in perfusion in both their retainer and non-retainer subgroups. The conclusion was
reached despite failing to demonstrate a statistically significant difference in minute
ventilation between retainers and non-retainers. Both interpretations have subsequently
been questioned.98,101,103,106,107 Interestingly, on interpreting Aubier et al’s results, Stradling
et al103 came to the opposite conclusion of the authors, suggesting a reduction in hypoxic
drive to breathe was capable of explaining the observed change in PaCO2. Similarly, FellerKopman and Schwartzstein106 came to the opposite conclusion to Robinson et al regarding
their results, and suggested that release of hypoxic pulmonary constriction could explain
them. These discrepancies demonstrate how variability in results and their interpretation
contribute to the difficulty in evaluating the physiological mechanisms behind oxygeninduced hypercapnia.
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1.4 Evidence for oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2
and the benefits of titrated oxygen therapy in
conditions other than COPD
1.4.1 Asthma and pneumonia
As outlined previously, V/Q mismatch is a key factor in AECOPD and potentially a
mechanism through which oxygen-induced hypercapnia occurs. Recognising that
ventilation-perfusion mismatch occurs in both pneumonia and asthma, RCTs were
conducted to investigate the effects of high concentration oxygen on PaCO2 in these
conditions.
In 2012, Wijesinghe et al14 conducted a parallel RCT comparing the effects of high
concentration oxygen (8 L/minute via Hudson mask) and titrated oxygen (to SpO2 93-95%)
for 60 minutes, in 150 patients presenting to hospital with suspected community acquired
pneumonia. Patients with COPD were excluded. Over 90% of the participants that received
high concentration therapy had a SpO2 ≥99% by the end of the intervention, and it was over
93% in the remainder. The mean difference in PtCO2 from baseline was 2.7 mmHg higher
in the high concentration oxygen group (95% CI 1.5 to 3.9 mmHg, P<0.001). An increase
in PtCO2 ≥8 mmHg occurred in 15% of the participants that received high concentration
oxygen and 2% of the participants that received titrated oxygen (relative risk 5.7, P=0.007).
In 2003, Rodrigo et al108 randomised 74 patients with an acute asthma exacerbation to
receive either 28% oxygen via a Hudson mask or 100% oxygen via a non-rebreathing mask
for 20 minutes. At the end of the intervention the participants in the 100% oxygen group
had a significantly higher mean PaCO2 (38 mmHg versus 35.4 mmHg, P=0.03). This was
followed by Perrin et al’s RCT in 2011,13 which compared the effects of high concentration
oxygen (8 L/minute via Hudson mask) and titrated oxygen (to SpO2 93-95%) for 60 minutes
in 106 patients presenting to hospital with an exacerbation of asthma. At the end of the study
period 78% of the participants that received high concentration oxygen therapy had a SpO2
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≥99%, and it was ≥95% in the remainder. The mean difference in PtCO2 from baseline was
2.6 mmHg higher in the high concentration oxygen group (95% CI 0.9 to 4.3 mmHg,
P<0.003). An increase in PtCO2 ≥8 mmHg occurred in 22% of the participants that received
high concentration oxygen and 6% of participants that received titrated oxygen (relative risk
3.9, P=0.016). The results are supported by non-randomised trial data in acute109 and stable
asthma,98 in which oxygen was demonstrated to increase PaCO2 and PtCO2, respectively.

These studies all support the concept that oxygen administration might lead to clinically
significant elevations in PaCO2 across a range of respiratory disorders with abnormal gas
exchange.

1.4.2 Obesity
Obesity affects more than 650 million adults worldwide, and is a major risk factor for a
number of diseases that could result in patient hospitalisation, including cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes and cancers.110 In New Zealand obesity affects one in three adults, and
rates are highest in Māori and Pacific adults (50% and 69%, respectively).111

Obesity affects respiratory physiology by reducing lung volume, decreasing compliance,
and causing V/Q mismatch and hypoventilation.112,113 Changes in physiology can lead to
OHS, a triad of obesity (body mass index (BMI) ≥30kg/m2), awake chronic hypercapnia
(PaCO2 ≥45 mmHg) and sleep disordered breathing (usually obstructive sleep
apnoea).114,115 OHS is thought to be present in around a third of obese hospital inpatients.116

These changes in respiratory function may place patients at risk of oxygen-induced
elevations in PaCO2. Given the number of obesity-associated co-morbidities that may lead
to hospitalisation and the administration of oxygen therapy, it is clinically important to
assess the risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia in these patients.

A systematic review of the studies that have investigated the effect of oxygen on PaCO2 in
people with obesity was conducted in March 2018 (methodology in Textbox 1.3). Four
eligible studies were identified, two of which are randomised trials.
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Search
Pubmed search:
[(obesity OR obese OR Pickwickian syndrome Or Obesity hypoventilation syndrome OR OHS)
AND ((oxygen* OR O2 OR FiO2 OR PtO2 OR PaO2 OR PO2 OR SpO2 OR SaO2) AND (carbon
dioxide OR hypercap* OR hypercarb* OR CO2 OR PtCO2 OR PaCO2 OR PCO)) (N found:
695)

Additional reference search:

References from the papers identified above were also reviewed.

Classification of eligible studies
The abstract and, if applicable, full text were reviewed.

Trials were eligible for inclusion if they included participants with obesity and evaluated
the effects of oxygen delivery at a FiO2 >0.21 on PaCO2. PaCO2 could be measured by
ABG, or surrogate measures such as capillary blood gas or transcutaneous measurement.
Trials in which the full text was not available to me and/or the full text was not in English
were excluded.

To increase relevance to the acute clinical setting, data were not included if during an
intervention or baseline measurement the following factors occurred, which may alter
PaCO2.
-

Ventilation (invasive or non-invasive)

-

High flow delivery (e.g. nasal high flow cannulae)

-

Hyperbaric delivery

-

Delivery with gases other than room air or nitrogen (e.g. helium or carbon dioxide
above room air levels)

-

Modification of oxygen delivery based on PaCO2 levels

Textbox 1.3 Search strategy for studies investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on
PaCO2 in obesity
ABG: Arterial blood gas, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon
dioxide.
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In 1963, Said et al87 investigated the effects of ‘nearly pure’ oxygen via a mouthpiece in 11
obese patients, with a mean PaO2 of 77.3 mmHg and mean PaCO2 of 39 mmHg on room
air. Following oxygen administration for at least 10 minutes, the mean PaCO2 increased by
4 mmHg, with a ≥8 mmHg increase in two participants, only one of which was hypercapnic
at baseline. Of note, in 1969, Calzavara et al117 investigated the effects of oxygen in 12
patients with obesity. The manuscript was written in Italian, however data from each of the
participants was demonstrated in table form. Average baseline SpO2 on air was 86% and
PaCO2 was 46.7 mmHg. The mean PaCO2 increase was 6.2 mmHg on oxygen with increases
of ≥8 mmHg in five participants, only one of which was hypercapnic at baseline. The
author’s reported an associated decrease in respiratory rate and tidal volume. In 1973,
Barrera et al118 studied 10 obese patients, four of which were thought to have OHS. In these
four participants the average PaCO2 on room air was 58.3 mmHg, which increased to 63.2
mmHg on 31% oxygen, and to 63.4 mmHg on 100% oxygen. There did not appear to be
similar changes in the other participants.
In 2011 Wijesinghe et al15 investigated the effects of room air and 100% oxygen delivery
for 20 minutes in a randomised cross over trial in 24 outpatients with OHS. In keeping with
their diagnosis, all participants were hypercapnic at baseline. Change in mean PtCO2 from
baseline was 5 mmHg higher during 100% oxygen compared to room air. Three of the 24
participants were withdrawn early due to PtCO2 increases of >10 mmHg from baseline.
Similar to changes observed in COPD patients, the increase in PtCO2 was associated with a
reduction in minute ventilation and increase in VD/VT. Patients at greatest risk of worsening
hypercapnia were those with the lowest oxygen saturations at baseline, that is, those more
likely to receive oxygen therapy in the hospital setting.
In 2013, Hollier et al16 recruited 14 outpatients with OHS to a randomised cross over study
comparing 28 and 50% oxygen administration, each for 20 minutes. They used arterialised
venous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PavCO2) as an outcome measure, and reported it
to increase by 2.3 mmHg from baseline during 28% oxygen (P=0.013) and 3.8 mmHg from
baseline during 50% oxygen (P=0.012). The latter increase was associated with a 0.3
decrease in pH.
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Overall, the results of these studies demonstrate high concentration oxygen administration
can result in rapid and clinically significant increases in PaCO2 in patients with obesity.
Results from the earlier studies suggest that oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2 may occur
in patients with and without baseline hypercapnia. The two randomised trials provide an
evidence base for the Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand (TSANZ)11 and
British Thoracic Society (BTS)10 guideline recommendations to titrate oxygen therapy in
patients with OHS. However, the data are limited in their application to all obese patients
in the clinical setting, due to the restriction of recruitment to patients with OHS. The RCT
in Chapter 4 of this thesis was performed to investigate the effects of high concentration
compared to titrated oxygen in medical inpatients with morbid obesity, who were not
selected for a pre-existing diagnosis of OHS.

1.4.3 Bronchiectasis
Bronchiectasis is a disease of airflow obstruction, hypoventilation and V/Q mismatch.
Obstruction is mainly due to wall thickening of the small airways, while the larger airways
are permanently dilated, resulting in chronic cough, increased sputum production and
recurrent infections, which may require hospitalisation.119–121 While many patients have
idiopathic disease, there are a number of other etiologies that cause bronchiectasis, including
damage from infection, ciliary dysfunction, cystic fibrosis, aspiration and immune
deficiency.120 The reported rates of bronchiectasis worldwide are variable, with increases in
populations with poor access to healthcare and high childhood disease rates.120 In New
Zealand the prevalence of bronchiectasis is estimated at around 158 per 100,000, with
Pacific and Māori disproportionately affected (at 686 and 368 per 100,000, respectively).122
Bronchiectasis is an important cause of hospitalisation in New Zealand, leading to 29
hospitalisations per 100,000 in 2015.122

Given the similarities in respiratory pathology between bronchiectasis and COPD, it is
possible that clinically significant oxygen-induced hypercapnia may also occur in patients
with bronchiectasis.

A systematic review of the studies that have investigated the effect of oxygen on PaCO2 in
patients with bronchiectasis was conducted in February 2018 (methodology in Textbox 1.4).
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Two small sleep studies123,124 and one exercise study125 have been performed in patients
with cystic fibrosis. No eligible studies were identified in patients with non-cystic fibrosis
bronchiectasis.
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Search
Pubmed search:

[(bronchiectasis OR cystic fibrosis) AND ((oxygen* OR O2 OR FiO2 OR PtO2 OR PaO2 OR
PO2 OR SpO2 OR SaO2) AND (carbon dioxide OR hypercap* OR hypercarb* OR CO2 OR
PtCO2 OR PaCO2 OR PCO2)) (N found: 229)

Additional reference search:

References from the papers identified above were also reviewed.

Classification of eligible studies
The abstract and, if applicable, full text were reviewed.

Trials were eligible for inclusion if they included participants with cystic fibrosis or
bronchiectasis and evaluated the effects of oxygen delivery at a FiO2 >0.21 on PaCO2.
PaCO2 could be measured by ABG, or surrogate measures such as capillary blood gas or
transcutaneous measurement. Trials in which the full text was not available to me and/or
the full text was not in English were excluded.

To increase relevance to the acute clinical setting, data were not included if during an
intervention or baseline measurement the following factors occurred, which may alter
PaCO2.
-

Ventilation (invasive or non-invasive)

-

High flow delivery (e.g. nasal high flow cannulae)

-

Hyperbaric delivery

-

Delivery with gases other than room air or nitrogen (e.g. helium or carbon dioxide
above room air levels)

-

Modification of oxygen delivery based on PaCO2 levels

Textbox 1.4 Search strategy for studies investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on
PaCO2 in bronchiectasis
ABG: Arterial blood gas, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon
dioxide.
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In 1984, Spier et al123 recruited 10 patients with stable cystic fibrosis, severe airway
obstruction and a SaO2<92%. They were randomised to the order they received oxygen and
air overnight, via nasal prongs at 2 L/minute. While sleep itself increased the maximal
PtCO2 values by between 6.3 and 6.5 mmHg on room air, the addition of oxygen at 2
L/minute increased these values by a further 2 to 4 mmHg (P<0.005). There was no
association between these changes and minute ventilation measures. In 1997 Gozal et al124
also studied the effects of nocturnal oxygen in cystic fibrosis patients. Six patients received
air overnight and then subsequently spent a night on low flow supplemental oxygen, the
exact flow determined during afternoon naps when PtCO2 and SpO2 were measured. Sleep
was also found to increase PtCO2 on air, however there was a further increase in PtCO2
during oxygen delivery, resulting in the mean PtCO2 being 7.5 mmHg higher in patients
during low flow oxygen compared to room air (P<0.02).
Lastly, in 1992 Marcus et al125 measured PtCO2 values during exercise testing in 22 patients
with cystic fibrosis. Room air and 30% oxygen were administered in random order.
Exercise on room air increased mean PtCO2 by 6 mmHg from baseline at rest. The increase
was greater during 30% oxygen, at 10 mmHg (P=0.02). There was no difference in minute
ventilation between the regimens.

Overall, these studies indicate the potential for oxygen therapy to increase PaCO2 in patients
with bronchiectasis, however their applicability to clinical practice is severely limited by
the restriction of recruitment to cystic fibrosis patients and the conduct of studies in the
settings of sleep and exercise, which themselves consistently altered PtCO2 levels on room
air. The randomised cross over study in Chapter 5 of this thesis was performed to estimate
the effect of high concentration oxygen compared to room air on PaCO2 in patients with
bronchiectasis while awake and at rest.

1.4.4 Neuromuscular disease and kyphoscoliosis
The term ‘neuromuscular disease’ encompasses a broad range conditions, some of which
can result in skeletal muscle and diaphragmatic weakness, leading to hypoventilation.113,126
Muscle weakness can also lead to reduced functional residual capacity and increased work
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of breathing.126 Kyphoscoliosis also impacts on respiratory physiology, by resulting in
reduced chest wall compliance, leading to hypoventilation and respiratory failure.113 While
these conditions are less common causes of respiratory failure than the diseases outlined
previously, acute respiratory illnesses can cause serious complications that can result in
severe hypoxaemia and the need for oxygen therapy. It is therefore important to establish
whether these patients are at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia.

A systematic review of the studies that have investigated the effect of oxygen on PaCO2 in
neuromuscular disease and/or kyphoscoliosis patients was conducted in February 2018
(methodology in Textbox 1.5). There was only one trial127 and two observational
studies128,129 in neuromuscular disease patients which were eligible for inclusion. No
eligible studies were found in kyphoscoliosis patients.
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Search
Pubmed search:

[(neuromuscular OR motor neuron disease OR amyotrophic lateral sclerosis OR dystrophy OR
palsy OR kyphoscoliosis) AND ((oxygen* OR O2 OR FiO2 OR PtO2 OR PaO2 OR PO2 OR
SpO2 OR SaO2) AND (carbon dioxide OR hypercap* OR hypercarb* OR CO2 OR PtCO2 OR
PaCO2 OR PCO2)) (N found: 895)

Additional reference search:
References from the papers identified above were also reviewed.

Classification of eligible studies
The abstract and, if applicable, full text were reviewed. Trials were eligible for inclusion
if they included participants with neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis and evaluated
the effects of oxygen delivery at a FiO2 >0.21 on PaCO2. PaCO2 could be measured by
ABG, or surrogate measures such as capillary blood gas or transcutaneous measurement.
Trials in which the full text was not available to me and/or the full text was not in English
were excluded

To increase relevance to the acute clinical setting, data were not included if during an
intervention or baseline measurement the following factors occurred, which may alter
PaCO2.
-

Ventilation (invasive or non-invasive)

-

High flow delivery (e.g. nasal high flow cannulae)

-

Hyperbaric delivery

-

Delivery with gases other than room air or nitrogen (e.g. helium or carbon dioxide
above room air levels)

-

Modification of oxygen delivery based on PaCO2 levels

Textbox 1.5 Search strategy for studies investigating the effects of oxygen therapy on
PaCO2 in neuromuscular disease and/or kyphoscoliosis
ABG: Arterial blood gas, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon
dioxide.
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In 1984, Walshaw et al127 recruited 16 patients with acute hemiplegia (onset within previous
24 hours) due to cerebrovascular accident. At baseline patients had mean values for PaO2
of 66 mmHg, PaCO2 of 33.8 mmHg and pH of 7.37. After 15 minutes of 59-65% oxygen
via a ventimask, mean PaCO2 increased by 2.2 mmHg (P<0.01). As recognised by the
authors, the participants’ respiratory responses could have been altered centrally by their
cerebrovascular accident, so it is difficult to evaluate the contribution of hemiplegia to the
change in PaCO2.
In 1995, Gay and Edmonds128 retrospectively reviewed the medical records of eight patients
with a range of neuromuscular diseases and diaphragm dysfunction (polymyositis, motor
neuron disease, inflammatory motor neuropathy or chronic poliomyelitis). Blood gas values
before and after the administration of low flow oxygen therapy at 0.5 to 2 L/minute were
compared. Mean PaCO2 after oxygen administration was observed to increase by 28.2
mmHg; however, measurements were made up to six days following oxygen therapy.
In 2016, Chiou et al129 presented case studies on a series of patients with neuromuscular
disease who received oxygen. One of the cases meet the criteria in Textbox 1.5, in which a
32 year old with Becker muscular dystrophy was placed on 100% oxygen and obtunded
over the next 20 minutes, PaCO2 was measured as 177 mmHg.

Overall, it is difficult to interpret whether the data from these studies suggest oxygeninduced hypercapnia occurs in patients with neuromuscular disease and/or kyphoscoliosis.
The randomised cross over study in Chapter 5 of this thesis was performed to estimate the
effect of high concentration oxygen compared to room air on PaCO2 in patients with
neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis.
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1.5 Practical considerations in the titration of oxygen
therapy
1.5.1 Translating evidence into clinical practice
Prior to 2010, many guidelines recommended the avoidance of high concentration oxygen,
particularly in patients with AECOPD. Suggested regimens for delivery tended to focus on
the provision of oxygen at low flows,130–132 or the titration of therapy to patient oxygen
saturations.41 These recommendations were supported by case studies and trials that
demonstrated increases in PaCO2 in response to oxygen, as well as observational studies
suggesting worse clinical outcomes on higher concentrations of oxygen, as outlined in
Sections 1.2 and 1.3. However, a number of audits have suggested that guideline
recommendations had not been followed. In 2002, Denniston et al35 reported the use of
oxygen in excess of 28% in well over half of the 101 hospital admissions for AECOPD
studied, contrary to recommendations of the local guidelines at the time.130 Similarly, in
2007, Joosten et al36 found uncontrolled oxygen therapy was common in their review of 65
patients presenting to hospital for AECOPD, despite guideline recommendations against
it.131,132 Wijesinghe et al’s 2011 study37 (with data collected from patient presentations prior
to 2008), showed 90 of the 250 hospital presentations studied received oxygen at ≥8
L/minute, and PaO2 values in hospital reached up to 300 mmHg, indicating controlled
therapy had not been followed as per local guidelines available at the time.132

One factor which might explain why oxygen guidelines were not followed in these studies
was the lack of RCT data for clinical harm available at the time. Some publications during
this period still suggested that the risks of high concentration oxygen may have been
overstated44 and that hypoxaemia may be inadequately corrected due to excessive fears of
CO2 retention.70 However, the trend to deliver high concentration oxygen continued after
Austin et al’s 2010 RCT12 demonstrated increased mortality in patients that received high
concentration instead of titrated oxygen therapy.133,134 Interestingly, despite specific staff
protocol training, there was an unexpectedly high rate of high concentration oxygen
administration in the titrated arm of Austin et al’s study;12 56% of participants with
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confirmed AECOPD received high concentration oxygen at some point during titrated
therapy. On discussion with the staff involved, many reported they were concerned about
“insufficient oxygen delivery in distressed patients”. This highlights how difficult it can be
to change practice away from the belief that ‘more is better’.12,135

At a local level the Wellington Free Ambulance (WFA) integrated an education program in
2009 to educate staff on the potential risks of oxygen therapy and current guideline
recommendations for the titration of oxygen therapy to achieve oxygen saturations between
88-92% in patients with AECOPD.41 This target saturation range was the same as what was
administered in the titrated regimen in Austin et al’s 2010 study.12 Prior to 2013 WFA staff
only had oxygen-driven nebulisers available, so high concentration oxygen exposure was
unavoidable in patients that received nebulised medication. This was in contrast to the
titrated regimen in Austin et al’s study,12 where delivery of nebulisers was by air. The audit
in Chapter 2 was conducted with the aims of assessing whether the education intervention
reduced exposure to high concentration oxygen in patients with AECOPD, and to quantify
exposure to high concentration oxygen that could have been avoided if air-driven nebulisers
were available.

1.5.2 The optimal target saturation range for oxygen titration and the
impact of pulse oximeter accuracy
Current guidelines recommend the titration of oxygen therapy to a SpO2 between 88-92%
in patients with AECOPD and other conditions at risk of hypercapnia.10,11 The evidence
base for the use of this range is provided by Austin et al’s 2010 RCT.12 In patients without
COPD or another respiratory condition associated with hypercapnia, oxygen titration is also
recommended.10,11 However, evidence for the optimal target SpO2 range is less clear. The
2017 BTS Guidelines10 recommend 94-98% as a target SpO2 range. However the TSANZ
Guidelines11 recommend a slightly lower range, at 92-96%. Beasley et al justified the lower
target range by considering the evidence to support low risk of harm at a SaO2 of at least
90%.136 Additionally, the lower range was considered to potentially reduce unnecessary
oxygen use as health professionals often administer oxygen well in excess of recommended
target ranges, as outlined in Section 1.5.1.136
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A practical consideration that is essential to the recommended SpO2 targets in both of the
guidelines is the accuracy of the pulse oximeters used to assess SaO2. Pulse oximeter
measured SpO2 values have been found to both over and underestimate SaO2 values from
ABG measurement, with wide limits of agreement.137–164 Additionally, oximeter accuracy
may change with evolving sensor technology and software algorithms, which means
previous studies may not be directly relevant to the sensors currently used in Australia and
New Zealand. The multicentre study in Chapter 3 was conducted to investigate the
agreement between SpO2 and SaO2 in a range of oximeters in clinical use in Australian and
New Zealand hospitals, and evaluate whether a SpO2 of 92% (the lower limit of the TSANZ
guideline’s recommended titration range) was able to rule out hypoxaemia (SaO2<90%).
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1.6 Summary, gaps in knowledge and the studies in this
thesis
Austin et al’s 2010 study12 demonstrated a significant reduction in mortality in patients with
AECOPD who received titrated oxygen therapy, compared to those that received high
concentration oxygen therapy. It provides RCT level evidence for guideline
recommendations to titrate oxygen therapy in the acute clinical setting. The clinical trials
investigating the effects of oxygen on PaCO2 support the rationale for titrated therapy and
demonstrate that oxygen-induced hypercapnia may occur in a wide range of respiratory
conditions.

The studies in the following chapters are all aimed at addressing gaps in knowledge which
may have practical implications for oxygen therapy and/or the identification of patients at
risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia in the acute clinical setting.

There is limited data on the risks of oxygen therapy in patients with obesity, bronchiectasis,
neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis. A number of audits have highlighted concerns
that health professionals administer oxygen therapy at levels in excess of guideline
recommendations, demonstrating the need for practical strategies to improve the safety of
clinical practice. Another practical issue affecting the administration of titrated oxygen
therapy is the need to understand how discrepancies between SpO2 and SaO2 may impact on
the ability to accurately avoid both hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia. To further extend
knowledge in these areas the following studies are included in this thesis:

An observational study comparing oxygen delivery to patients with AECOPD during
ambulance journey to hospital in 2005 and 2010 (Chapter 2), to determine:


Whether oxygen delivery practices differed before and after the local
ambulance service delivered an education program to staff on the potential
harms of high concentration oxygen therapy in 2009
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The incidence of exposure to high concentration oxygen via oxygen-driven
nebulisers in patients that would otherwise not have been exposed to high
concentration oxygen delivery.

A multicentre study to compare ABG measured and pulse oximeter measured oxygen
saturations using currently available pulse oximeters in Australian and New
Zealand hospitals (Chapter 3), to determine:


The level of agreement between SaO2 and SpO2 values



The diagnostic performance of SpO2 to detect hypoxaemia (SaO2<90%)



Factors affecting oximeter accuracy.

A RCT investigating the effect of high concentration oxygen therapy in patients with
obesity presenting to hospital (Chapter 4), to determine:


The effects of oxygen therapy on PaCO2.

A series of three randomised cross over trials investigating the effects of high
concentration oxygen therapy in patients with neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis, bronchiectasis, and COPD (Chapter 5), to determine:


The effects of oxygen therapy on PaCO2



The mechanisms behind any change in PaCO2, through the evaluation of
changes to minute ventilation, VD/VT and other respiratory parameters



If FEV1 is a predictor of the risk and magnitude of oxygen-induced
hypercapnia in patients with COPD and bronchiectasis.

Original studies using TOSCA data (Appendix 1):


The studies in Chapters 4 and 5 were originally conducted using a TOSCA
transcutaneous monitor (Radiometer). However, concerns regarding probe
accuracy meant that all TOSCA data were considered unusable.



Data from these original studies using the TOSCA are presented and
compared to the data in Chapters 4 and 5.



Steps taken to assess accuracy of data collected using the replacement
transcutaneous monitor (SenTec) are presented.
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Chapter 2: Audit of oxygen use in AECOPD
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2.1 Overview
Audit of oxygen use in AECOPD
AIM
In 2009 the Wellington Free Ambulance implemented an education program to reduce high
concentration oxygen delivery to patients with an acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (AECOPD). The aim of this audit was to compare prehospital oxygen
delivery to patients with AECOPD before and after the program.

METHODS

KEY RESULTS

An audit of patients who presented to
Wellington Regional Hospital by ambulance
with an AECOPD in 2005 and then in 2010,
after implementation of the education
program. Oxygen therapy was categorised
as: HIGH, supplemental high concentration
oxygen therapy ≥3 L/min and/or delivery via
high concentration mask; NEB, high
concentration oxygen only during nebuliser
use; or LOW, neither of these.

In 2005 those in the HIGH, NEB and
LOW categories were 81 (75.0%), 18
(16.7%) and 9 (8.3%) of 108 identified
patients. In 2010 those in the HIGH,
NEB and LOW categories were 80
(44.0%), 61 (33.5%) and 41 (22.5%) of
182 identified patients. The proportions
of patients in the three oxygen groups
were significantly different between
2005 and 2010 (P<0.001).

CONCLUSIONS
The proportion of patients administered supplemental high concentration oxygen therapy
markedly decreased between 2005 and 2010 following implementation of the education
program. However, in 2010 more than half of the patients not managed with high
concentration oxygen therapy were still exposed to high concentration oxygen through the
use of oxygen-driven nebulisers. To reduce exposure to high concentration oxygen in
AECOPD the use of air-driven nebulisers or metered dose inhalers with spacers is required.

CO-INVESTIGATORS AND PUBLICATION
Pilcher J, Cameron L, Braithwaite I, Bowles D, Swain A, Bailey M, Weatherall M, Beasley
R, Perrin K. Comparative audit of oxygen use in the prehospital setting, in acute COPD
exacerbation, over 5 years. Emerg Med J. 2013 Nov 15:emermed-2013.
Reproduced with permission (see Appendix). Some changes have been made from the
above publication. Section 2.6 is additional to the publication.

Textbox 2.0 Overview
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2.2 Rationale
The routine administration of high concentration oxygen therapy to patients with AECOPD
leads to worse outcomes including increased risk of mortality.2,12,34,35,37,39,165,166 However,
high concentration oxygen therapy is commonly administered in the pre-hospital
management of AECOPD.34,35,37,39,165,166 This has led to consideration of the reasons for the
divergence of recommended and actual practice, and strategies that might change
practice.42,167

Wellington Free Ambulance (WFA) is a charitable trust which provides services to a
population of 475,000 people, operating from eleven ambulance stations in the greater
Wellington region. All paramedics are trained to administer oxygen and all vehicles are
equipped with pulse oximeters but end tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2) monitoring is designed
mainly for post-intubation use. Paramedic guidelines advise that oxygen administration
should be restricted in patients with AECOPD and that the target oxygen saturation for this
group is 88-92%. To ensure management of COPD patients according to their guidelines168
WFA developed an integrated education program in 2009.

To investigate the effect of the education program on oxygen administration by paramedics,
we audited pre-hospital oxygen delivery to WFA patients with an AECOPD in 2005 and
2010. Our hypothesis was that the program would reduce the use of supplemental high
concentration oxygen therapy but that the use of oxygen-driven nebulisers to administer
bronchodilators would result in exposure to high concentration oxygen in an important
proportion of patients not otherwise exposed.
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2.3 Methods
A retrospective audit of patients admitted to Wellington Regional Hospital (WRH) by
ambulance with an AECOPD in 2005 and 2010 was carried out. Patients were identified by
the WRH Decision Support Unit using the primary discharge diagnosis of COPD (ICD Code
J440 or J441). Presentations were excluded if the ambulance record was missing or if the
patient was transferred from another hospital. If patients presented more than once during
either 2005 or 2010, only the first documented presentation was used.

Oxygen therapy administered by the WFA service prior to presentation at WRH was
categorised as HIGH, NEB, or LOW (Figure 2.1). The HIGH category included patients
who received supplementary oxygen therapy at high concentrations with documented
oxygen flow of ≥3 L/min and/or oxygen delivered by a high concentration mask. The NEB
category included patients, not classified in the HIGH category, who received high
concentration oxygen solely due to the administration of bronchodilator therapy through an
oxygen-driven nebuliser and not otherwise exposed to oxygen therapy. LOW included the
remainder of patients in whom either ‘room air’ or a flow rate of <3 L/min was documented,
or if there was no mention of any oxygen therapy. Patients for whom oxygen delivery was
documented but where there was no record of the flow rate or whether a high concentration
mask was used were not analysed. For patients categorised into HIGH, NEB or LOW
groups, who had more than one oxygen saturation documented in the WFA patient record,
the final recorded oxygen saturation before hospital arrival was documented.
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Was any oxygen
delivery
documented?

No

Yes
Was an oxygen flow
rate or the use of a
high concentration
mask documented?

Yes

Oxygen
delivery group
not classified

No

Was the
supplementary oxygen
therapy high
concentration?*

No

Yes

Was nebulised
medication
administered?

HIGH

Yes

Patient exposed
to high oxygen
concentrations

NEB

No
LOW

Patient
exposed to low
oxygen
concentrations

Figure 2.1 Oxygen therapy classification
* Supplementary oxygen therapy is defined as administration of oxygen via nasal prongs or a mask for the sole purpose of the provision of oxygen therapy (as opposed to
oxygen administered to assist in the delivery of nebulised medication). High concentration supplementary oxygen therapy is a documented flow ≥3 L/min and/or oxygen
delivered via a high concentration mask.
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In WFA nasal prongs are used to deliver oxygen at 1-4 L/min, medium concentration masks
to deliver oxygen at 6-8 L/min and reservoir masks are used with an oxygen flow rate of
10-15 L/min. Venturi masks are not used. All nebulisers (Hudson RCI Micro Mist) are
oxygen-driven, with a recommended flow rate of 8 L/min.

The WFA integrated education program started in 2009. It focused on titrating oxygen
therapy to a target patient oxygen saturation of 88-92%, rather than using a predetermined
flow rate. The program had: face-to-face training updates, clinical notices to paramedics,
audit of clinical records and reminders in staff newsletters. The training coincided with the
release of COPD Alert cards to patients with known CO2 retention. Oxygen administration
in AECOPD was also included in the list of key Clinical Performance Indicators in October
2010.
A Chi-square test examined if different proportions of patients were in the oxygen
administration categories of: HIGH, NEB or LOW, by year, 2005 versus 2010. The relative
risk of death or assisted ventilation by year, 2005 versus 2010, with appropriate confidence
intervals, was estimated by logistic regression, both unadjusted and adjusted for
confounding by oxygen administration category and a past history of type II respiratory
failure.

Final oxygen saturation values were described numeric summaries and by the proportion of
patients with an oxygen saturation of <87%, 88-92%, 93-96% and >97%. Comparison of
median was by a Wilcoxon two-sample test with Hodges-Lehman estimation of the
difference. SAS version 9.2 was used.

This study, as a clinical audit, met Capital and Coast District Health Board policy
requirements of prospective registration and maintenance of patient confidentiality.
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2.4 Results
There were 119 admissions in 2005 and 190 in 2010 eligible for inclusion in the analysis
(Figure 2.2). The age and physiological measurements, taken on ambulance arrival, were
similar in 2005 and 2010, and are shown in Table 2.1. The proportions of patients with home
nebuliser use, home oxygen prescription, long term oral steroids, a history of assisted
ventilation, and previous type II respiratory failure were higher in the 2005 group.
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Admissions for an acute exacerbation of
COPD identified from WRH
2005: n=238
2010: n=398

Exclusions
- Not brought in by ambulance from the
community (2005: n= 39, 2010: n=53)
- Unable to obtain notes or Incomplete
data in notes (2005: n=21, 2010: n=38)
- Repeat admission (2005: n=59, 2010:
n=117)

Admissions included
2005: n=119
2010: n=190

Figure 2.2 Patient inclusion/exclusion pathway
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, WRH: Wellington Regional Hospital.
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2005

2010
n/N (%)

Male

60/119 (50.4)

102/190 (53.7)

Home nebuliser use

36/119 (30.3)

29/190 (15.3)

Home oxygen use

23/119 (19.3)

27/190 (14.2)

Long term oral steroid
prescription

15/118 (12.7)

15/190 (7.9)

Previous assisted
ventilation

15/119 (12.6)

22/190 (11.6)

Previous type II
respiratory failure

43/119 (36.1)

41/190 (21.6)

Mean (SD)
Age (years)
Glasgow Coma Scale*
Heart rate*
(beats per minute)
Respiratory rate (breaths
per minute)*
Oxygen saturation
recorded on room air
(%)*
Systolic blood pressure
(mmHg)*

74.9 (8.6)
N=119
14.7 (1.5)
N=116
103.7 (22.6)
N=119
29.4 (8.3)
N=110

72.2 (10.5)
N=190
14.9 (0.73)
N=185
102.8 (21.8)
N=184
29.1 (7.8)
N=173

85.4 (9.5)
N=30

88.7 (8.7)
N=77

159.9 (35.0)
N=101

153.6 (30.6)
N=166

Table 2.1 Patient characteristics
*First ambulance measurement recorded.
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There were 108 and 182 admissions in 2005 and 2010 respectively that were able to be
categorised in the HIGH, NEB and LOW oxygen treatment groups for analysis. Nebulised
medication was administered to just over half of the patients in both 2005 and 2010. The
mean number of nebulisers administered to patients given at least one nebulisation was 1.6
in 2005 and 1.7 in 2010. The proportions of patients in the three oxygen groups are shown
in Table 2.2. These were significantly different between 2005 and 2010; Chi-square=26.8,
2 df, P<0.001. There was a marked reduction in the proportion in the HIGH category, falling
from 75% to 44%.
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2005

2010

65/116 (56.0)

103/190 (54.2)

1 (1 to 6)

2 (1 to 5)

42.8 (22.2)
N=119

48.1 (26.7)
N=190

HIGH

81/108 (75.0)

80/182 (44.0)

NEB

18/108 (16.7)

61/182 (33.5)

LOW

9/108 (8.3)

41/182 (22.5)

30/119 (25.2)

25/190 (13.2)

4/119 (3.4)

7/190 (3.7)

Any nebuliser use, n/N (%)
Nebulisations in patients administered a
nebuliser, Median (range)
Ambulance transit time in minutes,
Mean (SD)
Oxygen treatment group, n/N (%)

Outcomes, n/N (%)
Any assisted ventilation during hospital
admission
In hospital death

Table 2.2 Ambulance treatment and patient outcomes
See Figure 2.1 for definitions of HIGH, NEB and LOW.
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The unadjusted odds ratio for risk for assisted ventilation for 2010 versus 2005 was 0.71
(0.52 to 0.98), P=0.003. The association between the year for 2010 versus 2005 and need
for assisted ventilation was weaker and not statistically significant after adjustment for a
past history of type II respiratory failure and oxygen administration type 0.76 (0.53 to 1.09),
P=0.14. A history of type II respiratory failure significantly influenced the risk of assisted
ventilation (P<0.001) in the multivariate analysis, however oxygen administration type did
not, (HIGH versus LOW, P=0.69 and NEB versus LOW, P=0.54). The unadjusted odds
ratio for risk for death for 2010 versus 2005 was 1.10 (95% CI 0.31 to 3.84), P=0.88.

There were 84 and 147 admissions in 2005 and 2010 respectively that had more than one
oxygen saturation documented in their ambulance record and were able to be categorised
into a HIGH, NEB or LOW group. The final oxygen saturations recorded by the ambulance
staff are shown in Table 2.3. There was a statistically significant difference in median
oxygen saturations, 98% (IQR 95 to 99) in 2005 and 96% (IQR 94 to 98) in 2010, difference
1.5% (95% CI 1.0 to 2.0), P<0.001. There were only 1/84 and 4/147 patients with final
oxygen saturations less than the lower limit of the recommended oxygen saturation target
range (88 to 92%) in 2005 and 2010 respectively. There were no patients with an oxygen
saturation <88% in the LOW oxygen group in either year. The majority of patients had
saturations over 92%, regardless of year or oxygen regimen. The proportion of patients with
an oxygen saturation >97% was 58/84 (69%) in 2005 and 69/147 (47%) in 2010. In both
years the majority of patients in the NEB group had a final oxygen saturation >97% (Table
2.3). ABG samples were taken within the first 30 minutes of arrival to the ED in 9% (10/108)
and 5% (9/182) of patients in 2005 and 2010, respectively.
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2005
HIGH

NEB

LOW

98 (88 to 100)
N=63

99 (86 to 100)
N=16

95 (91 to 100)
N=5

0 (0)

1 (6.3)

0 (0)

88-92, n (%)

5 (7.9)

0 (0)

1 (20.0)

93-96, n (%)

16 (25.4)

1 (6.3)

2 (40.0)

>97, n (%)

42 (66.7)

14 (87.5)

2 (40.0)

Median (range)
<87, n (%)

2010
HIGH

NEB

LOW

96 (77 to 100)
N=67

97 (78 to 100)
N=51

96 (90 to 100)
N=29

<87, n (%)

3 (4.5)

1 (2.0)

0 (0)

88-92, n (%)

6 (9.0)

11 (21.6)

4 (13.8)

93-96, n (%)

26 (38.8)

11 (21.6)

16 (55.1)

>97, n (%)

32 (47.8)

28 (54.9)

9 (31.0)

Median (range)

Table 2.3 Last oxygen saturation before hospital arrival
Values are SpO2 (%).
SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
See Figure 2.1 for definitions of HIGH, NEB and LOW.
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2.5 Discussion
This audit shows that the proportion of patients with AECOPD managed with supplemental
high concentration oxygen therapy, the HIGH group, markedly decreased after
implementation of an education program which involved verbal and written instruction,
audit of clinical records, and monitoring of relevant clinical performance indicators. The
change in practice was associated with a reduction in the proportion of patients presenting
to hospital with oxygen saturations >97%. However, in 2010 more than half of the patients
that were not managed with supplemental high concentration therapy were still exposed to
high concentration oxygen through the use of oxygen-driven nebulisers. These findings
suggest that to future limit exposure to high concentration oxygen therapy and risk of
inappropriately high oxygen saturations, the use of alternative pre-hospital methods to
deliver bronchodilator medication, other than oxygen-driven nebulisers, are required.167
The potential risks of oxygen-driven nebulisers in the setting of AECOPD are shown by the
progressive increase in PaCO2 that occurs during the period of a single or repeated
nebulisation.31,81 The risk is greater in patients with previous hypercapnia,41 and the
magnitude of the increase in PaCO2 is unpredictable. Some patients experience an increase
of >10 mmHg within the period required to deliver a single nebulisation, whereas others
show no response.31,81 During prolonged ambulance transfers, repeat administration of
nebulised bronchodilators in critically ill patients has the potential to deliver almost
continuous high concentration therapy. In this regard, the ambulance transit times of at least
30 minutes in this and other audits35,37 are relevant.

A recent RCT provided proof of concept evidence that air-driven nebulisers could be used
to titrate oxygen therapy in AECOPD.12 In that study of titrated versus high concentration
oxygen therapy, the titrated regimen involved administration of supplementary oxygen as
required to achieve an oxygen saturation of 88 to 92%, with bronchodilator medications
administered via an air-driven nebuliser. This approach resulted in a 78% reduction in
mortality compared with the high concentration oxygen regimen in which patients received
8-10 litres per minute of oxygen and were administered bronchodilator medication via
oxygen-driven nebulisers. As a result this titrated regimen which incorporates air-driven
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nebulisers can be recommended as the optimal management approach in the pre-hospital
treatment of AECOPD.

Although the first physiological measurements taken by ambulance staff were similar in
2005 and 2010, in 2010 patients had lower rates of home nebuliser use, home oxygen
prescription, long-term oral steroid use and past type II respiratory failure. This suggests
that the audit in 2010 included patients with less severe disease and that the lower rates of
assisted ventilation in 2010 may not result solely from the changes in the approach to
oxygen therapy between the two periods. This is supported by our observation that the
association with assisted ventilation by year was much weaker when adjusted for a history
of type II respiratory failure.

With regard to the final oxygen saturation recorded before hospital arrival there are a
number of important observations that can be made. Firstly less than 3% of patients had a
final oxygen saturation of <87% on their ambulance record consistent with administration
of oxygen appropriately avoiding hypoxaemia in almost all patients. Secondly there were
no patients who received low flow or no oxygen therapy that had an oxygen saturation of
<87%, indicating that a proportion of patients with an AECOPD can be safely managed
with this therapeutic approach. Thirdly, the reduced use of supplemental high concentration
oxygen in 2010 translated to only a modest reduction in the proportion of patients with
oxygen saturations above the upper limit of the target saturation range 88-92%. Finally, the
proportion of patients with an oxygen saturation of >97% was similar in the NEB group
compared to the HIGH group. This illustrates the risk of inappropriately high oxygen
saturations associated with bronchodilator nebuliser therapy administered by high
concentration oxygen.

This study was not powered to detect the impact of oxygen exposure on the need for assisted
ventilation or mortality. The mortality rates were lower than reported in previous
studies,12,166 which might suggest that, despite the high rates of high concentration oxygen
use, patients in this study may have had milder disease.

This study was retrospective and this caused some limitations. While patients were
classified as having exposure to high concentrations of oxygen, we are not able to report on
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the duration of exposure or whether this was part of a titrated regimen. In addition, we were
unable to determine with certainty the oxygen flow at the time oxygen saturations were
measured and few patients had an ABG measurement within 30 minutes of hospital arrival.
We are also unable to ascertain the duration of each nebuliser use as these data were not
recorded in clinical records. While our data confirmed that some patients with severe
AECOPD do require high concentrations of oxygen to reach an oxygen saturation target of
88 to 92% it is demonstrated that this is likely to represent a minority. The changes in
practice observed between 2005 and 2010 are unlikely to have been solely due to the
education program. Rather than having a control group unexposed to the program, it was
delivered to all staff to ensure the most widespread uptake of recommended practice
possible.

Alternatives to oxygen-driven nebulisers include ultrasonic or standard air-driven
nebulisers41 and the delivery of bronchodilators via metered dose inhaler and spacer. The
latter is shown to provide equivalent bronchodilator efficacy to a nebuliser in AECOPD.169
Both of these options allow oxygen titration via nasal prongs during their use. In 2005 and
2010 the WFA only had oxygen-driven nebulisers available for use. Following this audit
the WFA is implementing the use of portable, ultrasonic nebulisers (Aeroneb-Go) which
are designed for use in ambulances. The nebulisers are lightweight (60g), battery powered
and almost silent. Nebulised drugs are administered either through a mouthpiece or a
facemask and supplementary nasal oxygen can be given simultaneously as necessary. They
have advantages over standard air-driven nebulisers that present ambulance installation
difficulties due to the weight and size of the cylinders. The WFA will continue educational
training focussed on use of the new nebulisers and appropriate oxygen administration as
required, titrated to achieve an oxygen saturation of 88-92%.

In conclusion, there was a marked decrease in the use of supplemental high concentration
oxygen therapy in patients with AECOPD over a five year period within a regional
ambulance service. However, about half of the patients not managed with high
concentration oxygen therapy were still exposed to high concentration oxygen solely
through the use of oxygen-driven nebulisers to deliver bronchodilator therapy. It is therefore
recommended that an air-driven nebuliser device, or a metered dose inhaler with a spacer,
is used to deliver bronchodilator therapy in pre-hospital care.
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2.6 Audit following study publication
After the publication of this study an audit was performed by WFA staff comparing oxygen
saturation values in 200 patients with suspected AECOPD prior to and after the introduction
of Aeroneb-Go nebulisers.170 Prior to the introduction of Aeroneb-Go nebulisers 100% of
the patients had been exposed to oxygen, either as supplementary oxygen or via oxygendriven nebuliser. Following introduction of Aeroneb-Go nebulisers, this dropped to 72%
(P<0.001), indicating decreased unnecessary oxygen exposure. In patients that arrived at
hospital with a SpO2 >92%, 33% had received air nebulisers and no oxygen therapy. These
figures suggest that the introduction of air-driven nebulisers significantly reduced the rate
of unnecessary oxygen exposure in AECOPD patients.
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Chapter 3: Multicentre study comparing ABG values
to those obtained by pulse oximeters used in
Australian and New Zealand Hospitals
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3.1 Overview
Multicentre study comparing arterial blood gas
values to those obtained by pulse oximeters used in
Australian and New Zealand Hospitals
AIM
To investigate the level of agreement between oxygen saturations measured by pulse oximeter
(SpO2) and arterial blood gas (SaO2) in a range of oximeters currently in clinical use in
Australian and New Zealand hospitals.

METHODS
Paired SpO2 and SaO2 measurements were collected from 400 patients in one Australian and
two New Zealand hospitals. The bias and limits of agreement were calculated, as well as the
sensitivity and specificity for detecting hypoxia (defined as SaO2<90%).

KEY RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Bias for oximeter measured minus arterial
blood gas measured oxygen saturation was
-1.2%, with limits of agreement -4.4% to
2.0%. In 10/400 participants the SpO2 was
at least 4% lower than SaO2, and in 3/400
participants it was at least 4% higher than
the SaO2. None of the participants with a
SpO2 ≥92% were hypoxaemic (SaO2
<90%).

In the majority of the study participants pulse
oximetry was an accurate method to assess
SaO2 and had good performance in detecting
hypoxaemia. However, in a small proportion
of participants, differences between SaO2 and
SpO2 could have clinical significance in
terms of patient monitoring and management.
SpO2 ≥92% indicates that hypoxia (SaO2
<90%) is not present.

CO-INVESTIGATORS AND PUBLICATION
Janine Pilcher, Laura Ploen, Steve McKinstry, George Bardsley, Jimmy Chien, Lesley
Howard, Lutz Beckert, Maureen Swanney, Sharon Lee, Mark Weatherall, Richard Beasley,
for the TSANZ Oxygen Guidelines Group (See Appendix).
Journal submission for publication in progress at the time of thesis submission.

Textbox 3.0 Overview
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3.2 Rationale
Pulse oximetry provides a non-invasive approximation of SaO2, and is considered the fifth
vital sign in clinical assessment.10,11,171 Monitoring of SpO2 values is required to titrate
oxygen therapy to avoid the risks of hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia.10,11

Assessment of the degree of agreement between the gold standard ABG measurement of
SaO2 and SpO2 is essential for the interpretation and use of pulse oximetry values by health
care workers. It is also essential for the development of safe and practical recommendations
for SpO2 targets for the titration of oxygen therapy. Overestimation of SaO2 may result in
clinically relevant hypoxaemia being undetected or untreated. Conversely, underestimation
may result in unnecessary oxygen therapy with the associated risks of hyperoxaemia.

The United States regulatory body, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) centre,
requires the accuracy of pulse oximeters to be tested against SaO2, in healthy adults in
laboratory settings.172 In clinical practice a number of factors have been demonstrated to
influence

oximeter

accuracy

including

hypoxaemia,

hypercapnia,

glycosylated

haemoglobin (HbA1c), skin pigmentation, and use of nail polish or acrylic
nails.137,140,143,150,151,154,155,159,171

A number of clinical studies have shown SpO2 to both over and underestimate SaO2, and
may have wide limits of agreement.137–164 However, oximeter accuracy has been
demonstrated to differ by the model used,140,151,155,162,163 and manufacturers are continuously
evolving sensor technology and software algorithms.171 This means previous studies may
not be directly relevant to the Australian or New Zealand clinical settings, having assessed
a different population group and different models of pulse oximeters.

The main objective of this study was to investigate the level of agreement between SaO 2
and SpO2 measurement using pulse oximeters currently available in Australian and New
Zealand hospitals. Secondary objectives were to evaluate the diagnostic performance of
SpO2 to detect hypoxia, and investigate factors affecting oximeter accuracy.
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3.3 Methods
This multicentre prospective non-experimental observational study compared simultaneous
SpO2 and SaO2 measurements in inpatients and outpatients at Westmead Hospital in Sydney,
Australia, and Wellington and Christchurch Hospitals in New Zealand.

Patients aged 16 years or older requiring an ABG measurement as part of clinical care were
recruited. Participants or their next of kin were required to provide full written informed consent
in New Zealand. Participants were excluded if they had a diagnosis of sickle cell anaemia,
methaemoglobinemia, carbon monoxide poisoning, or were previously recruited to the study
with paired SpO2 and SaO2 values successfully recorded. They could also be excluded for any
other condition which, at the investigator’s discretion, was believed may present a safety risk or
impact upon the feasibility of the study or the interpretation of the study results.

Participants were identified in hospital wards and outpatient clinics. Demographic data were
recorded. Skin colour was assessed using the Fitzpatrick scale.173

SpO2 was measured during a clinically indicated ABG. The oximeter probe was put in place
for at least 10 seconds prior to the ABG, or longer if indicated by the manufacturer
instructions. SpO2 was measured from an earlobe or finger probe, depending on
departmental policies and what the staff member responsible for performing oximetry
would usually use to monitor that patient. If a finger probe was used, it was placed on the
index finger on the contra-lateral side to ABG sampling. Where possible, nail polish was
removed prior to measurement.

The SpO2 value recorded was the first value following visualisation of blood entering the
collection vial for the ABG analysis. If the participant was on oxygen at the time of the
ABG, this was also recorded. Measurements paired with ABG samples subsequently
identified to be venous or unusable (e.g. sample too small for analysis) were excluded. The
models of oximeter and ABG analyser were recorded. Data recorded from the ABG were
SaO2, PaO2, PaCO2, Carboxyhaemoglobin (CoHb), Methaemoglobin (MetHb) and HbA1c,
if measured as part of clinical practice. Investigators were asked to record whether they had
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any concerns with oximeter accuracy, such as nail polish that was not removed, poor
oximeter signal or patient movement.

Bland-Altman plots, estimation of bias and limits of agreement were used to describe the
agreement between SpO2 and SaO2 measurement.

The diagnostic performance of SpO2 <90% to detect hypoxia, defined as SaO2 <90% and
defined as PaO2 <60 mmHg, was evaluated using contingency tables, with sensitivities and
specificities estimated by an exact binomial method for proportions. A post hoc analysis of
the ability for SaO2 <90% to detect a PaO2 <90% was performed using the same methods.

Associations with mean bias were illustrated by a scatter plot with a scatter plot smoother
and a Spearman rank-correlation coefficient for SaO2, and ANOVA for categorical variables
in Textbox 3.1, with the mean difference between categories assessed with an F-test. Where
a categorical variable only had one observation it was not used in the ANOVA. BlandAltman methods were planned to be used, should important predictors of bias be identified,
to determine whether there was also an effect on limits of agreement.

To estimate the difference between SpO2 and SaO2 due to different oximetry devices,
estimation of variance components and associated intra-class correlation coefficients for the
effect of oximeters as well as best linear unbiased predictors of the effect of individual
oximeters were assessed by mixed linear models and estimation by restricted maximum
likelihood.

SAS Version 9.4 was used.
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o

Location of measurement (ED, HDU, ward, or outpatient
department)

o

Position of the oximeter probe (finger or ear)

o

Doctor’s diagnosis of recognised condition associated with chronic
respiratory failure (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, obesity
hypoventilation syndrome, bronchiectasis, cystic fibrosis,
neuromuscular disease and chest wall deformities such as severe
kyphoscoliosis)

o

Current tobacco smoking status (current versus ex or non smoker)

o

Skin pigmentation (based on modified Fitzpatrick scale with patient
skin colour classified as either: Light (Type I to Type II), Medium
(Type III to Type IV) or Dark (Type V to Type VI))

o

A doctor’s diagnosis of Diabetes Mellitus

Textbox 3.1 Categorical factors assessed for influence on oximeter accuracy
ED: Emergency department, HDU: High dependency unit.
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The planned sample size of 400 was based on three considerations. Firstly, for the analysis
of variables that predict the size of the bias we sought to have between 20 and 40 participants
for each degree of freedom in the ANOVA. Based on the six variables, some of which have
multiple levels, this required between 200 and 400 participants. Secondly the estimates of
paired SD for the SpO2 to SaO2 difference from patients in a range of clinical settings were
0.55%,137 2.1%,161 and 2.2%.160 There is 80% power, with a type I error rate of 5%, to
detect a SpO2 to SaO2 difference of 2% for any of the variables that might predict bias, if
there were two equal sized groups of 42 participants, 21 in each group. For estimation of
variance of components for the different pulse oximeters by Best Unbiased Linear
Predictors between 20 and 25 participants per oximeter brand were required and it was
estimated that between 10 and 20 oximeter brands would be used.

The study was prospectively registered on the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry
(ANZCTR) (ACTRN12614001257651). Ethical approval was obtained from the Northern B
Ethics Committee in New Zealand and the Western Sydney Local Health District Human
Research Ethics Committee in Australia.
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3.4 Results
Four-hundred patients were included; 253 from Christchurch, 103 from Wellington and 44
Westmead Hospital (Figure 3.1). Participant characteristics and details of the pulse
oximeters and ABG analysers are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. SaO2 values ranged from
72 to 100%. The majority of samples were taken in the Outpatient Department. Only one
participant was recruited from ED. All SpO2 samples were taken from the finger except one.
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Screened
n=441
Excluded
n=41
Christchurch:
Declined, 17
Blood gas not arterial or unsuccessful, 5
Pulse oximeter unable to be used, 1
Wellington:
Blood gas not arterial or unsuccessful, 15
Declined, 1
Repeat participant, 1
Westmead:
Blood gas not arterial or unsuccessful, 1

Analysed
n=400

Figure 3.1 Flow of participants
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General characteristics, n (%)*^
Age, years
- Mean (SD)
- Min to max

64.2 (15.2)
18.7 to 95.1

Male gender

212 (53)

Smoking status (n = 399)
- Current
- Ex
- Never

43 (10.8)
203 (50.9)
153 (38.5)

Fitzpatrick Score
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

44 (11)
198 (49.5)
127 (31.8)
30 (7.5)
1 (0.3)
0 (0)

Conditions associated with chronic respiratory failure
- None
- Hypercapnia** on ABG

229 (57.3)
16

- At least one
- Hypercapnia** on ABG

171 (42.8)
57

Individual conditions associated with chronic respiratory failure
- COPD
- Obesity hypoventilation syndrome
- Bronchiectasis
- Cystic fibrosis
- Neuromuscular disease
- Chest wall deformity

113 (28.3)
30 (7.5)
19 (4.8)
1 (0.3)
24 (6)
11 (2.8)

Peripheral vascular disease

11 (2.8)

Diabetes

80 (20)

Oxygen administration

25 (6.3)

Hospital location
- Outpatient
- Ward
- HDU
- ED

341 (85.3)
40 (10)
18 (4.5)
1 (0.3)

Table 3.1 Participant characteristics
Table continued overleaf.
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General characteristics, n (%)*^
Ethnicity, New Zealand
- NZ European
- Māori
- Samoan
- Chinese
- Indian
- Cook Island Māori
- Tongan
- Other

280 (70.0)
26 (6.5)
13 (3.3)
1 (0.3)
4 (1.0)
1 (0.3)
3 (0.8)
28 (7.0)

Ethnicity, Australia
- Caucasian
- Middle Eastern
- Other

34 (8.5)
6 (1.5)
5 (1.3)

ABG and oximetry data, mean (SD), min to max^
SpO2, %

93.5 (3.8), 72 to 100

- Participants with SpO2<90%
(n, (%))

49 (12.3)

Concern with SpO2 data accuracy
recorded by investigator
(n, (%))***

16 (4.0)

SaO2, %

94.7 (3.8), 72.1 to 100

- Participants with SaO2<90%
(n, (%))

PaO2, mmHg

35 (8.8)

74.8 (21.3), 37.9 to 396

- Participants with PaO2<60 mmHg
(n, (%))

61 (15.3)

PaCO2, mmHg

40.3 (7.2), 25.4 to 87.2

Hb, g/L

136.7 (18.8), 67 to 192

CoHb, %
All participants (n=358)
- Current smokers (n=40)
- Ex smokers (n=183)
- Never smokers (n=135)

2.1 (1.2), 0 to 7
3.9 (1.7), 0.9 to 6.7
1.9 (0.9), 0.0 to 7.0
1.9 (0.7), 0.0 to 4.2

Table 3.1 Participant characteristics continued
ABG: Arterial blood gas, CoHb: Carboxyhaemoglobin, COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, ED:
Emergency Department, HDU: High Dependency Unit, Hb: Haemoglobin, NZ: New Zealand, PaO2: Arterial
partial pressure of oxygen, PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SaO2: Oxygen saturation
measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
*N=400, unless otherwise stated. **PaCO2 >45 mmHg. ***For example nail polish, acrylic nail, nail
pathology, low perfusion or variability noted on monitor. ^Unless otherwise stated
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Christchurch
Hospital
N=253

Wellington
Hospital
N=103

Westmead
Hospital
N=44

Oximeter brand (n, %)
Nonin
- Avant 9700
- Avant 4000
- Avant Unspecified*
- Lifesense Medair
- 2120
- 2140
Masimo
- Masimoset Quartz Q400
- Masimoset Quartz Unspecified*
- Rainbow Radical 7
Other
- Novametrix Model 512
- GE Dash 3000
- Welch Allyn monitors**
- Philips Intellivue MP70 monitor**
- Ohmeda Biox 3700E monitor**
- Carescape Monitor B450**

103 (40.9)
76 (30.2)
1 (0.4)
48 (19)
8 (7.8)
1 (1)
23 (9.1)
1 (0.4)
91 (88.4)

1 (2.3)

1 (1)
2 (1.9)
19 (43.2)
16 (36.4)
7 (15.9)
1 (2.3)

Concerns with SpO2 data accuracy as recorded by the investigator (n)
- Nail polish, acrylic nail or double nail
- Variability in displayed SpO2
- Low perfusion noted on SpO2 monitor
- Other

4
1
0
1*

4
0
1
1***

1
2
0
1*

Radiometer
ABL800

Radiometer
ABL800

Radiometer
ABL800

ABG analyser
Table 3.2 Oximeter and ABG analyser details by hospital
ABG: Arterial blood gas, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
*Unspecified by investigator. **Monitors used one of the following probes: Nellcor DuraSensor Adult
Oxygen Transducer, GE TruSignal SpO2 Finger Sensor, LNCS Reusable Sensors or Philips Compatible
Direct-Connect SpO2 Sensor. *** SpO2 probe had to be applied to same hand as ABG taken from due to
medical condition affecting contralateral side. Note: Oximeter monitor type not available for 1 participant
from Christchurch.
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The bias for SpO2 minus SaO2 was -1.2%, with limits of agreement -4.4% to 2.0%. The
Bland-Altman plot is presented in Figure 3.2. There were 10/400 participants in whom the
SpO2 was at least 4% lower than SaO2. In one of these participants the investigator reported
concern with the oximeter accuracy. There were 3/400 participants in which the SpO2 was
at least 4% higher than the SaO2. In one of these participants the investigator reported
concern with the oximeter accuracy. Characteristics of these participants are shown in Table
3.3.
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Figure 3.2 Bland-Altman plot for SpO2 versus average of SpO2 and SaO2
SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO 2: Oxygen saturation measured by
standard pulse oximeter.
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Condition with
risk of
hypercapnia

PaO2

SaO2

SpO2

SpO2 SaO2

(mmHg)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Masimo Radical 7

65

94

90

-4

No

Nonin Avant 9700

78.2

96.2

92

-4.2

Work up

No

Nonin Avant 9700

77.5

96.4

91

-5.4

Work up

No

Nonin Avant 9700

74.2

96.7

92

-4.7

Hospital and
location

Presenting
diagnosis

Oxygen
delivery*

Oximeter model

1

Wellington Outpatients

Interstitial lung disease

No

2

Christchurch Outpatients

Work up

Christchurch
Ward
Christchurch Outpatients

Patient

3

None

4
5

Westmead
HDU
Christchurch
Ward
Westmead
HDU

Heart failure

Yes

Philips Intellivue MP70

80

98

94

-4

Fitness to fly test

See note**

Nonin Avant 9700

47.2

84.9

80

-4.9

COPD

Yes

Philips Intellivue MP70

55.5

91.2

87

-4.2

Heart failure

No

Ohmeda Biox 3700e

63.7

94.3

89

-5.3

6

Cystic fibrosis

7

COPD

8

COPD

Westmead Outpatients

9

COPD

Wellington Outpatients

COPD

No

Masimo Radical 7

74

95

91

-4

Yes

Masimo Radical 7

71.6

95.3

85

-10.3

10

Chest wall disease

Westmead Outpatients

Chronic respiratory
failure

11

COPD

Wellington
Ward

COPD

No

Nonin 2120

44

79

83

4

12

COPD

Wellington Outpatients

Other- not documented

No

Masimo Radical 7

46

83

87

4

13

Neuromuscular
disease

Westmead Outpatients

Neuromuscular disease

No

Welch Allyn

65.8

94.9

99

4.1

Table 3.3 Participants with discrepancy of at least 4% between SpO2 and SaO2
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen, HDU: High dependency unit, SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas
sample, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter, PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen. Blue cells are participant SpO2 and SaO2 values which
indicate oxygen therapy should be started or increased based on TSANZ Guidelines (i.e saturation value <88% in participants at risk of hypercapnia and <92% in participants
not at risk of hypercapnia). *At time of paired SpO2/SaO2 recording. **Hypoxic gas (FiO2 0.15) administered as part of a flight test. All SpO 2 values were taken from the
finger. Participants 8 and 13 had documented investigator concern over accuracy of the SpO 2. In Participant 8 this was noted instability of SpO2 values between 89 to 95%,
despite trace appearing satisfactory. In Participant 13 the reason was not documented by the investigator. Participant 5 had peripheral vascular disease.
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Sensitivity and specificity for the ability of SpO2 <90% to detect SaO2 <90%, SpO2 <90%
to detect PaO2 <60 mmHg and SaO2 <90% to detect PaO2 <60 mmHg are presented in Table
3.4. SpO2 <92% had 100% sensitivity and 84.4% specificity for detecting SaO2 <90% and
95.1% sensitivity and 90.0% specificity for detecting PaO2 <60 mmHg (Tabulated data in
Tables 3.5 and 3.6, ROC curves presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Participants tended to sit
to the left of the predicted oxygen haemoglobin dissociation curve (Figure 3.5).18 There
were 13/400 participants (3%) in whom the PaO2 was >100 mmHg. Twelve of these
participants had an oximetry value >96%. One had an oximetry value of 96%; their PaO 2
was 142 mmHg and SaO2 was 99%.
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Ability for SpO2 <90% to detect SaO2 <90%
SaO2 <90%
SpO2 <90%

Yes

No

Yes

31

18

No

4

347

Total

35

365

Sensitivity: 88.6%
Specificity: 95.1%

Ability for SpO2 <90% to detect PaO2 <60 mmHg
PaO2 <60 mmHg
SpO2 <90%

Yes

No

Yes

43

6

No

18

333

Total

61

339

Sensitivity: 70.5%
Specificity: 98.2%

Ability for SaO2 <90% to detect PaO2 <60 mmHg
PaO2 <60 mmHg
SaO2 <90%

Yes

No

Yes

33

2

No

28

337

Total

61

339

Sensitivity: 54.1%
Specificity: 99.4%

Table 3.4 Diagnostic performance of SpO2 and SaO2
PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample,
SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
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SpO2

Sensitivity

Specificity

72

2.9

100

77

5.7

100

78

8.6

100

79

11.4

100

80

14.3

100

83

28.6

100

84

34.3

100

85

40.0

99.7

86

57.1

99.7

87

71.4

99.5

88

88.6

98.1

89

88.6

95.1

90

97.1

89.0

91

100

84.4

92

100

75.9

93

100

61.6

94

100

53.7

95

100

35.9

96

100

22.7

97

100

11.0

98

100

2.7

99

100

0.8

100

100

0.0

Table 3.5 Sensitivity and specificity for SpO2 less than or equal to the nominated level for
SaO2 <90%
SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO 2: Oxygen saturation measured by
standard pulse oximeter.
All values are %.
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SpO2

Sensitivity

Specificity

72

1.6

100

77

3.3

100

78

4.9

100

79

6.6

100

80

8.2

100

83

16.4

100

84

19.7

100

85

23.0

99.7

86

31.1

99.4

87

41.0

99.4

88

57.4

99.1

89

70.5

98.2

90

90.2

94.4

91

95.1

90.0

92

98.4

81.4

93

100

66.4

94

100

57.8

95

100

38.6

96

100

24.5

97

100

11.8

98

100

3.0

99

100

0.9

100

100

0.0

Table 3.6 Sensitivity and specificity for SpO2 less than or equal to the nominated level for
PaO2 <60 mmHg
PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
All values are %.
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Figure 3.3 ROC curve for SpO2 to predict SaO2 <90%
SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO 2: Oxygen saturation measured by
standard pulse oximeter.
The c-statistic for the logistic regression, representing the area under the ROC curve, was 0.986.
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Figure 3.4 ROC curve for SpO2 to predict PaO2 <60 mmHg
PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, SpO2: Oxygen saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter.
The c-statistic for the logistic regression, representing the area under the ROC curve, was 0.976.
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SaO2

PaO2
Figure 3.5 Predicted oxygen haemoglobin dissociation curve and data from ABG samples taken in this study
PaO2: Arterial partial pressure of oxygen, SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample.
Blue data points are predicted values calculated from PaO2 values obtained in this study using the simplified Severinghaus equation.18 Grey data points are data from
participants in this study. One participant’s data omitted (PaO 2 was 396 mmHg, SaO2 was 100%) to retain graph axis limit formatting.
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There was no statistical evidence of an association between SaO2 and bias between SpO2
and SaO2; Spearman coefficient 0.003, P=0.94 (Figure 3.6). Of the other factors from
Textbox 3.1, only a diagnosis of diabetes was identified as a predictor of bias (P=0.05)
(Table 3.7). In diabetics it was -0.8 (limits of agreement -4.4 to 2.8), in non-diabetics it was
-1.2 (-4.4 to 2.0).
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Figure 3.6 Plot for bias versus SaO2
SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO 2: Oxygen saturation measured by
standard pulse oximeter.
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Diabetes
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
No N=320
-1.2 (1.6)
Yes N=80
-0.8 (1.8)
The ANOVA based F-test for evidence in difference in mean bias by diabetes: F (1,398
DF) 3.84, P=0.05: difference -0.4 (95% CI -0.08 to 0.001). Given that the difference was
not of clinical significance a Bland-Altman plot was not performed.
Location
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
Emergency Department N=1
-0.6 (NA)
High Dependency Unit N=18
-1.1 (1.6)
Outpatient department N=341
-1.2 (1.6)
Ward N=40
-1.3 (1.6)
ANOVA based F-test for evidence in difference in mean bias: F (2,396 DF) 0.10, P=0.91.
Note: Emergency Department category was excluded from analysis as N=1, as per
methods.
Position of oximeter probe
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
Ear N=1
-2.5 (NA)
Finger N=399
-1.2 (1.6)
ANOVA results not reported due to result of N=1 for ear subgroup, as per methods.
Doctor’s diagnosis of recognised
condition associated with chronic
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
respiratory failure*
No N=229
-1.3 (1.3)
Yes N=171
-1.0 (1.9)
ANOVA based F-test for evidence in difference in mean bias: F (1,398 DF) 2.53, P=0.11
Current tobacco smoking status
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
Current N=43
-1.1 (1.6)
Ex N=203
-1.2 (1.7)
Never N=153
-1.1 (1.5)
ANOVA based F-test for evidence in difference in mean bias: F (2,396 DF) 0.15, P=0.86.
Skin pigmentation**
SpO2 minus SaO2 Mean (SD)
Dark N=1
0.1 (NA)
Medium N=157
-1.1 (1.6)
Light N=242
-1.2 (1.7)
ANOVA based F-test for evidence in difference in mean bias: F (1,397 DF) 0.42, P=0.52.
Note Dark category was excluded from analysis as N=1, as per methods.

Table 3.7 Contingency tables and ANOVA results for factors from Textbox 3.1
NA: Not applicable, SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO2: Oxygen saturation
measured by standard pulse oximeter. SpO2 minus SaO2 values are %.
* Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, obesity hypoventilation syndrome, bronchiectasis, cystic fibrosis,
neuromuscular disease and chest wall deformities such as severe kyphoscoliosis. **Skin pigmentation codes
are as per the Fitzpatrick scale outlined in Textbox 3.1.
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The most common oximeter models used were the Nonin Avant 9700 in 103 participants
(26%), Massimo Rainbow Radical 7 in 92 participants (23%) and the Nonin Avant 4000 in
76 participants (19%) (Table 3.2). The difference in the estimation of variance components
was 0.16 for oximeter brand and 2.48 for residual, resulting in an intra-class correlation
coefficient of 0.94. This can be interpreted as approximately 6% of variation in the
relationship between SpO2 versus SaO2 being due to oximeter brand. Detailed results by
oximeter are presented in Table 3.8.
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Oximeter

SpO2 minus SaO2

Estimates of SpO2 minus SaO2

Mean (SD)

(95% CI) by broad best linear
unbiased prediction

Carescape Monitor B450*
GE Dash 3000

-1.5 (NA)
-2 (0)

Masimo Radical 7

-0.5 (1.9)

Masimoset Quartz Unspecified**

-0.5 (NA)

Masimoset Quartz Q400

-1.0 (1.3)

Nonin 2120

-0.4 (2.3)

Nonin 2140

-2 (NA)

Nonin Avant Unspecified**

-2.4 (NA)

Nonin Avant 4000

-1.5 (1.2)

Nonin Avant 9700

-1.4 (1.4)

Nonin Lifesense Medair

-1.5 (1.5)

Novametrix Model 512

0 (NA)

Ohmeda Biox 3700E Monitor*

-2.0 (2.0)

Philips Intellivue MP70 Monitor*

-1.1 (1.6)

Welch Allyn Monitor*

-0.3 (2.0)

-1.2 (-2.3 to -0.03)
-1.2 (-2.3 to -0.2)
-0.6 (-0.9 to -0.3)
-1.1 (-2.2 to 0.03)
-1.1 (-1.7 to -0.5)
-0.9 (-1.7 to -0.03)
-1.2 (-2.3 to -0.1)
-1.2 (-2.3 to -0.1)
-1.5 (-1.8 to -1.1)
-1.4 (-1.7 to -1.1)
-1.4 (-1.9 to -1.0)
-1.1 (-2.2 to 0.1)
-1.4 (-2.3 to -0.5)
-1.1 (-1.8 to -0.5)
-0.7 (-1.3 to -0.04)

Table 3.8 Variation due to oximeter
NA: Not applicable (as N=1), SaO2: Oxygen saturation measured by arterial blood gas sample, SpO2: Oxygen
saturation measured by standard pulse oximeter. Values are %.
*Monitors used one of the following probes: Nellcor DuraSensor Adult Oxygen Transducer, GE TruSignal
SpO2 Finger Sensor, LNCS Reusable Sensors or Philips Compatible Direct-Connect SpO2 Sensor.
**Unspecified by investigator.
The machine by machine estimates are all very similar, consistent with the high value of the intra-class
correlation coefficient.
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3.5 Discussion
The bias and limits of agreement between SpO2 and SaO2 in this study suggest that pulse
oximetry is an accurate method to assess SaO2 in most patients in the clinical setting.
However, in a small number of participants potentially clinically important differences
between SpO2 and SaO2 could affect patient assessment and management. A practical guide
that can be derived from data is that a SpO2 ≥92% effectively ruled out presence of hypoxia
(indicated by a SaO2 <90%). There were no clinically significant differences in oximeter
accuracy based on absolute level of SaO2, numerous clinical characteristics or oximeter
brand.

The magnitude of bias and associated limits of agreement from the range of oximeters in
this study suggested that overall they perform at a similar level or better than oximeters used
in many of the clinical studies performed in the last 10 years.137,139–142,144–146,148,150,153–
156,159,162–164

This is in keeping with constant oximeter sensor technology and software

improvements by manufacturers over time.171

The negative bias, albeit small, meant that the oximeters tended to under, rather than over
estimate SaO2. Such underestimation has the potential to result in a conservative estimate
of risk of hypoxia and may lead to more liberal oxygen therapy than might be required.
SpO2 underestimated SaO2 by at least 4% in around 3% of participants, and overestimated
it by at least 4% in less than 1% of participants. These findings mean that while the
oximeters performed well overall, there were still potentially clinically relevant differences
in SpO2 and SaO2 in a small proportion of the participants. In the majority of the participants
with SpO2 and SaO2 values differing by at least 4% the investigators did not state they had
any concerns with oximeter accuracy. This highlights potential difficulty in identifying
when an oximetry value is incorrect and emphasises the importance of guideline
recommendations to consider oximetry values in clinical context.171
The TSANZ11 and BTS10 guidelines for acute oxygen therapy both recommend the use of
pulse oximetry as a vital sign and a tool to titrate oxygen therapy to a target oxygen
saturation range. The TSANZ recommend oxygen is delivered to a SpO2 target range of 92
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to 96% in patients not at risk of hypercapnic respiratory failure.11 This range was developed
to reduce the risks of both hyperoxaemia and hypoxaemia, while recognising potential
oximeter accuracy limitations.174 The lower limit of 92% is supported by a SpO2 saturation
of ≥92% indicating that hypoxia (SaO2 <90%) is not present. The recommended upper SpO2
limit of 96%, aimed at avoiding hyperoxaemia, is supported by the finding that 12 of the 13
participants with a PaO2 of greater than 100 mmHg had a SpO2 value of over 96%.

A SpO2 <90% had a specificity of only 70.5% in identifying a PaO2 <60 mmHg, while for
SaO2 it was only 54.1%. These values are in keeping with the majority of participants being
positioned to the left of the predicted dissociation curve in this study. In keeping with
recommendations by the TSANZ Oximetry Guidelines,171 these findings highlight the
limitations of estimating PaO2 from saturation values, and vice versa.

Patients with sickle cell anaemia, methaemoglobinemia, or carbon monoxide poisoning we
excluded from the study and nail polish was removed where possible as these factors are
well established to impact on oximeter results.171 SaO2, oximeter model and the numerous
clinical variables were not found to significantly impact on oximeter accuracy. However, it
was not possible to evaluate the effect of earlobe oximetry, Fitzpatrick scale V or VI, or ED
location on accuracy due to there being only one participant in each of these categories.

This study had the advantage of a multicentre design and use of a range of oximeters
routinely available to clinical staff in a variety of hospital settings. A wide range of patients
were included, both in terms of presenting diagnosis and illness severity. These factors make
the results directly applicable to a wide range of hospital settings in New Zealand and
Australia.

While there was a range of SaO2 values between 72 and 100%, the results cannot be applied
to patients with a SaO2 of under 70%, at which oximeter inaccuracy is well recognised.171
Having only one participant with a Fitzpatrick score of V, and none with VI, meant study
findings may not be applicable to patients with higher skin pigmentation. This is especially
important as oximeter accuracy has been demonstrated to decrease as pigmentation
increases, particularly at lower SaO2 levels and in oximeters of the same brand as some of
those used in our study (Massimo Radical and Nonin 9700).151 Unexpectedly, all except one
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of the oximeter measurements were taken from the finger, limiting the application of the
findings to sensors applied to the earlobe. Additionally, results may not be applicable to
patients in theatre, ICU or ED, especially as a variety of factors specific to these settings
have been identified as affecting oximeter accuracy previously.145,147,148,153,156,158,159,161

Single oximeter and blood gas measurement pairing from each participant were used, which
has the advantage of removing potential bias from repeated measures. However, this did
mean that we could not specifically assess the accuracy of SpO2 to detect changes in SaO2
over time.

Overall, the oximeters used in this study had good accuracy in determining both individual
SaO2 values and detecting hypoxia in a range of clinical settings. The use of a SpO2 of 92%
as the lower boundary for the titration of oxygen therapy was supported by 100% sensitivity
for SpO2 <92% in identifying hypoxia (SaO2 <90%). In a small number of participants
discrepancies between SpO2 and SaO2 could have implications for patient assessment and
management. This highlights the importance of recognising that clinically relevant
inaccuracies in oximetry values can occur, and that SpO2 is interpreted within clinical
context.
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Chapter 4: Randomised controlled trial of oxygen in
obese hospital inpatients
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4.1 Overview

Randomised controlled trial of oxygen in obese
hospital inpatients
AIM
To investigate the effect of oxygen therapy on transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon
dioxide (PtCO2) in morbidly obese adults.

METHODS
A randomised controlled crossover trial of 24 adult medical inpatients with a body mass
index >40 kg/m2 comparing two 60 minute interventions: i) ‘titrated’ oxygen; oxygen, if
required, via nasal prongs to achieve an oxygen saturation (SpO2) between 88-92%; and
ii) ‘high concentration’ oxygen; 8 L/min via Hudson mask. PtCO2 was measured at 10
minute intervals.

KEY RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

The baseline PtCO2 was ≤45 mmHg in
16/22 (72.7%) participants with full
data. The mean difference (95% CI) in
PtCO2 was 3.2 mmHg (1.3 to 5.2),
P=0.002, higher at 60 minutes following
high concentration compared with
titrated oxygen.

High concentration oxygen therapy
increases PtCO2 in morbidly obese patients.
These findings support the guideline
recommendation to titrate oxygen, if
required, to achieve a target oxygen
saturation of 88-92% in adults with morbid
obesity.

CO-INVESTIGATORS AND PUBLICATION
Pilcher J, Richards M, Eastlake L, McKinstry SJ, Bardsley G, Jefferies S, Braithwaite I,
Weatherall M, Beasley R. High flow or titrated oxygen for obese medical inpatients: a
randomised crossover trial. The Medical journal of Australia. 2017 Nov 20;207(10):4304. © Copyright 2017. The Medical Journal of Australia – adapted and reproduced with
permission. See Appendix for reproduction permission and further investigator details.

Textbox 4.0 Overview
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4.2 Rationale
As outlined in Chapter 1, oxygen therapy increases PaCO2 in patients with stable and
AECOPD.2,3 The hypercapnia and associated respiratory acidosis can be marked, and
contribute to mortality being more than twice as high among patients with AECOPD who
receive high concentration oxygen therapy than among those for whom oxygen
administration is titrated to achieve a target oxygen saturation of 88 - 92%, as measured by
pulse oximetry.12

There is also evidence that administering high concentration oxygen may increase PaCO2
in patients with other respiratory conditions, such as acute asthma,13,108,109 communityacquired pneumonia,14 and stable OHS.15,16,87,117,118 Guidelines therefore recommend that
oxygen therapy be titrated to a target SpO2 range to avoid the risks of both hypoxaemia and
hyperoxaemia.10,11

In an earlier randomised cross over trial of the effects of 100% oxygen therapy in patients
with OHS, three of 24 participants were withdrawn early because PaCO2 increased by more
than 10 mmHg in less than 20 minutes, indicating that high concentration oxygen
administration can result in rapid, clinically significant increases in the PaCO2.15 Patients at
greatest risk of worsening hypercapnia were those with the most marked hypoxaemia; that
is, those most likely to receive oxygen therapy. The generalisability of our findings to
patients with morbid obesity was limited by the requirement that participants had chronic
respiratory failure, in accordance with the definition of OHS.116 Generalisability to clinical
practice was also limited by administering 100% oxygen for 20 minutes rather than lower
concentrations for longer periods, which is more likely in clinical settings.

The aim of our study was to compare the effects on PaCO2 of high concentration and titrated
oxygen in medical inpatients with morbid obesity who were not selected for a pre-existing
diagnosis of OHS. To assess the physiological response, we continuously monitored PtCO2,
a non-invasive validated measure of PaCO2.175–177 The hypothesis was that high
concentration oxygen therapy would increase PtCO2 to a significantly greater extent than an
oxygen regimen in which administration, if required, is titrated to achieve a SpO 2 target of
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88 to 92%, as recommended when treating patients with conditions associated with chronic
respiratory failure.10,11
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4.3 Methods
This randomised controlled cross over trial recruited 24 adult patients with a BMI exceeding
40 kg/m2 who had been admitted under General Medicine to WRH, New Zealand. Patients
were identified by Hospital staff while on the ward and were excluded if they were under
16 years of age, had been diagnosed with COPD or a condition associated with restriction
of chest wall expansion other than obesity, unstable angina or recent myocardial infarction
(MI), had a baseline PtCO2 greater than 65 mmHg, or were currently receiving NIV.
Investigators could also exclude patients for any condition that might represent a safety risk
or affect the feasibility of the study or its results.

After written informed consent had been provided, demographic and clinical data were
collected. Spirometry was performed according to American Thoracic Society/European
Respiratory Society guidelines178 with a handheld spirometer (CareFusion). Transcutaneous
monitors on the earlobe measured SpO2, PtCO2 and heart rate. Measurements for the first
12 participants were recorded with the TOSCA 500 monitor (Radiometer); as this was not
available for the second 12, their data were collected with a SenTec monitor (SenTec).
Respiratory rate was measured at each time point over 60 seconds by direct observation.

An overview of study procedures is presented in Figure 4.1. Participants were randomised
to the order in which they received 60 minutes of titrated oxygen therapy (oxygen delivered,
if required, via nasal prongs to achieve SpO2 of 88-92%) or high concentration oxygen
therapy (delivered via Hudson mask at 8 L/min, without regard to SpO2). The randomisation
schedule was generated by the study statistician; the intervention order for each participant
was sealed in an opaque envelope and opened by the study investigator at randomisation.
The washout period between the two interventions was at least 30 minutes. If participants
were receiving oxygen at the start of the study, it was titrated for 30 minutes to achieve a
SpO2 of 88-92% before the first intervention, and for a minimum of 30 minutes during the
washout period before the second intervention; this was undertaken to standardise baseline
conditions. PtCO2, SpO2, respiratory rate, and heart rate were recorded at baseline, and every
10 minutes during the interventions. PtCO2 was monitored continuously; if it increased by
more than 10 mmHg from baseline, the intervention was ended. The primary outcome
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variable was PtCO2 at 60 minutes, adjusted for baseline. Secondary outcome variables
included the proportion of participants at each time point with a change in PtCO2 from
baseline of least 4 mmHg; the proportion with this change at at least one time point; and
PtCO2, SpO2, heart rate, and respiratory rate at all time points, adjusted for baseline.
Differences in outcome variables according to treatment were estimated by mixed linear
models with fixed effects for all the baseline measurements of the particular outcome
variables, intervention order, and intervention. A random effect for participants accounted
for the cross over design. These estimates are presented as differences between the high
concentration oxygen and titrated oxygen interventions, with 95% confidence intervals. The
difference (with 95% CI) in the proportion of participants with a PtCO2 rise of at least 4
mmHg was assessed in a McNemar test. Whether the change in monitor affected the
differences between randomised treatments was explored by post hoc addition of fixed
effects for a main effect and an interaction effect. In a further simple post hoc analysis, the
difference between the oxygen intervention types in two subgroups was compared in t tests:
participants who had a baseline PtCO2 greater than 45 mmHg, and those admitted with a
respiratory diagnosis. All analyses were conducted in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute). A sample
size of 24 was calculated to have 80% power (type I error rate 5%) to detect a difference in
PtCO2 of 2.4 mmHg between the groups, half the mean difference found by a study of
participants with OHS (5 mmHg; standard deviation, 4 mmHg).15
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Intervention 1

Time
Recording
- Heart rate

Method
SenTec

- Respiratory
rate

Investigator
observation

- PtCO2

SenTec

- Oxygen
saturation

SenTec

Intervention 2

Administration
of high
concentration or
titrated oxygen

Washout
period

Time
zero

0-60 minutes

≥30
minutes

X

X
(every 10
minutes)

Administration
of high
concentration or
titrated oxygen
Time
zero

0-60 minutes

X

X
(every 10
minutes)

Continuous monitoring
- PtCO2
X

X

- Oxygen saturation

Figure 4.1 Overview of study procedures and measurements
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
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The study was prospectively approved by the New Zealand Health and Disability Ethics
Committee Central (reference, CEN/10/03/08) and was registered with the ANZCTR
(ACTRN12610000522011).
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4.4 Results
Participants were recruited from February to September 2015. Eighty inpatients were
screened, and 24 were randomised to treatment (Figure 4.2). One participant withdrew after
randomisation when given the opportunity to be discharged home, and one participant was
randomised in error a second time during a subsequent admission; both were excluded from
the analysis. The remaining 22 patients were studied at a median 0.9 days (range, 0.2 to 6.5
days) after admission.
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Screened
n=80

Excluded
n=56
BMI <40, 18
Diagnosis of COPD, 7
Current use of NIV, 17
Unstable angina or recent MI, 1
Disease causing chest wall restriction, 1
Declined, 8
Other, 4

24 Randomised

12

12

2 withdrawn

1st Intervention: High
Concentration
2nd Intervention: Titrated

1st Intervention: Titrated
2nd Intervention: High
Concentration

10

12

22 Participants included in final analysis

Figure 4.2 Flow of participants through the study
BMI: Body mass index, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, MI: Myocardial infarction, NIV: noninvasive ventilation.
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The baseline characteristics of the participants are summarised in Table 4.1. The median
SpO2 was 97% (range, 89 to 100%); the mean PtCO2 was 41.7 mmHg, and 16 participants
(73%) had a baseline PtCO2 of 45 mmHg or less. No participant had a previous diagnosis
of OHS; six participants reported a history of witnessed apnoea and snoring, but none had
been diagnosed with obstructive sleep apnoea. Seven participants had an admission
diagnosis of asthma, and two were admitted with a lower respiratory tract infection. Three
participants (two with asthma, one with heart failure) required up to 1 L/min oxygen via
nasal cannulae during the titration intervention to maintain SpO2 at 88 to 92%.
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Characteristic

Mean (SD)

Age (years)

53.5 (16.1)

BMI (kg/m2)

50.4 (9.2)

FEV1/FVC*

0.75 (0.08)

PtCO2 (mmHg)

41.7 (5.8)

Oxygen saturation (%)

96.1 (2.6)

n (%)
Male sex

7 (31.8)

Ethnicity
Māori

3 (13.6)

NZ European

8 (36.4)

Pacific Island

11 (50.0)

Days since admission
1

13 (59.1)

2

5 (22.7)

3 or more

4 (18.2)

Diagnosis
Cellulitis

6 (27.3)

Asthma exacerbation

7 (31.8)

Lower respiratory tract infection

2 (9.1)

Other

7 (31.8)

Smoking status
Current

1 (4.5)

Ex smoker

12 (54.5)

Never smoker

9 (40.9)

Table 4.1 Baseline characteristics
BMI: Body mass index, FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in one second, FVC: Forced vital capacity, PtCO 2:
Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
*N=19.
N=22 unless otherwise stated.
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All 22 participants completed both interventions, although high concentration oxygen was
interrupted for 3 minutes for one participant at 32 minutes while they visited the bathroom.
The baseline PtCO2 values for all but two participants were within 4 mmHg of each other
for both interventions; the mean baseline PtCO2 before intervention was 41.8 mmHg for
titrated oxygen and 41.7 mmHg for high concentration oxygen. The effect of randomisation
order was not statistically significant for any of the PtCO2 analyses.

The mean difference in PtCO2 at 60 minutes, adjusted for baseline, between the high
concentration oxygen and titrated oxygen interventions was 3.2 mmHg (95% CI, 1.3 to 5.2;
P=0.002) (Table 4.2). The increase in PtCO2 with high concentration oxygen therapy and
the difference between the two interventions were evident as early as 10 minutes after
commencing the interventions (Table 4.3).
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High concentration
oxygen,
mean (SD)

Titrated oxygen,
mean (SD)

High concentration
minus titrated

Baseline

60 minutes

Baseline

60 minutes

Difference
(95% CI)

P

PtCO2, mmHg

41.7 (5.7)

44.4 (7.1)

41.8 (5.9)

41.3 (6.2)

3.2 (1.3 to 5.2)

0.002

Oxygen
saturation, %

96.2 (2.5) *

99.5 (0.9)

96.0 (3.1)

95.9 (2.9)

3.4 (2.6 to 4.3)

<0.001

Heart rate,
beats per
minute

85.8 (14.4)

83.4 (14.8)

85.8 (15.4)

88.3 (14.7)

-4.8 (-8.5 to -1.2)

0.01

Respiratory
rate, breaths
per minute

18.3 (4.3)

19.8 (3.5)

18.0 (3.5)

20.4 (3.5)

-0.7 (-2.3 to 0.9)

0.38

Table 4.2 Differences in outcomes at 60 minutes, for high concentration vs titrated
oxygen therapy, adjusted for baseline.
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
*N=21 due to error in recording baseline data.
N=22 unless otherwise stated.
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Variable

Mean (SD)
High
concentration Titrated

High concentration minus
titrated oxygen therapy,
(95% CI)

P

PtCO2, mmHg
0

41.7 (5.7)

41.8 (5.9)

10

44.3 (6.5)

41.6 (6.2)

2.8 (1.8 to 3.8)

<0.001

20

44.7 (6.6)

41.8 (6.5)

3.0 (1.8 to 4.3)

<0.001

30

44.8 (6.3)

41.9 (6.4)

3.0 (-1.7 to 4.3)

<0.001

40

44.9 (6.4)

42.0 (6.4)

3.0 (1.6 to 4.4)

<0.001

50

44.9 (6.9)

41.4 (6.4)

3.6 (1.6 to 5.6)

0.001

44.4 (7.1)

41.3 (6.2)

3.2 (1.3 to 5.2)

0.002

0

96.2 (2.5)*

96.0 (3.1)

10

99.5 (0.8)

95.6 (3.1)

3.7 (2.9 to 4.5)

<0.001

20

99.4 (0.8)

96.1 (2.9)

3.1 (2.2 to 4.0)

<0.001

30

99.4 (0.8)

95.8 (2.5)

3.4 (2.6 to 4.2)

<0.001

40

99.4 (0.7)

95.7 (3.5)

3.6 (-2.5 to 4.6)

<0.001

50

99.4 (0.9)

96.2 (2.8)

3.0 (2.2 to 3.9)

<0.001

95.9 (2.9)

3.4 (2.6 to 4.3)

<0.001

60
SpO2, %

60
99.5 (0.9)
Heart Rate, beats per minute
0

85.8 (14.4)

85.8 (15.4)

10

82.6 (14.6)

87.9 (14.1)

-5.3 (-8.8 to -1.8)

0.004

20

82.5 (15.1)

88.0 (14.5)

-5.4 (-9.3 to -1.4)

0.009

30

83.4 (16.5)

86.9 (14.4)

-3.5 (-7.7 to 0.7)

0.10

40

82.1 (16.1)

88.7 (15.0)

-6.5 (-10.9 to -2.1)

0.005

50

81.7 (15.5)

89.0 (15.6)

-7.2 (-10.3 to -4.1)

<0.001

60
83.4 (14.8)
88.3 (14.7)
Respiratory Rate, breaths per minute

-4.8 (-8.5 to -1.2)

0.01

0

18.3 (4.3)

18.0 (3.5)

10

18.7 (4.6)

19.0 (3.5)

-0.5 (-2.3 to 1.3)

0.60

20

18.0 (4.1)

18.5 (2.8)

-0.7 (-2.1 to 0.8)

0.35

30

19.0 (2.7)

19.1 (3.6)

-0.3 (-1.9 to 1.4)

0.74

40

19.0 (2.7)

19.6 (5.0)

-0.8 (-3.0 to 1.5)

0.50

50

19.4 (3.8)

20.2 (4.2)

-0.9 (-3.1 to 1.2)

0.39

60

19.8 (3.5)

20.4 (3.5)

-0.7 (-2.3 to 0.9)

0.38

Table 4.3 Mean values and mixed linear model differences for PtCO2, heart rate,
respiratory rate and oxygen saturations
SpO2: Oxygen saturation, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
* N=21
N=22 for all unless stated.
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The difference in PtCO2 at 60 minutes was greater for participants with a baseline PtCO2
exceeding 45 mmHg (P=0.043) (Table 4.4), but admission diagnosis (respiratory v non
respiratory) did not affect this outcome (Table 4.4).
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Baseline PtCO2 >45 mmHg
Mean (SD)

Difference*

P

No (n=16)

Yes (n=6)

(95% CI)

High concentration
oxygen

2.4 (2.7)

3.8 (1.7)

-1.4 (-3.9 to 1.0)

0.24

Titrated oxygen

0.2 (2.0)

-2.4 (6.2)

2.7 (-3.8 to 9.1)

0.13

High concentration minus
titrated

2.1 (3.3)

6.2 (5.6)

-4.1 (-8.1 to -0.1)

0.043

Admission was for a respiratory disorder
Mean (SD)

Difference*

P

No (n=13)

Yes (n=9)

(95% CI)

High concentration
oxygen

2.8 (2.7)

2.6 (2.3)

0.2 (-2.1 to 2.5)

0.85

Titrated oxygen

0.0 (4.5)

-1.2 (1.8)

1.2 (-2.1 to 4.5)

0.46

High concentration minus
titrated

2.8 (5.1)

3.8 (3.1)

-1.0 (-5.0 to 3.0)

0.61

Table 4.4 Change in PtCO2 from baseline at 60 minutes, stratified by baseline values and
by admission diagnosis
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
* No minus yes.
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The increase in PtCO2 from baseline was 4 mmHg or more for 14 participants during the
high concentration intervention and for two during the titrated intervention (Table 4.5). The
proportion of participants in whom PtCO2 increased by 4 mmHg or more from baseline was
significantly greater for the high concentration intervention than for the titration
intervention (Table 4.6). For one participant, an increase in PtCO2 of 9.7 mmHg during the
high concentration intervention was measured during continuous monitoring; they were
sleepy but rousable. For nine of the 14 participants in whom PtCO2 increased by at least 4
mmHg over baseline with high concentration oxygen, baseline PtCO2 had been below 45
mmHg. For one participant, PtCO2 was reduced by 13 mmHg at 50 minutes and by 14
mmHg at 60 minutes during the titrated intervention, associated with movement to a more
upright position; PtCO2 was not reduced by 4 mmHg or more from baseline for any other
participant during either intervention.
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Admission
diagnosis

Intervention

02

Cellulitis

Titrated

13

Diabetes

02

ID

BMI,
kg/m2

Baseline value prior to
intervention

45.5

PtCO2,
mmHg
51

Oxygen
saturation, %
98

Titrated

53.2

43

Cellulitis

High concent.

45.5

03

Cellulitis

High concent.

04

LRTI

06

Change in PtCO2 from baseline (mmHg)
10 min

20 min

30 min

40 min

50 min

60 min

1

2

4

4

4

4

96

3

4

4

4

5

5

46

97

3

3

3

4

6

5

52.3

44

99

2

4

5

4

3

4

High concent.

41.0

43

94

6

9

8

9

7

5

Asthma

High concent.

62.4

48

NA

1

2

2

4

3

4

07

Asthma

High concent.

51.7

43

98

3

5

6

4

5

4

08

Cellulitis

High concent.

56.0

38

97

3

3

4

4

3

4

09

Cellulitis

High concent.

45.2

47

96

3

2

2

3

4

3

11

Asthma

High concent.

56.6

40

98

4

4

3

2

3

3

13

Diabetes

High concent.

53.2

41

97

4

5

5

6

6

6

17

Testicular infarction

High concent.

59.5

33

94

6

6

5

6

6

5

19

Asthma

High concent.

49.2

43

98

1

1

2

4

5

2

20

Heart failure

High concent.

47.7

57

92

6

6

6

5

8

7

21

Asthma

High concent.

55.1

31

98

2

4

8

8

8

3

24

LRTI

High concent.

40.0

44

93

6

7

3

3

3

4

Table 4.5 Characteristics PtCO2 in participants with an increase from baseline ≥4 mmHg
BMI: Body mass index, ID: Participant Identification number, LRTI: Lower respiratory tract infection, NA: Not available, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon
dioxide; Titrated: Titrated oxygen regimen; High Concent: High concentration oxygen regimen. Values in red meet criteria for >4 mmHg cut off. Note that data for
participant 17 onwards was from the SenTec and available to 1dp, however have been rounded to the nearest whole number for this Table.
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10 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
0(0)

16

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 6 (27.3)

0

Difference (95% CI):
Unable to estimate

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
1 (4.5)

13

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 9 (40.9)

1

Difference (95% CI): 36.4
(16.3 to 56.5), P<0.001

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
2 (9.1)

13

1

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 8 (36.4)

1

Difference (95% CI): 27.3
(4.8 to 49.8), P=0.034

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
2 (9.1)

12

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 10 (45.5)

2

Difference (95% CI): 36.4
(16.3 to 56.5), P=0.005

6

20 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

8

30 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

7

40 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

8

Table 4.6 Data description and comparison of paired proportions for increase in PtCO2
≥4 mmHg from baseline Continued overleaf.
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50 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated
<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
2 (9.1)

13

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 9 (40.9)

2

Difference (95% CI): 31.8
(12.4 to 51.3), P=0.008

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
2 (9.1)

13

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 9 (40.9)

2

Difference (95% CI): 31.8
(12.4 to 51.3), P=0.008

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

Titrated n (%) ≥4 mmHg:
2 (9.1)

<4 mmHg

8

0

High concentration n (%)
≥4 mmHg: 14 (63.6)

≥4 mmHg

12

2

Difference (95% CI): 54.5
(33.7 to 75.4), P<0.001

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

7

60 minutes

High
concentration

Titrated

<4 mmHg

≥4 mmHg

7

At any time
point

High
concentration

Titrated

Table 4.6 Data description and comparison of paired proportions for increase in PtCO2
≥4 mmHg from baseline continued
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Note TOSCA data available to 0dp (4 mmHg and above used as the cut off) and SenTec data available to 1dp
(4.0 mmHg and above used as the cut off).
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There was no interaction between treatment and transcutaneous monitor type (for
interaction, P= 0.50). In a model that incorporated a fixed effect for the monitor type, the
estimate of the differences between titrated and high concentration oxygen was the same.

The change in SpO2 from baseline was significantly greater at all time points for high
concentration oxygen than for titrated oxygen treatment. The change in heart rate was
significantly lower with high concentration oxygen at most time points. The respiratory rate
did not differ between the two interventions (Table 4.3).
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4.5 Discussion
High concentration oxygen therapy increased PtCO2 in morbidly obese hospital inpatients
to a significantly greater degree than titrating oxygen to achieve a target SpO2 of 88 to 92%,
regardless of whether hypercapnia was present at baseline or the patient had an acute
respiratory disorder. These observations support guidelines that recommend titrated oxygen
rather than unrestricted high concentration therapy in patients with conditions associated
with chronic respiratory failure, such as morbid obesity10 and OHS.11 Further, these results
build on earlier observations that oxygen increases PtCO2 in patients with OHS15,16 by
reporting a similar physiological response in patients with simple morbid obesity, without
a diagnosis of OHS. About two-thirds of the participants with rises in PtCO2 of at least 4
mmHg were not hypercapnic at baseline, indicating that hypercapnia is not a prerequisite
for oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2 in patients with obesity, as is also the case for
patients with respiratory conditions.2,13,14,108,109

For the high concentration oxygen intervention, we administered oxygen at 8 L/min through
a Hudson mask. It is reasonable to assume that such a regimen may be employed in an acute
medical setting in breathless, morbidly obese patients, regardless of the presence of
hypoxaemia; it has been reported that high concentration oxygen is commonly administered
to COPD patients without evidence of hypoxaemia.35,39,179

The mean increase in PtCO2 of 3.2 mmHg after 8 L/min oxygen through a Hudson mask
(equivalent to a FiO2 of at least 0.5)180 we measured was similar to the 3.8 mmHg increase
in PavCO2 in the study by Hollier and colleagues, in which a FiO2 of 0.50 was administered
to stable OHS patients.16 The authors reported that this level of PavCO2 increase was
associated with a fall in blood pH from 7.373 to 7.346,16 resulting in respiratory acidosis
likely to be clinically significant; pH below 7.35 is associated with increased mortality and
a greater need for intubation in patients with COPD.40,181 Importantly, the severity of an
exacerbation is indicated not by the absolute level of hypercapnia, but rather by the increase
above the chronic stable PaCO2 value, as reflected by increased acidosis.40 In Hollier et al’s
study, a FiO2 of 0.28 increased PavCO2 by 2.3 mmHg and a FiO2 of 0.50 increased PavCO2
by 3.8 mmHg in patients with OHS respectively,16 whereas in the earlier study delivering a
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FiO2 of 1.0 in OHS patients PtCO2 increased by 5.0 mmHg.15 Recognising that both
PtCO2175–177 and PavCO2182 are validated indirect measures of PaCO2, this dose response
relationship between PaCO2 and FiO2 supports the use of titrated oxygen, with reduced
exposure to higher oxygen concentrations reducing the risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia.

The physiological response to high concentration oxygen was variable, with an increase in
PtCO2 of at least 8 mmHg from baseline in three of 22 participants during 60 minutes of
oxygen therapy. Such variability has been noted previously,15,16,87,117,118 suggesting it might
be clinically useful to be able to identify adverse responders. In keeping with the
relationships demonstrated in Chapter 1, the rise in PtCO2 with high concentration oxygen
therapy was greater in those with hypercapnia at baseline. This indicates that those with
chronic respiratory failure were at greater risk of life-threatening hypercapnia during
oxygen therapy, as reported earlier.16 This is relevant, as about one-third of patients with
morbid obesity also have chronic respiratory failure.15,116

A diagnosis of OHS or hypercapnia at baseline were not prerequisites for oxygen-induced
elevations in PtCO2 in this study. Obesity can have a range of effects on respiratory
physiology, which may occur in patients with or without OHS. These include atelectasis
and abnormalities in V/Q mismatch,183 which could contribute to the proposed mechanisms
behind oxygen-induced elevations in carbon dioxide outlined in Chapter 1.

The characteristics of the participants are relevant to the external validity of our findings.
Our recruitment method resulted in participants with a range of medical conditions who
were morbidly obese, with a mean BMI of 50.4 kg/m2. None had been diagnosed with OHS,
and only six had baseline PtCO2 values greater than 45 mmHg, indicating that most
participants did not have chronic respiratory failure at baseline. This proportion is similar
to the one in three patients with morbid obesity in whom awake hypercapnia was observed
during screening for the previous study,15 and with estimates of the prevalence of OHS
among hospitalised obese inpatients.116 The co-morbidities reflect the range of acute
medical conditions of patients admitted to internal medicine departments, apart from COPD.
Seven participants had an admission diagnosis of acute exacerbation of asthma, and two had
lower respiratory tract infections. To ensure generalisability to medical inpatients with
obesity, patients with these conditions were not excluded, despite previous work
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demonstrating PaCO2 may rise in patients with these acute respiratory conditions during
oxygen therapy.13,14,108,109 On further analysis, whether participants were admitted with a
respiratory diagnosis had no effect on the magnitude of the PtCO2 change in our study.

PtCO2 was used as a painless, non-invasive and validated measure for continuously
monitoring changes in PaCO2 in response to oxygen,13–15,176,177 and which can be used to
accurately estimate changes in PcCO2 from baseline175 (for further detail see Appendix 1).
Neither arterial nor capillary blood gas sampling was attempted, as these invasive methods
do not allow continuous assessment of partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2). The PtCO2
monitor employed (TOSCA or SenTec) had no effect on the observed differences between
the two treatments. A cross over design was employed, with adequate washout between
interventions.64 The nature of the interventions did not allow blinding of investigators or
participants. The study was not designed to assess why high concentration oxygen increased
PtCO2 in people with morbid obesity; reduced minute ventilation15 reduced tidal volume,16
and absorption atelectasis87 have been proposed as possible mechanisms, as outlined in
Chapter 1.

In conclusion, it was found that high concentration oxygen therapy increases PtCO2 in
patients with morbid obesity with or without hypercapnia at baseline. This finding extends
previous observations that this response is seen in a range of respiratory conditions,
including COPD,2,3,12 asthma,13,108,109 pneumonia,14 and OHS.15,16 The findings support
guideline recommendations that oxygen be titrated to a target SpO2 of 88 to 92% in patients
with conditions associated with hypercapnic respiratory failure, such as morbid obesity.10,11
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Chapter 5: Randomised cross over trials on the effect
of 50% oxygen on PtCO2 in patients with stable
COPD, bronchiectasis, and neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis
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5.1 Overview
Randomised cross over trials on the effect of 50%
oxygen on PtCO2 in patients with stable COPD,
bronchiectasis, and neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis
AIM
To investigate whether increases in arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) occur in
response to oxygen therapy in stable patients with neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis,
and bronchiectasis.

METHODS
Three randomised cross over trials recruited stable patients with neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis (N=20), bronchiectasis (N=24), and COPD (N=24). Participants received 50%
oxygen and 21% oxygen (air), each for 30 minutes, in randomly assigned order. The primary
outcome was transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PtCO2) at 30 minutes.

KEY RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

The intervention baseline adjusted PtCO2
difference (95% CI) between oxygen and air after
30 minutes was 0.2 mmHg (-0.4 to 0.9), P=0.40;
0.5 mmHg (-0.2 to 1.2), P=0.18; and 1.3 mmHg
(0.7 to 1.8), P<0.001, in the neuromuscular
disease/kyphoscoliosis, bronchiectasis and COPD
participants respectively.

The small increase in PtCO2 in the
stable COPD patients with high
concentration oxygen therapy contrasts
with the marked increases in PaCO2
seen in the setting of acute
exacerbations of COPD. This suggests
that the model of studying the effects of
high concentration oxygen therapy in
patients with stable respiratory disease
is not generalisable to the use of
oxygen therapy in the acute clinical
setting. Appropriate studies of high
concentration compared to titrated
oxygen in acute clinical settings are
needed to determine if there is a risk of
oxygen-induced
hypercapnia
in
patients with neuromuscular disease,
kyphoscoliosis or bronchiectasis.

CO-INVESTIGATORS AND
PUBLICATION
Janine Pilcher, Darmiga Thayabaran, Stefan
Ebmeier, Mathew Williams, Geraldine Back,
Hamish Collie, Michael Richards, Susan Bibby,
Ruth Semprini, Mark Weatherall and Richard
Beasley. Journal submission for publication in
progress at the time of thesis submission. See
Appendix for further investigator details.

Textbox 5.0 Overview
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5.2 Rationale
As outlined in Chapter 1, oxygen-induced hypercapnia has been demonstrated in a range of
respiratory conditions with abnormal gas exchange and/or reduced ventilation with
respiratory failure.13–16,184 Neuromuscular disease and kyphoscoliosis can lead to
hypoventilation and chronic respiratory failure, while airflow obstruction and ventilationperfusion mismatch are both features of bronchiectasis. As acute respiratory illnesses
complicate both of these conditions and can result in hypoxia and the need for oxygen
therapy, it is important to establish whether these patients are at risk of oxygen-induced
hypercapnia.

Previous studies investigating the effects of oxygen on PaCO2 in these conditions are limited
and detailed in Chapter 1. Briefly, two small sleep studies123,124 and one exercise study125
have been performed in patients with cystic fibrosis, which demonstrated average PtCO2
increases between 4125 and 7.5 mmHg124 during oxygen therapy compared to room air. In
patients with neuromuscular disease data are limited to retrospective case examples129 and
a case series which found low-flow oxygen (0.5-2 L/min) elevated PaCO2 by an average 28
mmHg,128 however the measurements were made up to six days after oxygen therapy.

The purpose of the randomised cross over trials in this Chapter was to investigate the effects
of 50% oxygen compared to 21% oxygen in patients with stable neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis and patients with stable bronchiectasis. To assess the applicability of the
results to the clinical setting, stable COPD patients were also studied, matched by severity
of airflow obstruction to the bronchiectasis patients. To assess the accuracy of the use of
transcutaneous monitoring in this setting arterialised capillary blood gases and PtCO2
readings were taken simultaneously at the end of the COPD study. The main hypothesis was
that oxygen therapy would increase PtCO2 in all three trials.
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5.3 Methods
This series of three double-blind cross over trials randomised patients to the order they
received 50% oxygen (“oxygen” intervention) and medical grade air containing 21%
oxygen (“air” intervention). The trials recruited 20 patients with neuromuscular disease or
kyphoscoliosis

(neuromuscular

disease/kyphoscoliosis

study),

24

patients

with

bronchiectasis (bronchiectasis study) and 24 patients with COPD (COPD study). Inclusion
and exclusion criteria are presented in Table 5.1, including the criteria by which
bronchiectasis and COPD participants were matched by airflow obstruction severity.

Potentially eligible patients were recruited through Hutt Valley Hospital (neuromuscular
disease/kyphoscoliosis study only), WRH and the Medical Research Institute of New
Zealand

(MRINZ)

patient

lists,

as

well

as

newsletters

disease/kyphoscoliosis study only) and posters (COPD study only).
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(neuromuscular

Study

Neuromuscular disease/
kyphoscoliosis

Bronchiectasis

COPD

Neuromuscular disease with
10% drop VC from sitting to
lying or SNIP <95% limit*

Bronchiectasis as
diagnosed by a doctor and
confirmed with CT scan

COPD, as diagnosed by a
doctor

and/or

and/or

Kyphoscoliosis with an FVC
<65% predicted185**

Cystic fibrosis as
diagnosed by a doctor

Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria***
Study
Baseline
PtCO2

60 mmHg

60 mmHg

60 mmHg

Age

<14 years old

<14 years old

<16 years old

Comorbidities

COPD

COPD

Bronchiectasis

Morbid obesity^

Morbid obesity^

Morbid obesity^

Spirometry

FEV1:FVC ratio ≤0.7, if
participant is able to complete
forced spirometry

Other

FEV1:FVC ratio >0.7
Inability to match FEV1
percentage predicted with
a Bronchiectasis study
participant^^
Infection with
Burkholderia
>10 pack year smoking
history

Table 5.1 Inclusion/Exclusion criteria
BMI: Body mass index, COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, CT: computerised tomography,
FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FVC: Forced vital capacity, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial
pressure of carbon dioxide, SNIP: Sniff nasal inspiratory pressure, VC: Vital capacity (slow).
*This is the limit under which 95% of healthy subjects are as based on work by Uldry & Fitting.186 **Note
that this may be calculated using arm span as per European Respiratory Society guidelines. 187 ***All studies
also excluded participants for any other condition which, at the investigator’s discretion, was believed may
present a safety risk or impact the feasibility of the study or the study results. ^ BMI  40kg/m2. ^^To be a
match, the COPD participant must have an FEV1 percentage predicted within an absolute value of 5% of the
FEV1 percentage predicted for the bronchiectasis study participant (values inclusive). An exception to this
was for the three bronchiectasis participants that had FEV1 percentage predicted values of 109% or higher,
who were matched with COPD participants with an FEV1 percent predicted of 80% or over (i.e. participants
in the mildest COPD severity category based on FEV1).188 The exception was made as it was not feasible to
recruit matching COPD participants with FEV1 values within 5% and the required obstruction (FEV 1/FVC
<0.7), as this would require them to have an FVC well in excess of their predicted value.
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Participants attended a single study visit at the MRINZ. Spirometry was performed to ATS/ERS
criteria178 using a handheld spirometer (Masterscreen non-heated pneumotach, CareFusion
Germany 234 GmbH, Leibnizstrasse 7, 97204 Hoechberg, Germany). Sniff nasal inspiratory
pressure (SNIP) testing (neuromuscular disease participants only) was performed on a handheld
device (MicroRPM CareFusion Germany 234 GmbH, Leibnizstrasse 7, 97204 Hoechberg,
Germany). After confirming eligibility, the SenTec was attached with a V-Sign Sensor, with
single use clips. The arterialisation temperature was set at 42 degrees. Maintenance and
stabilisation are presented in Textbox 5.1. An overview of study procedures and measurements
is presented in Figure 5.1.
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SenTec maintenance and calibration
Prior to each use the SenTec probe was checked for damage and underwent system calibration.
Maintenance was as per SenTec manufacturer’s instructions (General (HB-005771-h) and
Technical (HB-005752-g) manuals). Probe membranes were replaced every 28 days. An exception
to this was a period where the SenTec had both quarterly maintenance and membrane replacement
overdue due to investigator error. Three participants were recruited during this time. It resulted in
withdrawal of one Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) study participant during their
study visit when it was realised data values were inaccurate, and removal of SenTec data from the
dataset (see Textbox 5.2). Prior to this one participant in the COPD study and one in the
neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study had data recorded when the procedures were overdue.
Data were retained for analysis based on minor probe drift on review of subsequent drift corrected
data, which suggested ongoing of probe accuracy.

SenTec Stabilisation
To ensure that the probe had stabilised prior to any data collection there was a stabilisation period
following placement of the probe on the participant’s ear. At 28 minutes and 30 minutes the
transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PtCO2) was recorded. If the values were within
1 mmHg of each other the study commenced. If not, stabilisation was continued until values were
within 1 mmHg of each other over a 2 minute period. The time period for stabilisation was based
on previous work assessing time to probe stabilisation.189,190

Mask stabilisation
The mask was fitted while the participant was seated comfortably. Small, medium and large masks
were available and fitted as appropriate. Once the mask was fitted with no evidence of leaks around
the seal the participant breathed room air from the mask. PtCO2 was recorded at 4 minutes and 5
minutes after fitting. If the PtCO2 values were within 1 mmHg of each other, the T=0 measures
were taken and the Intervention commenced. If values were not within 1 mmHg of each other the
stabilisation period was continued until two measures taken 1 minute apart were within 1 mmHg.

Textbox 5.1 Equipment maintenance and stabilisation
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Intervention 1

Study
baseline
Time
zero

Time

Application of mask

Recording:
- PtCO2

Recording:
- Heart rate
- Respiratory rate
- Respiratory rate
- ETCO2
- Minute ventilation
-VD/VT
Calculation:
- Tidal Volume
- Dead space
- Alveolar volume
- Alveolar minute
ventilation
Calculation:
- Drift corrected
PtCO2
Recording:
- Oxygen
saturation^

Intervention 2

Administration of
50% oxygen or
room air

Washout*/
rest period with
observation

0-30 minutes

30-60 minutes

Time
zero

X
Method:
SenTec

Method:
SenTec
Investigator observation
CO2SMO
CO2SMO
CO2SMO
CO2SMO**
Method:***
[minute ventilation] / [respiratory rate]
[tidal volume] X [VD/VT*]
[tidal volume] – [dead space volume]
[alveolar volume] X [respiratory rate]

X

X

Administration of
50% oxygen or
room air

Rest period with
observation

0-30 minutes

30-60 minutes

X

X
(every 10 minutes)

X
(every

X

10 minutes)

X
(every 10 minutes)

X
(every
10 minutes)

X

Method:
SenTec data upload to V-Stats (V3.2) software

X

X

X

X

X

(every 10 minutes)

X

X

(every 10 minutes)

X

X

(at 30 minutes)

Method:
SenTec V-Stats (V3.2) software

X
(every 10 minutes)

X
(every 10 minutes)

X
(at 30 minutes)

X

Figure 5.1 Overview of study procedures and measurements
ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide. PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide. VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume ratio.
*Washout is a minimum 30 minutes, may be extended. **Obtained via CO2SMO calculation after input into the CO2SMO of simultaneously measured PtCO2 value from
the SenTec. ***Based on recordings from the row above. ^Continuous recording made for visual inspection for rebound hypoxia. During the study oxygen saturation values
were covered on SenTec display to ensure investigator blinding.
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The study was conducted while the participants were at rest and sitting at approximately 90
degrees. Study baseline PtCO2, heart rate, and SpO2 were recorded via a SenTec transcutaneous
monitor (SenTec AG, Switzerland), and respiratory rate by investigator observation.

Participants were then fitted with a full-face positive airway pressure mask (Respironics),
attached to a Douglas Bag (Hans Rudolph) via CO2SMO adapter (Novametrix Medical
Systems), one-way T valve, respiratory filter (Microgard II, Carefusion), tubing and three-way
tap, all connected in series (Figure 5.2). Participants breathed room air for at least five minutes
to adjust to breathing through the equipment (Textbox 5.1), and then breathed the intervention
gas for 30 minutes. After each intervention, the mask was removed and there was a 30 minute
observation period breathing room air.
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SenTec
Screen displaying
PtCO2 and heart rate
SenTec probe
attached to
participant’s
earlobe
Positive airway
pressure mask

Docking station

Filter

Tubing

CO2SMO sensor

Douglas bag
containing
intervention
gas

One-way T valve
Threeway tap

CO2SMO
Screen displaying
ETCO2, respiratory
rate, minute
ventilation and
VD/VT

Blue arrows depict transfer of intervention gas through inhalation, red arrows
depict path of exhaled breath.

Figure 5.2 Equipment diagram
ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead
space to tidal volume.
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Heart rate and PtCO2 were measured via SenTec. Respiratory rate, ETCO2, minute
ventilation and dead space to tidal volume (VD/VT) were measured via CO2SMO (Model
8100), from which the tidal volume, volume of dead space, alveolar volume and alveolar minute
ventilation were calculated. Measurements were taken at T=0 (following mask stabilisation and
immediately prior to intervention), and at 10 minute intervals during the intervention and
observation periods. SpO2 on the SenTec display was covered during the intervention and
washout periods to maintain investigator blinding. PtCO2 was monitored continuously; the
intervention was stopped if values rose by 10 mmHg from T=0.

At the end of the COPD study arterialised capillary blood gas samples were taken from the
ear or finger and PtCO2 was recorded at the time blood was first visualised. SenTec data
were uploaded to V-Stats (V3.2) software to obtain drift corrected PtCO2 and oxygen
saturation.

The study statistician, who was not involved in study recruitment or visits, created
computerised 1:1 randomisation sequences for each study. Randomisation codes were
placed in sealed opaque envelopes and opened by the unblinded investigator following T=0
measurements. The blinded investigator recorded all measurements from this point
onwards.

The study outcomes are summarised in Figure 5.1. The primary outcome was PtCO2 after
30 minutes. The primary analysis was a mixed linear model with fixed effects for the T=0
measurements, intervention, and randomisation order, and a random effect for participants
to take into account the cross over design. For all measures an interaction term was tested
first to see if there was any difference between the interventions that depended on the time
of measurement. As secondary analyses for all outcomes, the differences between
interventions at each measurement time were analysed by similarly structured models, with
addition of the fixed effect of the time of measurement and a random effect for each
participant using a spatial exponential in time repeated measures variance-covariance
matrix to account for the cross over design. The results of this model for PtCO2 were
compared between the COPD and bronchiectasis study participants (as fixed effects), and
were also adjusted for FEV1 percentage predicted. Finally, the difference in proportions of
participants with a change in PtCO2 of 4 mmHg and 10 mmHg from T=0 were also
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estimated, as physiologically and clinically significant differences, respectively.13,14,73 All
estimates of differences are shown as oxygen minus room air. The uploaded oxygen
saturation data were visually reviewed for evidence of rebound hypoxia.

SAS version 9.4 was used.

The intended sample size for each cross over study was 24 based on 80% power and a type I
error rate of 5%, to detect a difference of 2.4 mmHg. This is half the difference found in a study
of participants with OHS which reported a mean (SD) paired difference of 5(4) mmHg.15

Each trial was prospectively registered on ANZCTR and had Health and Disability Ethics
Committee approval (Table 5.2). Māori consultation and approval took place through the
Capital and Coast District Health Board Regional Advisory Group Māori (RAG-M
2012/166

(neuromuscular

disease/kyphoscoliosis

study),

RAG-M

2012/166b

(bronchiectasis study) and RAG-M 203/297 (COPD study). Additionally the Hutt Valley
District Health Board Māori Health Unit was consulted prior to recruitment at Hutt Valley
Hospital (neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study).
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Study

Registration Number

Ethical Approval Details

Neuromuscular disease/
kyphoscoliosis

ACTRN12615000970549

Submission number:
CEN/11/11/065
Committee: Central Health
and Disability Ethics
Committee New Zealand

Bronchiectasis

ACTRN12615000971538

Submission number:
CEN/11/12/075
Committee: Central Health
and Disability Ethics
Committee New Zealand

COPD

ACTRN12615001056583

Submission number:
13/STH/200
Committee: Southern Health
and Disability Ethics
Committee New Zealand

Table 5.2 Ethical approval and trial registration details
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.
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5.4 Results
Participants were recruited between October 2015 and May 2017 (Figure 5.3). The
neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study recruitment was stopped at 20 participants due
to difficulty in recruitment. Participant characteristics are summarised in Tables 5.3 to 5.5.
The COPD group had higher smoking rates than the other two groups, and had similar
severity of airflow obstruction as the bronchiectasis group. One participant in the COPD
study had a SpO2 of 87% at study baseline, all other participants had a SpO 2 of ≥91%. All
study baseline PtCO2 values were <45 mmHg, with the exception of two participants in the
neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis group. Textbox 5.2 summarises the data that were
not included in the analysis.
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Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis
Fi n=138
Screened:
patients with
neuromuscular disease
or kyphoscoliosis, and
possible respiratory
involvement

Randomised:
Air then oxygen: n= 11
Oxygen then air: n= 9

Excluded: n=118
Declined: 52
Spirometry/SNIP criteria not
met: 14
COPD: 10
BMI >40kg/m2: 4
Inability to tolerate mask: 1
Baseline carbon dioxide >60
mmHg: 1
Co-morbidities: 20
Other: 16

COPD

Bronchiectasis

Screened: n= 157
patients with
bronchiectasis or cystic
fibrosis

Withdrawn prior to T=30 in
at least 1 intervention: n=3

Screened: n=212
patients with COPD

Randomised:
Air then oxygen: n= 12
Oxygen then air: n= 12

Excluded: n= 188

No evidence of bronchiectasis on
CT or no CT available: 40
Microbiology history:* 21
Declined: 19
COPD: 12
Pack year history >10 years: 5
Inability to tolerate mask: 2
Co-morbidities: 17
Other: 17

No FEV1 % predicted match to
bronchiectasis participant: 85
Declined: 40
Diagnosis of bronchiectasis: 9
BMI >40kg/m2: 6
FEV1/FVC ratio >0.7: 5
Co-morbidities: 15
Other: 28

Withdrawn prior to T=30 in
at least 1 intervention: n=2

Difficulty wearing mask: 3

Completed both
interventions to T= 30
minutes: n= 17

Excluded: n=133

Randomised:
Air then oxygen: n= 12
Oxygen then air: n= 12

Difficulty wearing mask: 1
Equipment failure:** 1

Completed both
interventions to T= 30
minutes: n= 22

Withdrawn prior to T=30 in
at least 1 intervention: n=1
Equipment failure:** 1

Completed both
interventions to T= 30
minutes: n= 23

Figure 5.3 Flow of participants through studies
BMI: Body mass index, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, CT: Computerised tomography, FEV 1: Forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FVC: Forced vital
capacity, SNIP: Sniff nasal inspiratory pressure. *Burkholderia or other result at the investigator’s discretion. **T valve tubing malfunction for 1 participant in the
bronchiectasis study and SenTec maintenance error for 1 participant in the COPD study. See Textbox 5.2 for detail on participants and data included/excluded.
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Neuromuscular
disease/
kyphoscoliosis
N=20*

Bronchiectasis
N=24*

COPD
N=24*

Neuromuscular
disease: 19
Kyphoscoliosis: 2**

Bronchiectasis: 24
Cystic Fibrosis: 0

COPD: 24

Male

8 (40%)

7 (29%)

12 (50%)

Home NIV

4 (20%)

2 (8%)

1 (4%)

Home oxygen

1 (5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Total N=18***
1 (6%)
7 (39%)
10 (56%)

Total N=23***
0 (0%)
3 (13%)
20 (87%)

Total N=18***
3 (17%)
15 (83%)
0 (0%)

2 (10%)
3 (15%)

15 (63%)
2 (8.3%)

8 (33%)
1 (4%)

52.2 (14.9)

63.0 (12.0)

69.4 (7.3)

BMI (kg/m )

25.3 (7.2)

27.1 (4.7)

27.9 (4.8)

Smoking pack years

4.2 (9.1)

0.6 (2.2)

35.5 (22.9)

FEV1 percentage predicted (%)

57.6 (20.5)

69.9 (22.4)

65.7 (17.3)

FVC percentage predicted (%)

57.7 (20.5)

87.4 (21.5)

97.5 (17.9)

FEV1/FVC ratio (%)

83.0 (7.3)

64.6 (12.2)

53.5 (11.1)

PtCO2 (mmHg)

38.7 (4.8)

36.6 (3.4)

27.8 to 48.6

29.3 to 42.8

35.7 (3.5)^
29.8 to 42.1

Oxygen saturation (%)

95.7 (2.4)

96.3 (1.3)

95.4 (2.5)^

- Min to max

91 to 100

93 to 99

87 to 99

Respiratory rate (breaths/min)

18.8 (4.5)

16.8 (3.2)

17.0 (3.9)

N (%)
Diagnosis

Smoking status
- Current
- Ex
- Never
Other respiratory diagnoses
- Asthma
- Sleep apnoea

Mean (SD)*
Age (years)
2

- Min to max

Neuromuscular disease entry criteria N (%)
Participants with SNIP <95%
range

12 (63%)
(Total N=19)

NA

NA

Participants with VC drop
10% sitting to lying

13 (72%)
(Total N=18)

NA

NA

Table 5.3 Participant characteristics and study baseline measurements
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, BMI: Body mass index, FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in
1 second, FVC: Forced vital capacity, NA: Not applicable, NIV: Non-invasive ventilation, PtCO2:
Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SNIP: Sniff nasal inspiratory pressure, VC: Vital capacity
(slow). *Unless otherwise stated. **One participant was eligible on neuromuscular disease and kyphoscoliosis
criteria. ***Data unavailable from some participants. In the COPD study six participants did not report
whether they were current or ex smokers, however all had pack year histories of at least 19 years. ^N=23, data
unavailable due to SenTec failure. See Textbox 5.2 for detail on participants and data included/excluded.
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Neuromuscular
disease/
kyphoscoliosis
N=20

Bronchiectasis
N=24

COPD
N=24

NZ European

16

18

19

Māori

0

1

3

Chinese

0

2

0

Samoan

1

1

0

Indian

0

0

1

Other

3

2

1

Ethnicity

Table 5.4 Participant ethnicity
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, NZ: New Zealand.
Values are n values.
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Diagnosis

N

Charcot Marie Tooth

3

Ehlers Danlos*

1

Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy

2

Limb girdle muscular dystrophy

1

Motor neuron disease

5

Multiple sclerosis

1

Myotonic dystrophy

4

Phrenic nerve palsy

1

Tetraplegia

1

Nil (entry to study under kyphoscoliosis criteria)

1

Table 5.5 Neuromuscular disease diagnoses for neuromuscular disease/ kyphoscoliosis
study
* This participant had kyphoscoliosis and Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome. They meet the spirometry entry
criteria for kyphoscoliosis, was well as the spirometry and SNIP entry criteria for neuromuscular
disease.
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Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study:
The following participants withdrew due to inability to tolerate the mask:
-

1 Participant: Withdrew from study after T=0 Intervention 1, all subsequent data points not
collected.

-

1 Participant: Withdrew from study after T=10 Intervention 1, all subsequent data points not
collected.

-

1 Participant: Withdrew from Intervention 1 after T=20 due to cough, resulting in
Intervention 1 T=30 and washout data not being collected.

Individual data unavailable:
-

1 Participant: at T=60 during Intervention 1 data not recorded as required restroom.

Bronchiectasis study:
The following participant withdrew due to inability to tolerate the mask:
-

1 Participant: Withdrew from study after T=20 Intervention 1, all subsequent data points not
collected.

Individual data unavailable:
-

1 Participant: At T=10 during Intervention 1 data not recorded as tubing failed, all
subsequent data points for Intervention 1 not collected.

-

1 Participant: At T=60 during Intervention 1 ear clip for SenTec disconnected with no
SenTec data.*

COPD study:
Participant data withdrawal:
-

1 Participant: All SenTec data had to be discarded due to SenTec maintenance error. No
SenTec data was used.* CO2SMO data** was recorded until T=10 min for Intervention 2
only, when participant withdrawn based on identification of inability to rely on SenTec data.

Individual data unavailable:
-

1 Participant: At T=10 during Intervention 1 there was a mask leak and resulting CO2SMO
inaccuracy. No CO2SMO data** was used for this time point.

-

1 Participant: At T=20 during Intervention 2 the CO2SMO did not report dead space to tidal
volume ratio (VD/VT). This meant that volume of dead space, alveolar minute ventilation
and alveolar volume also could not be calculated.

-

1 Participant: At T=30 during Intervention 2 heart rate was not recorded due to investigator
error.

*SenTec data: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PtCO2) and heart rate. Note VD/VT
measurement requires PtCO2 to be available from SenTec. Note calculation of volume of dead space,
alveolar minute ventilation and alveolar volume requires PtCO2 to be available from SenTec.
** CO2SMO data: End tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2), minute ventilation, VD/VT and respiratory
rate. Note calculation of tidal volume, volume of dead space, alveolar minute ventilation and alveolar
volume require data from CO2SMO.

Textbox 5.2 Summary of participant and individual data not included in analyses.
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PtCO2 rose after the mask was applied in both interventions, returning to study baseline
within 10 minutes of removal. At T=0, (i.e. after placement and stabilisation of the mask,
but prior to receiving the intervention) the average PtCO2 increase was at least 1.3 mmHg
higher than the last PtCO2 measurement prior to mask placement (Table 5.6). The difference
(95% CI) in PtCO2 at 30 minutes between oxygen and room air, adjusted for T=0 PtCO2, was
0.2 mmHg (-0.4 to 0.9), P=0.40; 0.5 mmHg (-0.2 to 1.2), P=0.18; and 1.3 mmHg (0.7 to 1.8),
P<0.001, in the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis, bronchiectasis and COPD participants
respectively (Table 5.6). The mixed linear model estimates for the differences in PtCO2 across
all time points and adjusted for T=0 were higher during the oxygen intervention compared to
room air in the bronchiectasis and COPD studies (Table 5.6).
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Neuromuscular
disease/
kyphoscoliosis
N=20*

Bronchiectasis
N=24*

COPD
N=24*

Change in PtCO2 on placement of mask**
Mean (SD), mmHg
Intervention 1

1.8 (2.8)

1.3 (1.7)

1.3 (1.4)^^^

Intervention 2

1.3 (1.1) ^

2.0 (1.4)^^^

1.8 (1.4)^^^

PtCO2 during air and oxygen interventions
Mean (SD), mmHg
Oxygen T=0

39.4 (4.2) ^

38.5 (2.6)

37.0 (3.2)^^^

Oxygen T=30

40.3 (4.1) ^

39.6 (2.8)^^

38.8 (3.5)^^^

Air T=0

40.2 (5.6)

38.6 (2.7)^^^

37.3 (3.5)^^^

Air T=30

39.7 (3.6)***

38.9 (2.9)^^^

37.7 (3.3)^^^

Change at 30 minutes, oxygen
minus air

0.2 (-0.4 to 0.9)

0.5 (-0.2 to 1.2)

1.3 (0.7 to 1.8)

P=0.40

P=0.18

P<0.001

Change over duration of
intervention, oxygen minus
air##

-0.07 (-0.40 to 0.27)

0.4 (0.08 to 0.7)

1.3 (1.0 to 1.5)

P=0.70

P=0.012

P<0.001

Mixed linear model estimates#
(95% CI), mmHg

Table 5.6 PtCO2 outcomes
Air: Air intervention, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Oxygen: Oxygen intervention, PtCO 2:
Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, T=0: Value taken at Time 0 minutes (i.e. following mask
stabilisation and prior to start of intervention), T=30: Value taken at Time 30 minutes.
*Unless otherwise stated. **Change is PtCO2 at T=0 minus last recorded PtCO2 value prior to placement of
mask. ***N=17. ^N=18. ^^N=22. ^^^N=23. # Mixed linear model values represent oxygen minus air change
from T=0. ##Incorporated values are from T=10, 20 and 30 minutes.
The interaction between each time point (10, 20 and 30 minutes) was not significantly different, see Table
5.10 for P values. N values for PtCO2 at each time point during the study were as follows: Neuromuscular
disease/kyphoscoliosis study oxygen intervention/washout: N=18 at T=0 to T=50, N=17 at T=60.
Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study air intervention/washout: N=20 at T=0, N=19 at T=10, N=18 at
T=20 and N=17 at all other time points. Bronchiectasis study oxygen intervention/washout: N=24 at T=0 and
T=10, N=23 at T=20, N=22 at all other time points. Bronchiectasis study air intervention/washout: N=23 at
T=0 to T=50 and N=23 at T=60. COPD oxygen and air interventions/washouts: N=23 at all time points.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Figure 5.4 and Tables 5.7 to 5.9 demonstrate PtCO2 over the course of the study. PtCO2 did not
increase or decrease by ≥4 mmHg from T=0 during the interventions, with the exception of one
bronchiectasis and one COPD participant, during the oxygen intervention only (increases of 4.8
mmHg and 4.7 mmHg respectively). The interaction terms between the time points (10, 20 and
30 minutes) were not significantly different (Table 5.10). When compared to the bronchiectasis
participants, the COPD participants had a greater mean difference in PtCO2 adjusted for T=0
between the oxygen and air interventions: 0.90 mmHg (95% CI 0.5 to1.3), P<0.001. There was
no change to this estimate after incorporation of FEV1 percentage predicted as a potential
confounder.
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PtCO2 (mmHg)

Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis

PtCO2 (mmHg)

Bronchiectasis

PtCO2 (mmHg)

COPD

Figure 5.4 PtCO2 changes over time
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Blue lines represent oxygen intervention data, red represent air intervention data. Values are mean plus/minus
1SD. The solid grey line represents study baseline PtCO2 (prior to the start of the first intervention while
breathing room air without a mask). T=0 to T=30 are measurements taken while wearing the study mask.
T=40 to T=60 are washout measurements breathing room air, not wearing the study mask. See Textbox 5.2
for detail on data included/excluded.
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Time
point
(min)

N

PtCO2
Mean (SD)

0

18

39.4 (4.2)

10

18

39.8 (4.4)

20

18

40 (4.3)

30

18

40.3 (4.1)

40

18

37.7 (3.5)

50

18

38.3 (3.9)

60

17

38.6 (3.6)

0

20

40.2 (5.6)

10

19

40.5 (5.7)

20

18

39.8 (3.4)

30

17

39.7 (3.6)

40

17

38.2 (3.8)

50

17

37.7 (4.2)

60

17

38.1 (4.0)

10

18

-0.1 (1.2)

20

18

-0.3 (1.4)

oxygen

30

17

0.2 (1.3)

minus air

40

17

-0.9 (2.0)

50

17

0.3 (2.2)

60

16

-0.6 (2.6)

Oxygen

Immediately

Intervention

prior to
intervention

Intervention

Washout

Air

Immediately

Intervention

prior to
intervention

Intervention

Washout

Difference
from T=0,

Intervention

Washout

Table 5.7 PtCO2 values at each time point for the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis
study
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Grey cells are washout periods during which the participant breathed room air without a mask.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Time
point
(min)

N

PtCO2
Mean (SD)

intervention

0

24

38.5 (2.6)

Intervention

10

24

39.3 (2.9)

20

23

39.3 (2.8)

30

22

39.6 (2.8)

40

22

37.1 (2.4)

50

22

37.4 (2.7)

60

22

37.5 (2.8)

intervention

0

23

38.6 (2.7)

Intervention

10

23

38.8 (2.8)

20

23

39.2 (2.7)

30

23

38.9 (2.9)

40

23

37.3 (2.9)

50

23

36.9 (2.8)

60

22

37.2 (2.9)

10

23

0.6 (1.2)

from T=0,

20

22

0.0 (1.6)

oxygen

30

22

0.5 (1.7)

40

22

-0.5 (1.8)

50

22

0.3 (2.3)

60

21

0.1 (2.4)

Oxygen

Immediately

Intervention

prior to

Washout

Air

Immediately

Intervention

prior to

Washout

Difference

minus air

Intervention

Washout

Table 5.8 PtCO2 values at each time point for the bronchiectasis study
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Grey cells are washout periods during which the participant breathed room air without a mask.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Time
point
(min)

N

PtCO2
Mean (SD)

intervention

0

23

37.0 (3.2)

Intervention

10

23

38.6 (3.5)

20

23

38.8 (3.5)

30

23

38.8 (3.5)

40

23

35.5 (3.1)

50

23

35.5 (3.3)

60

23

35.6 (3.4)

intervention

0

23

37.3 (3.5)

Intervention

10

23

37.6 (3.5)

20

23

37.6 (3.3)

30

23

37.7 (3.3)

40

23

35.6 (3.1)

50

23

36.1 (3.1)

60

23

35.9 (3.4)

10

23

1.2 (1.4)

from T=0,

20

23

1.4 (1.5)

oxygen minus

30

23

1.3 (1.3)

40

23

0.2 (1.8)

50

23

-0.4 (2.0)

60

23

-0.1 (2.4)

Oxygen

Immediately

Intervention

prior to

Washout

Air

Immediately

Intervention

prior to

Washout

Difference

air

Intervention

Washout

Table 5.9 PtCO2 values at each time point for the COPD study
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Grey cells are washout periods during which the participant breathed room air without a mask.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Neuromuscular
disease/
kyphoscoliosis

Bronchiectasis

COPD

PtCO2

0.38

0.52

0.87

Minute ventilation

0.61

0.18

0.14

Respiratory rate

0.85

0.09

0.27

Tidal volume

0.89

0.64

0.55

Alveolar minute ventilation

0.77

0.57

0.66

Alveolar volume

0.99

0.45

0.86

ETCO2

0.63

0.64

0.83

Volume of dead space

0.73

0.83

0.35

VD/VT

0.94

0.12

0.86

Heart rate

0.15

0.60

0.57

Variable

Table 5.10 Time-treatment interaction terms (P values)
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, PtCO2: Transcutaneous
partial pressure of carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume ratio.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Secondary outcomes are presented in Table 5.11. In the bronchiectasis participants, the
mean ETCO2 decreased by 1.0 mmHg during the oxygen intervention, compared with air.
This was associated with a small increase in dead space of 0.01 L and VD/VT of 0.03. In
the COPD group the mean ETCO2 decreased by 1.1 mmHg, and this was associated with a
small reduction in alveolar minute ventilation by 0.21 L/min and increase in VD/VT of
0.023. Results at each time point are presented in Tables 5.12 to 5.20.
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Neuromuscular disease/
kyphoscoliosis

COPD

Bronchiectasis

Oxy
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=18

Air
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=20

Estimate (95% CI)
P value*

Oxy
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=24

Air
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=23

Estimate (95% CI)
P value*

Oxy
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=24**

Air
T=0
Mean
(SD)
N=24**

Estimate (95% CI)
P value*

Minute ventilation
(L/min)

6.8
(2.0)

6.3
(2.0)

0.17 (-0.26 to 0.59)
P=0.44

7.56
(2.49)

7.13
(1.88)

0.41 (-0.1 to 0.89)
P=0.09

8.08
(2.72)

8.03
(2.48)

-0.13 (-0.55 to 0.29)
P=0.55

Respiratory rate
(breaths/minute)

15.7
(5.1)

15.9
(5.6)

-0.01 (-0.73 to 0.71)
P=0.98

15.5
(2.9)

14.7
(3.1)

0.4 (-0.4 to 1.2)
P=0.34

15.4
(5.0)

14.5
(4.4)

-0.3 (-1.0 to 0.3)
P=0.31

Tidal volume
(L)

0.48
(0.21)

0.44
(0.2)

0.004 (-0.024 to 0.033)
P=0.77

0.50
(0.2)

0.50
(0.15)

0.01 (-0.03 to 0.05)
P=0.65

0.56
(0.18)
***

0.58
(0.17)
***

-0.003 (-0.03 to 0.03)
P=0.82

Alveolar minute ventilation
(L/min)

3.18
(1.28)

2.88
(1.33)

-0.03 (-0.24 to 0.18)
P=0.78

3.26
(1.23)

3.10
(1.05)

3.16
(0.94)
***

3.15
(0.76)
***

-0.21 (-0.38 to -0.04)
P=0.014

Alveolar volume
(L)

0.24
(0.15)

0.21
(0.13)

-0.01 (-0.023 to 0.01)
P=0.44

0.22
(0.10)

0.22
(0.09)

-0.02 (-0.04 to 0.01)
P=0.14

0.23
(0.10)
***

0.24
(0.11)
***

-0.01 (-0.03 to 0.001)
P=0.065

ETCO2
(mmHg)

34.1
(2.9)

33.7
(3.4)

-0.20 (-1.0 to 0.60)
P=0.62

31.8
(3.6)

31.2
(4.4)

-1.0 (-1.7 to -0.3)
P=0.004

29.0
(3.9)

29.2
(4.0)

-1.1 (-1.7 to -0.5)
P<0.001

Volume of dead space
(L)

0.24
(0.09)

0.23
(0.08)

0.012 (-0.004 to 0.027)
P=0.13

0.28
(0.10)

0.28
(0.07)

0.01 (0.006 to 0.05)
P=0.011

0.33
(0.09)
***

0.33
(0.09)
***

0.009 (-0.007 to 0.03)
P=0.27

VD/VT

0.54
(0.11)

0.56
(0.09)

0.009 (-0.004 to 0.023)
P=0.17

0.57
(0.06)

0.57
(0.07)

0.03 (0.02 to 0.04)
P<0.001

0.60
(0.07)
***

0.59
(0.09)
***

0.023 (0.01 to 0.037)
P<0.001

Table 5.11 Secondary outcomes Continued overleaf.
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-0.06 (-0.26 to -0.15)
P=0.58

Neuromuscular disease/
kyphoscoliosis

Heart rate
(beats/minute)

COPD

Bronchiectasis

Oxy

Air

Estimate (95% CI)

Oxy

Air

Estimate (95% CI)

Oxy

Air

Estimate (95% CI)

T=0

T=0

P value*

T=0

T=0

P value*

T=0

T=0

P value*

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

N=18

N=20

N=24

N=23

N=24**

N=24**

69.7
(13.8)

68.7
(13.3)

73.7
(10.0)

74.9
(11.7)

71.9
(11.7)
***

69.9
(11.8)
***

0.42 (-1.0 to 1.9)
P=0.56

-1.5 (-2.8 to -0.1)
P=0.036

-3.3 (-4.6 to -2.1)
P<0.001

Table 5.11 Secondary outcomes continued
Air: Air intervention, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ETCO 2: End tidal carbon dioxide, Oxy: Oxygen intervention, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume
ratio.
*Mixed linear model results, oxygen minus air change from T=0. All models are pooled estimates across all measurement times (10, 20 or 30 minutes) as the interaction
between time point was not significantly different for any of the time points for any of the above outcomes, see Table 5.10 for P values. **Unless otherwise stated. ***N=23.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen
intervention

Air intervention

Difference from
T=0, oxygen minus
air interventions

Tidal
volume (L)

18

Minute
ventilation
(L/min)
6.8 (2.0)

Mean (SD)
Respiratory
rate (breaths
per minute)
15.7 (5.1)

10

18

6.6 (2.1)

15.9 (4.3)

0.45 (0.20)

20

18

6.8 (1.7)

15.3 (5.9)

0.48 (0.14)

30

18

6.9 (2.1)

15.2 (4.6)

0.48 (0.17)

0

20

6.3 (2.0)

15.9 (5.6)

0.44 (0.20)

10

19

6.3 (1.8)

16.4 (6.2)

0.43 (0.16)

20

18

6.6 (1.7)

15.4 (4.5)

0.45 (0.15)

30

17

6.3 (1.7)

15.4 (4.8)

0.46 (0.20)

10

18

-0.2 (1.3)

0.4 (2.4)

-0.02 (0.11)

20

18

0.0 (2.1)

-0.1 (3.3)

0.0 (0.10)

30

17

0.3 (2.1)

-0.3 (3.5)

0.0 (0.13)

Time
point
(min)

N

0

0.48 (0.21)

Table 5.12 Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study: Minute ventilation, respiratory
rate and tidal volume
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen intervention

Air intervention

Difference from T=0,
oxygen minus air
interventions

Mean (SD)
Alveolar
minute
Alveolar
ventilation
volume (L)
(L/min)

Time
point
(min)

N

0

18

3.2 (1.3)

0.24 (0.15)

10

18

2.9 (1.2)

0.20 (0.12)

20

18

3.0 (1.0)

0.21 (0.10)

30

18

2.9 (1.1)

0.21 (0.10)

0

20

2.9 (1.3)

0.21 (0.13)

10

19

2.8 (1.0)

0.19 (0.09)

20

18

3.0 (1.1)

0.21 (0.10)

30

17

2.8 (1.1)

0.21 (0.12)

10

18

-0.1 (0.7)

-0.02 (0.05)

20

18

-0.2 (1.1)

-0.01 (0.07)

30

17

0.0 (1.1)

-0.01 (0.09)

Table 5.13 Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study: Alveolar minute ventilation and
alveolar volume
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Time
point
(min)
Oxygen
Intervention

Air
Intervention

Difference
from T=0,
oxygen minus
air
interventions

Mean (SD)
N

ETCO2
(mmHg)

Volume of
dead space
(L)

VD/VT

Heart rate
(beats/minute)

0

18

34.1 (2.9)

0.24 (0.09)

0.54 (0.11)

69.7 (13.8)

10

18

33.1 (3.2)

0.25 (0.10)

0.57 (0.09)

69.6 (13.6)

20

18

33.6 (3.7)

0.26 (0.07)

0.56 (0.10)

69.4 (14.5)

30

18

32.6 (2.8)

0.27 (0.09)

0.57 (0.09)

67.9 (13.9)

0

20

33.7 (3.4)

0.23 (0.08)

0.56 (0.09)

68.7 (13.3)

10

19

32.4 (4.6)

0.24 (0.07)

0.57 (0.08)

66.2 (10.1)

20

18

33.4 (2.4)

0.24 (0.06)

0.55 (0.08)

67.1 (10.4)

30

17

33.4 (3.7)

0.24 (0.08)

0.56 (0.07)

69.1 (11.2)

10

18

-0.4 (3.5)

0.00 (0.07)

0.02 (0.04)

1.2 (6.0)

20

18

-0.2 (3.8)

0.01 (0.05)

0.01 (0.07)

1.1 (6.1)

30

17

-0.9 (3.7)

0.02 (0.06)

0.01 (0.07)

-1.8 (6.0)

Table 5.14 Neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study: ETCO2, volume of dead space,
VD/VT and heart rate
ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume ratio.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen
intervention

Air intervention

Difference from
T=0, oxygen minus
air interventions

Time
point
(min)

N

0

24

7.56 (2.49)

Mean (SD)
Respiratory
rate
(breaths per
minute)
15.5 (2.9)

10

24

7.70 (2.09)

15.5 (2.9)

0.52 (0.19)

20

23

7.73 (2.18)

15.3 (2.7)

0.52 (0.16)

30

22

8.01 (2.60)

16.4 (3.4)

0.50 (0.17)

0

23

7.13 (1.88)

14.7 (3.1)

0.50 (0.15)

10

23

7.07 (1.55)

14.4 (3.4)

0.54 (0.25)

20

23

7.60 (2.11)

16.0 (3.1)

0.49 (0.15)

30

23

6.74 (2.16)

15.0 (3.9)

0.47 (0.18)

10

23

0.04 (1.83)

0.1 (3.5)

-0.02 (0.26)

20

22

-0.55 (2.83)

-1.3 (5.3)

0.00 (0.21)

30

22

0.66 (2.31)

0.7 (4.3)

0.01 (0.21)

Minute
ventilation
(L/min)

Tidal
volume
(L)
0.50 (0.20)

Table 5.15 Bronchiectasis study: Minute ventilation, respiratory rate and tidal volume
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen intervention

Air intervention

Difference from T=0,
oxygen minus air
interventions

Mean (SD)
Alveolar
Alveolar
minute
volume
ventilation
(L)
(L/min)

Time
point
(min)

N

0

24

3.26 (1.23)

0.22 (0.10)

10

24

3.07 (0.97)

0.21 (0.09)

20

23

3.07 (0.95)

0.21 (0.07)

30

22

3.11 (1.06)

0.20 (0.08)

0

23

3.10 (1.05)

0.22 (0.09)

10

23

3.11 (0.90)

0.25 (0.16)

20

23

3.15 (1.04)

0.21 (0.09)

30

23

2.87 (1.1)

0.21 (0.11)

10

23

-0.28 (0.98)

-0.04 (0.15)

20

22

-0.36 (1.18)

-0.01 (0.10)

30

22

0.02 (1.21)

-0.01 (0.11)

Table 5.16 Bronchiectasis study: Alveolar minute ventilation and alveolar volume
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Mean (SD)

Oxygen
Intervention

Air
Intervention

Difference
from T=0,
oxygen
minus air
interventions

Time
point
(min)

N

ETCO2
(mmHg)

Volume of
dead space
(L)

VD/VT

Heart rate
(beats/minute)

0

24

31.8 (3.6)

0.28 (0.10)

0.57 (0.06)

73.7 (10.0)

10

24

30.1 (3.0)

0.31 (0.11)

0.61 (0.05)

68.8 (9.8)

20

23

29.8 (2.9)

0.31 (0.09)

0.61 (0.05)

69.6 (9.5)

30

22

29.8 (2.7)

0.30 (0.10)

0.61 (0.05)

70.2 (10.1)

0

23

31.2 (4.4)

0.28 (0.07)

0.57 (0.06)

74.9 (11.7)

10

23

31.0 (3.9)

0.29 (0.10)

0.56 (0.08)

72.5 (9.3)

20

23

31.0 (3.6)

0.28 (0.07)

0.59 (0.06)

72.2 (11.1)

30

23

30.0 (3.9)

0.26 (0.08)

0.58 (0.08)

72.2 (10.7)

10

23

-1.3 (3.4)

0.01 (0.12)

0.04 (0.05)

-2.3 (6.0)

20

22

-1.6 (4.2)

0.01 (0.12)

0.02 (0.04)

-0.6 (8.5)

30

22

-0.9 (3.5)

0.03 (0.11)

0.03 (0.05)

0.0 (6.7)

Table 5.17 Bronchiectasis study: ETCO2, volume of dead space, VD/VT and heart rate
ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to tidal volume ratio.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen
intervention

Air intervention

Difference from
T=0, oxygen
minus air
interventions

Time
point
(min)

N*

0

24

8.08 (2.72)

Mean (SD)
Respiratory
rate
(breaths per
minute)
15.4 (5.0)

10

24

7.80 (2.86)

16.2 (5.2)

0.51 (0.20)**

20

24

8.26 (3.15)

16.7 (4.6)

0.53 (0.17)***

30

24

7.72 (2.98)

15.2 (4.2)

0.52 (0.19)**

0

24

8.03 (2.48)

14.5 (4.4)

0.58 (0.17)**

10

23

7.84 (2.77)

15.7 (4.7)

0.53 (0.19)***

20

23

7.90 (2.49)

15.8 (3.9)

0.52 (0.15)

30

23

8.36 (3.14)

15.6 (4.4)

0.54 (0.16)

10

23

0.03 (1.62)

-0.3 (2.5)

0.02 (0.16)***

20

23

0.26 (2.47)

0.0 (2.8)

0.01 (0.19)***

30

23

-0.70 (2.19)

-1.2 (3.2)

0.00 (0.18)

Minute
ventilation
(L/min)

Tidal volume
(L)
0.56 (0.18)**

Table 5.18 COPD study: Minute ventilation, respiratory rate and tidal volume
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
*Unless otherwise indicated. **N=23. ***N=22.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Oxygen intervention

Air intervention

Difference from T=0,
oxygen minus air
interventions

Mean (SD)
Alveolar
Alveolar
minute
volume
ventilation
(L)
(L/min)

Time
point
(min)

N

0

23

3.16 (0.94)

0.23 (0.10)

10

23

2.80 (0.92)

0.19 (0.10)

20

22

3.04 (0.87)

0.20 (0.09)

30

23

2.81 (0.96)

0.20 (0.10)

0

23

3.15 (0.76)

0.24 (0.11)

10

22

2.98 (0.94)

0.21 (0.12)

20

23

3.09 (0.94)

0.21 (0.09)

30

23

3.13 (0.89)

0.21 (0.08)

10

22

-0.12 (0.96)

0.00 (0.09)

20

22

-0.17 (1.38)

-0.01 (0.11)

30

23

-0.32 (1.09)

0.00 (0.10)

Table 5.19 COPD study: Alveolar minute ventilation and alveolar volume
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Mean (SD)

Oxygen

Time
point
(min)

N*

ETCO2
(mmHg)

Volume of
dead space
(L)

VD/VT

Heart rate
(beats/minute)

0

23

29.0 (3.9)**

0.33 (0.09)

0.60 (0.07)

71.9 (11.7)

10

23

28.1 (3.7)**

0.32 (0.11)

0.63 (0.09)

69.8 (12.1)

20

23

28.6 (3.8)**

0.33 (0.10)
***

0.63 (0.07)
***

68.0 (12.2)

30

23

27.9 (3.7)**

0.33 (0.11)

0.63 (0.07)

68.9 (11.7)***

0

23

29.2 (4.0)**

0.33 (0.09)

0.59 (0.09)

69.9 (11.8)

10

23

29.3 (4.0)

0.31 (0.10)
***

0.61 (0.08)
***

71.2 (10.5)

20

23

29.6 (3.7)

0.31 (0.08)

0.60 (0.07)

71.0 (11.2)

30

23

29.3 (4.1)

0.33 (0.10)

0.61 (0.07)

69.8 (11.5)

10

23

-0.9 (3.7)

0.02(0.08)
***

0.01 (0.09)
***

-3.4 (6.5)

20

23

-0.7 (4.4)

0.02 (0.10)
***

0.02 (0.09)
***

-5.0 (6.9)

30

23

-1.2 (4.5)

0.00 (0.09)

0.01 (0.08)

-3.9 (6.3)***

Intervention

Air
Intervention

Difference
from T=0,
oxygen
minus air
interventions

Table 5.20 COPD study: ETCO2, volume of dead space, VD/VT and heart rate
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, VD/VT: Dead space to
tidal volume ratio.
*Unless otherwise indicated. **N=24. ***N=22.
See Textbox 5.2 for detail on data included/excluded.
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Paired PtCO2 and PcCO2 values were available from 16 participants. The SenTec minus
capillary blood gas values had a mean bias of -2.8 mmHg with limits of agreement of -8.4
to 2.7 mmHg. Drift data were available in 48 participants. Over the course of the 30 minute
interventions drift contributed to no more than plus or minus 0.5 mmHg on change in PtCO2
in any of the studies. For further detail and discussion see Appendix 1.
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5.5 Discussion
These randomised cross over studies have shown that 50% oxygen for 30 minutes increased
PtCO2 at 30 minutes in patients with stable COPD, but not bronchiectasis or neuromuscular
disease/kyphoscoliosis. The mean 1.3 mmHg PtCO2 increase in stable COPD patients with high
concentration oxygen therapy contrasts with the marked increases in PaCO2 seen in the setting
of AECOPD (Figure 5.5 and Tables 1.1 to 1.2 in Chapter 1).2,3,12 This suggests that the results of
all three studies in stable patients are unlikely to be generalisable to the use of oxygen therapy in
the acute clinical setting.
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Change in PaCO2
(mmHg)

FiO2

Data from interventions with FiO2 0.4 to 0.6
1st author

N

FiO2

Bone94
Lejeune68
Current study
Aubier66(stable COPD)
Aubier66 (AECOPD)
Eldridge58
O’Donnell59
O’Donnell73
Edwards81
Bardsley57
O’Donnell80
Gunawardena31

20
10
23
12
20
9
10
11
18
89
20
16

0.40
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60

Baseline
PaCO2
(mmHg)
42
51
35.7
46.8
61
62
51
41
47.8
37.6
NR
49.3

Change in
PaCO2
(mmHg)
3.5
5
1.3
2.8
7.3
8.9
6.9
3
3.1
3.3
4.5
5.97

51

Figures in black adjacent to data points
above are baseline PaCO2 (mmHg)

Figure 5.5 Change in PaCO2 by FiO2 in studies investigating the effects of oxygen on
PaCO2 in COPD
AECOPD: Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD: Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen. NR: Not reported. PaCO2: Arterial partial pressure of
carbon dioxide.
Figure derived from Figure 1.7 in Chapter 1.
Table and zoomed in portion of the graph demonstrate baseline PaCO 2 and change in PaCO2 for data on a
FiO2 of 0.4 to 0.6, as comparable FiO2 values to the current randomised cross over trial in COPD. Note that
data are not weighted by number of participants and FiO 2 values are only estimates based on descriptions of
data in the Tables 1.1 to 1.4. See Legend from Figure 1.7 for further detail.
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The risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia has been well established through RCTs
comparing high-flow and titrated oxygen regimens in hospital inpatients with acute COPD
exacerbations,12 acute severe asthma,13 pneumonia14 and obesity.184 To our knowledge there
have been no RCTs in acutely unwell patients with neuromuscular disease, kyphoscoliosis
or bronchiectasis. We undertook the current studies in patients with these conditions while
stable, recognising that the results from stable patients in the laboratory setting may not
translate to the clinical setting. We therefore conducted the study in COPD patients, as a
comparator group in which clinically relevant oxygen-induced PaCO2 elevations have been
demonstrated.2,3,12 The study baseline SpO2 and PtCO2 values were comparable across all
three studies, and FEV1 percentage predicted matching between the COPD and
bronchiectasis patients ensured recruitment of patients with similar physiological
impairment in terms of airflow obstruction. Contrary to findings in the acute setting,2,3,12
oxygen administration did not result in a clinically significant change in PtCO2 in the stable
COPD patients, indicating that the study model was not an appropriate method to detect the
potential for oxygen-induced hypercapnia in patients with neuromuscular disease,
kyphoscoliosis or bronchiectasis in clinical practice.

A number of factors may explain the minimal PtCO2 change in the COPD participants.
Firstly, oxygen delivery was via a closed-circuit system, rather than standard masks used in
clinical practice. This ensured precise FiO2 administration and allowed dead space and
ventilation measurement. However, this method of delivery may have affected participant’s
responses to the interventions, particularly as breathing through the study mask consistently
resulted in a small increase in PtCO2. Secondly, the studies were conducted in stable, rather
than acutely unwell, patients. This allowed randomised cross over trial design and meant
that participants were more likely to tolerate study procedures. However, the physiological
response to oxygen in stable patients may not translate to the acute setting. As outlined in Chapter
1, previous studies investigating oxygen delivery to stable COPD patients have had variable
results, ranging from no or small changes in mean PaCO2 or PtCO266,74,75,77–
80,82,87,88,90,93,95,191

to marked increases.73,76,85,86,89,91,92,94,96,97,192 Two studies have compared

the effects of identical oxygen regimens in patients when having an acute exacerbation of
their respiratory disease and when stable. Rudolf et al found that a FiO2 of up to 0.28 for 1
hour increased PaCO2 by 9, 15 and 31 mmHg compared with air in three patients with
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exacerbation of chronic respiratory failure.100 However, the same oxygen regimen did not
alter PaCO2 more than 3 mmHg when the same three patients were stable. Similarly, Aubier
et al found 30 minutes of oxygen via a mouthpiece increased average PaCO2 by 10.1 mmHg
in 12 patients during a COPD exacerbation.66 It increased by only 2.8 mmHg when the same
patients were stable. The differences in response between acute and stable disease may
relate to lower tidal volumes and/or a greater degree of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
and V/Q mismatch occurring in AECOPD, which are further modified by oxygen
therapy.103,193 Additionally, acutely unwell patients are more likely to have lower SpO2
levels and hypercapnia; both of which have been associated with increased likelihood and
magnitudes of oxygen-induced elevations in PaCO2.15,66,73,91,97,184 In support of this,
previous studies in stable COPD demonstrating significant oxygen-induced increases in
PaCO2 have had participants with lower mean baseline blood oxygen levels,76,85,89 and/or
higher mean baseline PaCO2 values73,76,85,86,89,91,92,94,96,97,192 than the participants in the
current three studies. Figure 5.5 further demonstrates the baseline PaCO2 values measured
in studies delivering a similar FiO2 to the current study in COPD patients. While not
consistent for all data points, the overall trend is towards a higher increase in PaCO 2 in
datasets with higher baseline PaCO2 values. Additionally, one of the participants, from the
COPD study, had a study baseline SpO2 of 87%. All other participants had saturations
91%, meaning they were well above the SpO2 level at which initiation of oxygen therapy
is recommended in the acute clinical setting.10,11
Oxygen therapy has previously been demonstrated to increase VD/VT15,16,73,75,76 and reduce
ETCO2.194 However, caution is needed in interpreting the small increases in VD/VT and
reductions in ETCO2 during the oxygen intervention in the bronchiectasis and COPD
studies. These values were recorded by CO2SMO and increased oxygen concentrations in
the respiratory circuit could systematically decrease the displayed ETCO2 while still
keeping it within the manufacturer’s error range of up to 5% (User manual Oct 10 1997).
This decrease could explain the small changes in VD/VT and ETCO2 observed.

There are a number of methodological issues relevant to interpretation of the study findings.
Transcutaneous monitoring was used as a surrogate for PaCO2 by ABG as it provides
continuous non-invasive measurement. Our study outcome measures were change in PtCO2
over time, which the SenTec has been demonstrated to accurately determine,175,195 with an
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estimate of bias for change in PtCO2 of -0.03 mmHg (95% CI -0.44 to 0.38) P=0.89 when
compared to arterialised capillary blood gas values in COPD patients.175 Drift corrected
PtCO2 data showed little effect on the evaluation of change in PtCO2 over time. The wide
limits of agreement between the simultaneous PtCO2 and PcCO2 in the COPD participants
sat within the range of those reported in previous studies of SenTec accuracy,195–204 and
highlight the limitations of interpreting single PtCO2 values.205 Further details are in
Appendix 1.

Delivery of oxygen at a concentration of 50% was selected to reflect oxygen delivery levels
occurring in the clinical setting. It is also likely to provide a comparable FiO2 to that used in the
RCT of oxygen administration in inpatients with obesity in Chapter 4, where 8L/min of oxygen
via Hudson mask was associated with a statistically significant increase in PtCO2 compared to
titrated therapy (mean difference 3.2mmHg, P=0.002). The minimum washout period of at least
30 minutes was based on work by Rudolf et al which found PaCO2 approximately returned to
baseline at 30 minutes following 60 minutes of oxygen administration.64 Only 20 participants
were recruited to the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study, however this did not
affect the power to detect a difference in PtCO2 between the interventions, given the SD
was lower than that used for sample size calculation.

In conclusion, delivery of 50% oxygen for 30 minutes did not result in a clinically
significant increase in PtCO2 in stable outpatients with neuromuscular disease,
kyphoscoliosis, bronchiectasis or COPD. This indicates the model used is an inappropriate
method for evaluating the risks of oxygen-induced hypercapnia in the acute clinical setting
and highlights the limitations of interpreting results from studies in stable patients in the
laboratory setting. It is recommended that future studies into the risks of oxygen-induced
hypercapnia are undertaken through comparison of high concentration oxygen to titrated
oxygen in the acute respiratory illnesses that complicate neuromuscular disease,
kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis. In the interim, current evidence of the potential for
oxygen-induced hypercapnia to occur across a range of respiratory conditions 12–14,184
supports guideline recommendations to titrate oxygen therapy in all patients to avoid the
risks of hyperoxaemia as well as hypoxaemia.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
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The studies in this thesis were all based around the concept that high concentration oxygen
could cause harm in the acute clinical setting. The most clinically relevant study in this area
is Austin’s 2010 RCT demonstrating an over two-fold increase in mortality in patients with
AECOPD who received high concentration oxygen, compared to titrated therapy to avoid
both hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia.12

The systematic review in Chapter 1 outlined studies which support the rationale for titrated
oxygen therapy by demonstrating that oxygen-induced hypercapnia can occur to a clinically
significant degree across a range of FiO2 values, in a dose responsive manner, and across a
range of respiratory conditions. Interestingly, baseline hypercapnia was not a prerequisite
for oxygen-induced elevations in hypercapnia in a number of studies, and further research
into what patient factors influence the risk of developing clinically significant oxygeninduced hypercapnia are needed. Additionally, there is a need for further work to investigate
the optimal target oxygen saturations to titrate oxygen therapy to, as reflected by the
differing targets set between the TSANZ and BTS guidelines.10,11 The variability in PaCO2
response to oxygen therapy within and between studies, and the lack of predictability in
which patients are at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia, further support the rationale for
titrated oxygen therapy. They also highlight the importance of considering factors which
may influence the clinical applicability of study data, such as length of oxygen exposure,
method of oxygen administration and whether patients are studied when acutely unwell or
stable.

The last two factors turned out to play key roles in the randomised cross over trials
investigating the effects of oxygen compared to room air on PtCO2 in patients with
bronchiectasis, neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis in Chapter 5. Essential to the
interpretation of the results of these studies was the recognition that findings in stable
outpatients might not translate to the acute clinical setting. There was not a clinically
significant change in PtCO2 in response to oxygen when the study was conducted in stable
COPD patients. This indicated the data from these studies was unlikely to be generalisable
to the clinical setting. The recommendation from these findings is that future studies are
undertaken to identify the risks of oxygen-induced hypercapnia through comparison of high
concentration oxygen to titrated oxygen in the acute setting.
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A key objective for the RCT of high concentration versus titrated oxygen in obese hospital
inpatients in Chapter 4 was to investigate the clinical applicability of the findings from two
studies in stable patients with OHS.15,16 In 22 obese hospital inpatients, who were not
selected for a pre-existing diagnosis of OHS, the mean change in PtCO2 from baseline was
3.2 mmHg higher during high concentration oxygen administration, compared to titrated
administration. PtCO2 increased by ≥8 mmHg from baseline in three of the participants
during high concentration oxygen therapy. Two thirds of the participants who had a PtCO2
rise ≥4 mmHg on high concentration oxygen were not hypercapnic at baseline. Not only do
these findings support guideline recommendations to titrate oxygen in the acute setting, they
demonstrate that baseline hypercapnia or a diagnosis of OHS are not prerequisites for
patients with obesity to be at risk of oxygen-induced hypercapnia.

Practical factors which could affect the titration of oxygen therapy in clinical practice were
investigated in the studies in Chapters 2 and 3. The implementation of an education
program, which incorporated guideline recommendations on oxygen titration, was
associated with a marked decrease the administration of supplemental high concentration
oxygen therapy in patients with AECOPD. The finding that oxygen exposure was still
occurring through the use of oxygen-driven nebulisers resulted in the implementation of
ultrasonic nebulisers, which were subsequently found to further reduce potentially
unnecessary oxygen exposure.170 The assessment of pulse oximeter accuracy in multiple
hospitals across Australia and New Zealand demonstrated the importance of oximeter
accuracy to the titration of oxygen to avoid both hypoxaemia and hyperoxaemia. As well as
supporting the 92-96% titration range recommended by the TSANZ,11 the results highlight
the importance of recognising potential inaccuracies in oximetry, and that SpO2 needs to be
interpreted within clinical context.

Overall the studies in this thesis support the use of titrated oxygen therapy in the acute
setting. The limits of applying data from stable patients to the clinical setting are
demonstrated, as is the importance of considering practical factors that may affect oxygen
titration in clinical practice. The studies sit within the growing evidence base which supports
the current guideline recommendations to titrate oxygen therapy to a target oxygen
saturation range in the acute clinical setting, and highlight the significance of the original
recommendation to avoid high concentration oxygen therapy by Barach 80 years ago.1
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Appendix 1: Original study data and assessments of
transcutaneous monitor function
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A.1 Overview
A.1.1 Original and repeat studies in this thesis
The studies in Chapters 4 and 5 were originally conducted using a TOSCA transcutaneous
monitor (Radiometer, Denmark). However, concerns regarding the TOSCA probe accuracy
led to the decision to discard the PtCO2 data, and that the studies needed to be repeated. The
findings from the repeat studies are reported in Chapters 4 and 5.

Outlined in this Section are an overview of the principles of transcutaneous monitoring,
detail of the events leading to concerns regarding the accuracy of transcutaneous monitoring
in the original studies and the actions taken to address them.

A.1.2 Principles of transcutaneous monitoring and potential sources
of error
Equipment details

The monitors and probes that have been used in the studies in this thesis are the TOSCA
500 monitor with the 92 sensor probe and the SenTec monitor with the V-sign sensor probe.
Based on manual recommendations, both were used with a heating temperature of 42
degrees. Information included in this Section is from the TOSCA 500 manual (July 2010),
SenTec manuals (Technical manual HB-005752-g-SDM and Instruction manual HB005771-h), or as referenced.

How the monitors work

The TOSCA and SenTec measure CO2 via a probe that can be painlessly positioned on the
skin of the earlobe with a disposable clip. The probe is heated to encourage arterialisation
of the vessels beneath the skin. CO2 is able to diffuse through the tissue and skin of the
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earlobe to the surface of the probe. The surface is covered by a membrane which is highly
gas permeable and protected by a thin plate. Underneath the membrane sits an electrolyte
layer. The membranes and electrolyte layer need to be changed frequently; every 14 days
for the TOSCA and every month for the SenTec. Both devices have automated alarms and
warnings that appear on their screens when a membrane change is due.

Inside the probe is a Severinghous electrode, which measures CO2 by determining pH
changes. As well as PtCO2, transcutaneous monitors can also measure SpO2 and heart rate.
All three measures can be uploaded to device specific computer software for review.

Discrepancies between PaCO2 and PtCO2

PtCO2 is an indirect measurement of PaCO2. The temperature of the probe (which can
increase local blood and tissue PCO2) and CO2 production by the skin mean that PtCO2
values tend to be higher than PaCO2. Both the TOSCA and SenTec monitors apply
correction factors to their displayed PtCO2 values to account for this.

Factors that may affect monitor accuracy may be device related (such as issues with probe
stabilisation, calibration or membrane placement) or clinical (such as perfusion, skin
thickness or patient movement).205 Guidelines recommend validation of PtCO2 values
against simultaneously measured PaCO2 via ABG at the start of monitoring. Additional
comparisons to PaCO2 are also recommended during monitoring, depending on the patient’s
condition.205 TOSCA and SenTec both have functions where a simultaneously measured
PaCO2 value can be entered and subsequent PtCO2 values are corrected by any discrepancy.

Another potential source of error is drift. This occurs when changes in the electrolyte
composition under the membrane (such as water content or contamination) change the
measured potential of the probe. This is addressed by calibration of the probe against a gas
with a known CO2 concentration. The TOSCA and SenTec monitors have chambers in
which the probes sit and calibration automatically occurs when the device is switched on
and at regular intervals thereafter when the probe is in the chamber. When the SenTec and
TOSCA probes are functioning correctly drift has been reported to be minimal over the
space of an hour.197,198,200
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Issues with calibration and stabilisation

If a probe cannot be calibrated within a certain time period (10 minutes for the TOSCA, or
14 minutes for the SenTec) a message stating “extended calibration” is displayed. If the
calibration cannot be completed successfully the TOSCA monitor asks for the probe to be
remembraned. In the SenTec, specific error messages stating ‘sensor problem’ with a
specific code number are displayed. Codes describe factors such as slow responsiveness of
the probe or instability of the probe. Additionally, the SenTec will display a ‘recommended
sensor stabilisation interval’ to improve probe stability in certain situations, such as a recent
membrane change (recommended stability period of 90 minutes before use). In this case,
the probe was not used until the recommended stabilisation interval had passed.

Over time, chemical changes can occur on the surface of the probe. Specific to the TOSCA,
if there are issues with the calibration, sensitivity, stability or drift of a probe (which are not
solved by cleaning the probe or calibration chamber), Radiometer use a ‘regeneration’
solution applied to the probe’s surface which may result in improvement in probe function.

Physiological stabilisation is required when a transcutaneous probe is positioned on a
patient. This is the time taken for arterialisation and for the gases between the skin and probe
to reach equilibrium. In the TOSCA manual it states that it takes up to 5 minutes for
arterialisation to occur. The SenTec manual states stabilisation takes between 2 and 10
minutes. Based on manual instructions and literature on stabilisation,189,190 a 12 minute
stabilisation period was used for the TOSCA. If PtCO2 values were not within 1 mmHg of
each other at the 10 minute and 12 minute time points, stabilisation was extended until
values were within 1 mmHg at the start and end of a subsequent one minute period. There
was a minimum 20 minute stabilisation period for the SenTec in the RCT of oxygen in obese
hospital inpatients. This was extended if values were not within 1 mmHg at 18 and 20
minutes. Based on this study, the minimum stabilisation period for the cross over trials in
COPD, neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis was 30 minutes, with
extension if the 28 minute and 30 minute values were not within 1 mmHg of each other.
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A.1.3 Events leading to concerns regarding the accuracy of
transcutaneous monitoring in the original studies and actions taken
The original RCT in obese hospital patients recruited participants between November 2011
and October 2013. The recruitment of the original cross over trials in stable COPD,
neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis took place between June 2012
and January 2015.

It was noted that the TOSCA probes used often required extended calibration times in 2011.
After consulting with Radiometer, their use was continued. By June 2014 the requirement
for extended calibration was occurring frequently. When one of the probes gave
physiologically unlikely values during testing, Radiometer was contacted again. It was
suggested that the membrane batch was at fault so we were supplied with a new batch. This
did not solve the issue. On review by Radiometer in August 2014 one of the probes was
found to have surface changes that could have resulted in measurement errors. This probe
was regenerated by Radiometer and returned to us, but was not used for subsequent study
visits. Another probe was subsequently not recommended for use in the period following
testing due to ongoing extended calibrations and failures of calibration (with request for
membrane replacement prior to the 14-day lifespan of the membrane). We were also
informed that while there is no set ‘use by’ date for the probes, they have a lifespan of
approximately two years. The two probes were thought to be over 3 years old at the start of
recruitment for the RCT in obese hospital inpatients in November 2011.

A new TOSCA probe was ordered in August 2014. On arrival this probe had ongoing issues
with calibration and there were PtCO2 discrepancies between the new probe, the resurfaced
probe and a third probe available for use. The RCT in obese patients and the cross over
study in bronchiectasis patients had been fully recruited by this stage. There were 18
participants recruited to the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis study and 9 recruited to
the COPD study. All upcoming study visits were cancelled and the equipment (probes and
monitors) sent to Radiometer for assessment. Radiometer found no causes for the
discrepancies, however it did appear that the new probe had previously required
regeneration. A replacement probe was offered, which arrived in October 2014.
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On consultation with Radiometer the following measures were implemented to potentially
improve calibration methods:
-

Calibration gas canisters were to be discarded within 4 months of attachment to the
TOSCA

-

The TOSCA monitor was to remain on for at least 2 hours prior to use (despite
display saying ‘ready to use’)

-

The TOSCA monitor was not to be used for at least 4 hours after membrane
replacement (despite display saying ‘ready to use’)

-

Low threshold for asking Radiometer for review- particularly upon messages for
extended calibration or failed calibration.

In January 2015 it was decided, in conjunction with my supervisor Professor Richard
Beasley, and MRINZ Deputy Director Dr Irene Braithwaite, to develop a strategy whereby
a decision could be made as to whether the PtCO2 data obtained to date was valid. This
involved recruiting a second set of 24 participants to repeat the RCT of oxygen in obesity.
This would serve two purposes. Firstly, it would allow comparison of the magnitude of
change in PtCO2 between the two studies. Secondly, it was considered worthwhile
undertaking the study again, regardless of the validity of the first study findings, because
the generalisability of results to the general hospital patient population would be improved
by the removal of a number of exclusion criteria (see Section A.2.1). Additionally, 12
patients from each of the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis studies
were to be invited to a repeat study visit to assess data repeatability.

By June 2015 it was apparent that there were significant differences in the data from the
original and repeat RCTs of oxygen in obesity (4 of the 24 participants (16%) had an
increase in PtCO2 4 mmHg during oxygen delivery in the original study, in the repeat study
it was 8 of the 12 participants monitored by TOSCA (67%)). Recruitment had not yet started
for the repeat participants in the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis
studies. This was discussed with Professor Richard Beasley and Dr Irene Braithwaite and it
was considered that the difference in findings provided further evidence of the uncertain
validity of the PtCO2 data from the original studies. Given the uncertainty regarding the
accuracy of the transcutaneous data from the original RCT in obesity and the cross over
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trials in stable COPD, neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis, all
transcutaneous data and data derived from transcutaneous measurements were to be
discarded. A decision was made that in addition to completing the repeat oxygen in obesity
study, the cross over trials in stable COPD, neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and
bronchiectasis would also be repeated, using SenTec transcutaneous monitors.

In July 2015, the new TOSCA probe started failing calibrations (with repeated requests for
membrane replacement) and the surface appeared discoloured. The probe was returned to
Radiometer immediately and after a lengthy maintenance check it was determined to have
‘no issue’. In the interim it was decided that the rest of the participants would have their
transcutaneous measurements done by the SenTec monitors.

To monitor the performance of the SenTec monitors a system was developed where every
year contact is made with SenTec New Zealand to discuss whether a maintenance check is
required or probes need to be inspected. As per the manual, SenTec were also to be
contacted if any maintenance checks were failed or any alarm occurred that required contact
such the messages of ‘gas leak’, ‘extended calibration’ or ‘PCO2 slow’. After switching the
SenTec on or changing the probe membrane there was a four hour period prior to use
(despite the device display reporting it is ‘ready for use’), to ensure stabilisation.

Additionally, the following four studies were performed to assess SenTec probe function.
They ran as part of, or concurrently with, the studies in Chapters 4 and 5.
1. Assessment of drift corrected SenTec data from the cross over trials in COPD,
neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis (Chapter 5), to identify
any issues in calibration and probe drift that may affect data
2. Assessment of SenTec versus arterialised capillary blood gas measured PCO2 in the
cross over study in COPD participants (Chapter 5), to assess PtCO2 accuracy in the
study setting
3. Assessment of SenTec versus ABG data in hospital patients requiring an ABG as
part of their clinical assessment, to evaluate accuracy of single PtCO2 measures
4. Assessment of repeated SenTec versus arterialised capillary blood gas
measurements of PCO2 in a study of oxygen vs air-driven nebulisers, to assess
accuracy of PtCO2 measures in detecting changes in PCO2.
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A.2 The original RCT of oxygen in obese hospital
inpatients
For clarity, the original RCT of oxygen in obese hospital inpatients is referred to as ‘the
Original Study’, while the study presented in Chapter 4 is referred to as the ‘Repeat Study’
throughout Section A.2.

A.2.1 Original Study methodology
The Original Study had identical methodology to the Repeat Study with the exception of
the transcutaneous monitors used and the following differences:

1. Inclusion /exclusion criteria

The Original Study included the following exclusion criteria:

-

Administration of respiratory suppressant medications, including opiate analgesia
and benzodiazepines within 24 hours

-

FEV1 / Forced vital capacity (FVC) is <0.7

These inclusion/exclusion criteria were subsequently removed in the Repeat Study. This
was done in response to the unexpected finding that over 300 patients had to be screened in
the Original Study to gain 24 participants meeting the study inclusion/exclusion criteria.
This unexpectedly large number of patient exclusions may have limited the generalisability
of these study findings to obese patients presenting to hospital. Many patients had to be
excluded as they were on small doses of benzodiazepines or opioid medications within 24
hours. Exclusions were originally included to avoid potential respiratory suppression
impacting on results, however the doses that most excluded patients were on were too low
to have an effect on the respiratory system. In addition, a number of potential participants
were excluded as they could not or would not perform the spirometry required to assess the
FEV1/ FVC entry criteria. For the Repeat Study in Chapter 4 the exclusion criteria “Any
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other condition which, at the investigator’s discretion, is believed may present a safety risk
or impact on the feasibility of study results” was able to be used in situations where there
was concern that a potential participant was on levels of medication could affect respiratory
drive or had spirometry values and/or a history that could not reasonably rule out COPD.

2. Ethical approval and trial registration

The Repeat Study was retained under the same Ethics Committee study number. Prior to
recruitment for the Repeat Study the Central Health and Disability Ethics Committee
approved an amendment request to repeat the study in a further 24 participants and alter the
inclusion/exclusion criteria as outlined above.

Both

the

Original

and

Repeat

Studies

have

the

same

ANZCTR

number:

ACTRN12610000522011.

A.2.2 Original Study results and interpretation
Participants were recruited between November 2011 and October 2013. Three hundred and
fifty three inpatients were screened, with 24 randomised (Figure 6.1). Respiratory rate was
the only outcome measure that was not dependent on TOSCA data.
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Screened
n=357

Excluded
n=333
Opiate medications within 24 hours: 56
Spirometry- FEV1/FVC <0.7: 2
BMI <40: 20
Diagnosis of COPD: 69
Current use of NIV: 49
Unstable angina or recent MI: 12
Disease causing chest wall restriction: 4
Baseline PtCO2:1
Declined: 57
Other: 63

24 Randomised

12

12

1st Intervention: High
Concentration
2nd Intervention: Titrated

1st Intervention: Titrated
2nd Intervention: High
Concentration

24* Participants included in final analysis

Figure 6.1 Flow of participants through the study
BMI: Body mass index, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, FEV 1/FVC: Forced expiratory
volume over 1 second/forced vital capacity, MI: Myocardial infarction, NIV: Non-invasive ventilation, PtCO2:
Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.

* 60 minute data for respiratory rate missing due to early withdrawal for treatment of low blood glucose during
high concentration arm in one participant and outcome not being measured in error in titrated arm in one
participant.
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Patients were studied a median (range) of 1.7 (0 to 5) days after admission. Table 6.1 shows
the baseline characteristics of the participants. The mean BMI was 51.7kg/m2. None of the
participants had a previous physician’s diagnosis of OHS. Eight participants reported a
history of witnessed apnoea and snoring, although none had a diagnosis of obstructive sleep
apnoea. One participant had an admission diagnosis of asthma. None of the participants
required oxygen during the titrated arm. The only outcome that was not measured via
TOSCA was respiratory rate, presented in Table 6.2.
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Characteristic

Mean (SD)

Age (years)

44.9 (12.4)

BMI (kg/m2)

51.7 (8.6)

FEV1/FVC

82.0 (0.07)

n (%)
Male sex

13 (54.2)

Ethnicity
Māori

7 (29.2)

NZ European

6 (25.0)

Pacific Island

8 (33.3)

European other

3 (12.5)

Days since admission
≤1

16 (66.7)

2

4 (16.7)

3 or more

4 (16.7)

Diagnosis
Cellulitis

15 (62.5)

Diabetes (poor control)

2 (8.3)

Asthma

1 (4.2)

Other*

6 (24.0)

Smoking status**
Current

4 (16.7)

Ex smoker

6 (24.0)

Never smoker

11 (45.8)

Table 6.1 Baseline characteristics
BMI: Body mass index, FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in one second, FVC: Forced vital capacity.
*1 participant for each of the following diagnoses: nephrotic syndrome, gout, shortness of breath (unknown
cause), collapse, pyelonephritis, anaemia. **N=21 (data unavailable for 3 participants).
N=24 unless otherwise stated.
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Mean (SD)
Time
(min)

High
concentration
minus titrated
oxygen therapy
(95% CI)

P

High
concentration
oxygen

Titrated
oxygen

0

20.3 (5.1)

20.3 (4.0)

10

19.8 (4.0)

19.6 (4.6)

0.3 (-1.4 to 1.9)

0.75

20

20.5 (4.1)

20.0 (4.2)

0.5 (-1.4 to 2.4)

0.58

30

20.7 (3.9)

19.9 (5.2)

0.8 (-1.3 to 2.9)

0.45

40

20.3 (4.0)

20.0 (5.0)

0.3 (-1.7 to 2.2)

0.76

50

20.3 (4.0)

20.1 (5.0)

0.1 (-1.9 to 2.1)

0.90

60

20.7 (4.0)*

19.9 (4.2)**

0.6 (-1.2 to 2.3)

0.52

Table 6.2 Mean values and mixed linear model differences for respiratory rate (breaths
per minute)
* N=23 due to early withdrawal for treatment of low blood glucose. **N=23 due to outcome not being
measured in error.
N=24 unless otherwise stated.
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In both studies mean respiratory rate values at sat around 18 to 20 breaths per minute, and
there was no difference in respiratory rate between the high concentration and titrated
regimens. The respiratory rate values from the Original Study therefore support the findings
in the Repeat Study and suggest repeatability between the two studies for this outcome.
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A.3 The original studies in patients with COPD,
bronchiectasis

and

neuromuscular

disease

or

kyphoscoliosis
For clarity, the original cross over studies in patients with stable COPD, bronchiectasis and
neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis are referred to as the ‘Original Studies’, while the
studies presented in Chapter 5 are referred to as the ‘Repeat Studies’ throughout Section
A.3.

A.3.1 Original Study methodology
The Original Studies had identical methodology to the Repeat Studies with the exception of
the transcutaneous monitor used and the following differences:

1. Inclusion /exclusion criteria:

The Original Studies did not require the exception to FEV1 matching between COPD and
bronchiectasis participants for the three bronchiectasis participants that had FEV1
percentage predicted values of 109% or higher (a match could be made with COPD
participants with an FEV1 percent predicted of 80% or over). Otherwise all criteria were the
same.

2. SenTec drift correction data and arterialised capillary blood gas sampling

Drift correction is a function specific to the SenTec so was added to the Repeat Studies and
not applicable to the Original Studies (See Section A.4.1 for further detail).

Arterialised capillary blood gas samples were added to the repeat COPD study as an
assessment of SenTec accuracy (See Section A.4.2 for further detail).
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3. Statistical analysis

In response to peer review comments of the obesity study, a mixed linear model was
developed to incorporate data from all time points and assess changes over time between
the interventions for each outcome. This differed from the original analyses which reported
mixed linear models for each time point (10, 20 or 30 minutes). The primary outcome of
PtCO2 at the single time point of 30 minutes was retained.

4. Ethical approval and trial registration

The Repeat Studies were kept under the same Ethics Committee study numbers (Table 6.3).
Prior to recruitment for the Repeat Studies the relevant Health and Disability Ethics
Committees approved amendment requests to repeat each study in a further 24 participants,
alterations to exclusion criteria, and, in the case of the COPD study, to take an arterialised
capillary blood gas.

The ANZCTR requested separate trial registrations for each study. The Original Study
registration numbers are presented in Table 6.3.
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Study

Registration Number

Ethical Approval Details

Neuromuscular disease/
kyphoscoliosis

ACTRN12612000393853

Submission number:
CEN/11/11/065
Committee: Central Health and
Disability Ethics Committee New
Zealand

Bronchiectasis

ACTRN12612000356864

Submission number:
CEN/11/12/075
Committee: Central Health and
Disability Ethics Committee New
Zealand

COPD

ACTRN12614000361606

Submission number: 13/STH/200
Committee: Southern Health and
Disability Ethics Committee New
Zealand

Table 6.3 Ethical approval and trial registration details for the Original Studies
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.
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A.3.2 Original Study results and interpretation
Participants were recruited between June 2012 and January 2015. Participant characteristics
are summarised in Tables 6.4 to 6.6. The COPD group had higher smoking rates than the
other two groups, and had similar airflow obstruction severity when compared to the
bronchiectasis group.
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Neuromuscular/
kyphoscoliosis
N=24*

Bronchiectasis
N=24*

COPD
N=24*

Neuromuscular
disease: 24
Kyphoscoliosis: 0

Bronchiectasis:
22
Cystic Fibrosis: 2

COPD: 24

Male

17 (71%)

9 (38%)

16 (67%)

Home NIV

8 (33%)

0 (0%)

2 (8%)

Home oxygen

1 (4%)

0 (0%)

1 (4%)

Ever smoked

7 (29%)

11 (46%)

24 (100%)

Age (years)

54.3 (15.7)

60.8 (15.5)

67.1 (8.4)

BMI (kg/m2)

25.1 (6.4)

24.1 (5.0)

26.9 (4.4)

Smoking pack years

4.1 (7.8)**

1.3 (2.4)

33.1 (26.5)

FEV1 percentage predicted (%)

58.8 (19.6)***

51.2 (23.0)

51.5 (22.0)

FEV1/FVC ratio (%)

0.81 (0.06)***

0.59 (0.16)

0.50 (0.12)

17 (4.0)****

17 (4.2)

18 (6.6)

n (%)
Diagnosis

Mean (SD)

Respiratory rate
(breaths/minute)

Table 6.4 Participant characteristics
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, BMI: Body mass index, FEV 1: Forced expiratory volume in
1 second, FVC: Forced vital capacity, NIV: Non-invasive ventilation.

*Unless otherwise stated. **N=22, three participants had a pack year history of >10 years, all were able to
perform forced spirometry to demonstrate FEV/FVC <0.7. ***N= 21 as three participants were unable to
perform forced spirometry. ****N=23.
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Neuromuscular/
kyphoscoliosis
N=24

Bronchiectasis
N=24

COPD
N=24

NZ European

21

18

16

Māori

0

2

4

Pacific Island

0

0

1

Other

3

4

3

Ethnicity

Table 6.5 Participant ethnicity
COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, NZ: New Zealand.
Data are n values.
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Diagnosis

n

Ehlers Danlos

1

Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy

1

Motor neuron disease

6

Myotonic dystrophy

6

Phrenic nerve palsy

5

Muscular dystrophy- unspecified

1

Tetraplegia

1

Myasthenia gravis

1

Inclusion body myositis

1

Chromosome cause

1

Table 6.6 Neuromuscular disease diagnoses for neuromuscular disease/ kyphoscoliosis
study
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Minute ventilation, respiratory rate and ETCO2 were the outcomes that were not measured
or calculated using the TOSCA. The mean values and mixed linear models for each time
point are presented in Table 6.7. Note that mixed linear model data in Chapter 5 are
presented as values over the 30 minute intervention, rather than at individual time points.
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Outcome &
time point
(min)
Minute

Respiratory

min)

ETCO2

Oxygen

COPD
N=24
Oxygen-air change
Air
from baseline**

7.7 (1.7)

7.5 (1.6)

NA

7.8 (2.4)

7.3 (2.4)

NA

9.3 (2.2)

9.4 (1.5)

NA

10

6.8 (1.8)

7.2 (1.7)

-0.52 (-0.95 to -0.09) P=0.02

7.9 (2.3)

7.4 (2.3)

0.2 (-0.5 to 0.8) P=0.60

9.1 (2.2)

9.4 (2.0)

-0.22 (-1.04 to 0.62) P=0.61

20

7.4 (1.8)

7.4 (1.9)

0.03 (-0.58 to 0.52) P=0.91

7.9 (2.4)

7.5 (2.2)

0.09 (-0.5 to 0.7) P=0.77

8.8 (2.2)

9.3 (2.3)

-0.44 (-1.25 to 0.37) P=0.28

30

7.4 (1.8)

7.4 (1.6)

-0.06 (-0.73 to 0.61) P=0.86

8.0 (2.4)

7.2 (2.1)

0.4 (-0.5 to 1.3) P=0.40

9.2 (2.6)

9.1 (2.6)

0.16 (-1.0 to 1.32) P=0.77

0

17.0 (4.3)

16.5 (5.2)

NA

15.6 (4.1)

16.0 (4.2)

NA

15.8 (4.3)

15.8 (3.8)

NA

10

17.5 (4.9)

16.4 (4.5)

0.8 (-0.4 to 2.0) P=0.20

16.6 (4.8)

16.3 (4.3)

0.7 (-0.5 to 1.9) P=0.23

16.6 (4.9)

16.3 (4.8)

0.3 (-1.4 to 2.0) P=0.71

20

17.7 (4.3)

17.4 (6.1)

-0.2 (-1.7 to 1.4) P=0.84

16.9 (5.0)

17.0 (4.6)

0.4 (-1.1 to 1.9) P=0.55

15.8 (4.4)

16.8 (4.8)

-0.9 (-2.5 to 0.6) P=0.22

30

17.3 (3.7)

17.2 (4.8)

-0.3 (-1.6 to 1.0) P=0.67

17.0 (4.9)

16.2 (4.0)

1.0 (-0.9 to 2.9) P=0.31

16.5 (5.2)

16.4 (4.6)

0.1 (-1.7 to 1.9) P=0.88

0

35.1 (3.5)***

35.6 (3.7)

NA

31.7 (3.2)

31.0 (3.6)

NA

31.8 (4.5)

32.0 (4.8)

NA

10

34.3 (4.0)***

34.9 (3.6)

-0.24 (-1.67 to 1.20) P=0.74

30.5 (3.5)

31.3 (3.7)

-1.3 (-2.4 to -0.1) P=0.035

32.5 (5.7)

32.5 (5.1)

0.22 (-1.55 to 1.98) P=0.80

20

35.2 (3.2)***

35.4 (4.2)

0.20 (-1.34 to 1.73) P=0.80

30.2 (2.9)

31.2 (3.6)

-1.4 (-2.6 to -0.2) P=0.022

32.5 (5.1)

31.8 (5.3)

0.95 (-0.94 to 2.83) P=0.31

30

34.4 (4.2)***

34.8 (4.1)

-0.05 (-1.78 to 1.68) P=0.95

29.7 (2.8)

31.5 (3.8)

-2.2 (-3.6 to -0.81) P=0.003

31.1 (6.0)

31.8 (4.2)

-0.49 (-2.82 to 1.85) P=0.68

Rate
(breaths per

Oxygen

Bronchiectasis
N=24
Oxygen-air change
Air
from baseline**

0

Ventilation
(L/min)

Neuromuscular/kyphoscoliosis
N=24*
Oxygen-air change
Oxygen
Air
from baseline**

(mmHg)

Table 6.7 Minute ventilation, respiratory rate and ETCO2
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ETCO2: End tidal carbon dioxide, NA: Not applicable.
Values are mean (SD) unless otherwise stated.
* Unless otherwise stated. ** By mixed linear model adjusted for baseline value with fixed effects for room air versus oxygen, treatment administration order and
randomisation effect for participant to account for cross over design. Values are followed by 95% CI in brackets. Cells in green indicate statistically significant results.
*** N=23.
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The T=0 values were similar between the Original Studies and Repeat Studies (Tables 5.11
and 6.7). In the Original Study there was a significant reduction in minute ventilation at 10
minutes in the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis patients of -0.52 L/min (-0.95 to 0.09) P=0.02. In the Repeat Study there was also a decrease, however it did not reach
statistical significance at -0.02 (-0.66 to 0.63) P=0.96. For the other patient groups, in both
the Original Study and Repeat Study, none of the mixed linear models showed a significant
difference in minute ventilation from baseline after high concentration oxygen, compared
with titrated oxygen (Tables 5.11 and 6.7).

For both the Original Studies and Repeat Studies, none of the mixed linear models showed
a significant difference in respiratory rate from baseline after high concentration oxygen,
compared with titrated oxygen (Tables 5.11 and 6.7). This was also the case for ETCO2 in
the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis patients. These findings support repeatability in
these data between the two studies.

Mixed linear model results for ETCO2 demonstrated no difference from baseline between
the high concentration oxygen and room air regimen in the COPD participants in the
Original Study (Table 6.7). This is in contrast to the small but significant decrease observed
in the COPD participants in the Repeat Study on a mixed linear model for high
concentration oxygen compared to room air (Table 5.11). The participants with
bronchiectasis in the Original Study had small but statistically significant decreases in
mixed linear model results for ETCO2 on high concentration oxygen compared to room air
(Table 6.7), which were similar to the decrease in ETCO2 observed in the Repeat Study
(Table 5.11). As concluded in Chapter 5, these small changes in ETCO2 should be
interpreted with caution, particularly as they are similar to the manufacturer’s error range
of up to 5% (User manual Oct 10 1997).
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A.4 Studies assessing SenTec function
A.4.1 Assessment of SenTec drift and accuracy
Figure 6.2 provides an example of the SenTec software data presentation, including drift
corrected PtCO2 data (blue line). Drift correction is performed by the V-sign software by
comparing the data from the gas calibrations just before and just after the measurement
period. Data are available in spreadsheet form for analysis. Drift corrected data was not
available for all participants as some had data inadvertently uploaded prior to the second
calibration after the measurement period. Analysis of drift corrected PtCO2 data was able to
be performed in 48 of the included participants (14 neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis,
17 bronchiectasis and 17 COPD participants).
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Figure 6.2 Example of drift corrected (blue) and uncorrected (green) PtCO2 data
PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (mmHg).
Red line represents SpO2 (%). Black line represents pulse rate (beats per minute). Pink and blue boxes
represent automatic software derived identification of increases or decreases in an outcome measure (not used
in analysis). Grey box indicates probe stabilisation period- note that this was shorter than the minimum of 30
minutes stabilisation period that we had in the study protocol. The two periods of increased PtCO2 correspond
with the application of the study mask for each intervention, the order was oxygen then air in this participant.
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Over the course of the 30 minute interventions drift was very small, contributing to no more
than plus or minus 0.5 mmHg to change in PtCO2 from baseline in any of the participants
with drift corrected data. In 41 participants (85%) the difference was ≤ 0.1 mmHg. This
suggests that the effect of drift on results is minimal in these studies.

A.4.2 Assessment of SenTec accuracy in the laboratory setting
Transcutaneous monitoring guidelines recommend an initial PtCO2 value is compared with
an ABG measured PaCO2 to check validity of monitoring.205 Comparative ABG samples
were not taken during any of the studies in this thesis. This was a decision based on two
factors. Firstly, PtCO2 values were collected to monitor trends (difference from baseline),
rather than absolute values. Secondly, ABGs were not considered appropriate as part of the
studies as they are invasive and cause discomfort, as well as carrying risk of ischaemia.

In the cross over trial in COPD participants, PtCO2 values were instead compared to an
arterialised capillary blood gas measured PcCO2. Arterialised capillary blood gases have
significantly less risk and discomfort compared to an ABG, and have been demonstrated to
accurately reflect PaCO2 values.206 The capillary blood gas was done at the completion of
the study visit. This was to ensure that the study procedures in the COPD participants
matched those in the neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis and bronchiectasis patients
exactly. It also meant that any inaccuracy due to drift would be maximal.

Paired PtCO2 and PcCO2 values were available from 16 participants. The SenTec minus
capillary blood gas values had a mean bias of -2.8 mmHg with limits of agreement of -8.4
to 2.7 mmHg. These findings suggest the SenTec monitors and probes were performing in
line with use in other SenTec validation studies, as they sat within the range of reported
limits of agreement.195–204 The limits of agreement were also similar to the data from the
study presented in Section A.4.3. Overall these findings highlight the limitations of
interpreting single PtCO2 values and the importance of recommendations to interpret them
against ABG values.205
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A.4.3 Assessment of SenTec accuracy in comparison to ABG values
A prospective observational study was also conducted in 16 patients requiring an ABG as
part of their clinical care at Wellington Regional Hospital.

Peer reviewed journal

publication is pending at the time of submission of this thesis. The study was prospectively
registered with ANZCTR (ACTRN12615001154594).

Dr George Bardsley was the coordinating investigator on this study, and will be the first
author on the manuscript. Data are also presented in his MD thesis submission to University
of Newcastle upon Tyne. My roles in the study were study conception, initial protocol
development,

Māori

consultation,

application

for

ethical

approval,

and

staff

training/supervision.

The study assessed data from the same two SenTecs and probes that were used in the studies
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Recruitment took place between November 2015 and January
2016. Briefly, participants had a SenTec probe applied at each earlobe, with stabilisation
for at least 30 minutes. PtCO2 was then recorded at the time blood was first visualised for
the ABG.

Bias and limits of agreement are presented in Table 6.8. For both SenTecs the mean bias of
PtCO2 minus PaCO2 was 2.2 mmHg, with limits of agreement of plus or minus 6.2 mmHg.
The bias was in the opposite direction to the values from the COPD study comparing PtCO2
minus arterialised blood gas measured PCO2 (-2.8 mmHg), however the magnitude of the
limits of agreement were similar (plus or minus 5.5 mmHg). These findings reinforce the
conclusions made in Section A.4.2, that the SenTec monitors and probes were performing
in line with reported limits of agreement in other studies evaluating SenTec accuracy,195–204
and there are limitations in interpreting single PtCO2 values without ABG validation.205
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Comparison

Bias

Limits of agreement

SenTec 1 minus ABG

PCO2 (mmHg)

2.2

-4 to 8.4

SO2 (%)

0.6

-3.8 to 5

SenTec 2 minus ABG

PCO2 (mmHg)

2.2

-4 to 8.4

SO2 (%)

0.8

-4.6 to 6.2

SenTec 1 minus 2

PCO2 (mmHg)

-0.3

-2.9 to 2.3

SO2 (%)

-0.1

-2.5 to 2.3

Table 6.8 Bias and limits of agreement between SenTec and ABG measured values of
PCO2
ABG: Arterial blood gas, PCO2: Partial pressure of carbon dioxide (transcutaneous or arterial), SO 2: Oxygen
saturation (transcutaneous or arterial).
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A.4.4 Assessment of SenTec accuracy in comparison to repeated
capillary blood gas values
The accuracy of transcutaneous monitoring was also assessed during a RCT investigating
the effects of oxygen versus air-driven nebulisers in AECOPD. The study collected data
from the same SenTecs and probes that were used in the studies presented in Chapters 4 and
5. Peer reviewed journal publication is pending at the time of submission of this thesis. The
study was prospectively registered with ANZCTR (ACTRN12615000389505).

Dr George Bardsley was the coordinating investigator on this study, and will be the first
author on the manuscript. Data are also presented in his MD thesis submission to University
of Newcastle upon Tyne. My roles in the study were study conception, initial protocol
development, Māori consultation, application for initial ethical approval and staff training.
I also assisted as a co-investigator in study visits occasionally as required.

The trial was a parallel randomised study that administered two 15 minute nebulisers, run
by either air or oxygen, and separated by a 5 minute interval. Arterialised capillary blood
gas values were taken at the start and end of each 35 minute intervention. PtCO2 displayed
on the SenTec at the time of visualisation of capillary blood entering the sample tube was
recorded. This allowed comparison of the accuracy of the SenTec to arterialised blood gas
measurement in detecting change in values over time.

Recruitment took place between May 2015 and June 2016. Data were available from 80
participants. The estimate of bias for change in PcCO2 minus change in PtCO2 was -0.03
mmHg (95% CI -0.44 to 0.38) P=0.89. The limits of agreement were plus or minus 3.8
mmHg. Differences between capillary blood gas and PtCO2 values are summarised in Table
6.9. These findings support the accuracy of the SenTec in detecting physiologically and
clinically significant changes in PaCO2.
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Mean (SD)

Median (IQR)

Min to Max

-0.03 (1.9)

0.0 (-0.95 to 1.15)

-6.6 to 4.5

Change in PcCO2
minus change in
PtCO2, N=80

Table 6.9 Comparisons in capillary blood gas measured PCO2 and SenTec measured
PCO2
PcCO2: Partial pressure of capillary carbon dioxide, PCO2: Partial pressure of carbon dioxide (transcutaneous
or arterial), PtCO2: Transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
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A.7 Contribution Statements
A.7.1 Audit of oxygen use in AECOPD (Chapter 2)
Co-investigators and affiliations
1,2,3

Janine Pilcher,

1,2

Laird Cameron,

1,2,3

Irene Braithwaite,

1,2

Darren Bowles,

2,4,5

Andrew

Swain, 5Mark Bailey, 2,4Mark Weatherall, 1-4Richard Beasley , 1,2,4 and Kyle Perrin.
1

Medical Research Institute of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand

2

Capital & Coast District Health Board, Wellington, New Zealand

3

Victoria University Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand

4

University of Otago Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand

5

Wellington Free Ambulance, Wellington, New Zealand

My roles

Data collection
Collection of data from clinical records, as a shared role with Laird Cameron, Irene Braithwaite
and Darren Bowles. Data entry to excel spreadsheets for analysis. Liaison with study
statistician Mark Weatherall regarding data formatting and provision, statistical analyses
undertaken, and data interpretation.

Publication
First author on manuscript. Drafting of manuscript and revisions based on co-author input.
Submission for publication, drafting, amending and submitting response to reviewers. Primary
responsibility for review of Journal proofs prior to publication.
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A.7.2 Multicentre study comparing arterial blood gas values to those
obtained by pulse oximeters used in Australian and New Zealand
Hospitals (Chapter 3)
Co-investigators and affiliations
1,2,3
5

Janine Pilcher, 4Laura Ploen, 1Steve McKinstry,

1,2

George Bardsley, 5Jimmy Chien,

Lesley Howard, 4Lutz Beckert, 4Maureen Swanney, 5Sharon Lee, 6Mark Weatherall,

1,2

and

Richard Beasley, for the TSANZ Oxygen Guidelines Group.*
1

Medical Research Institute of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand

2

Capital & Coast District Health Board, Wellington, New Zealand

3

Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand

4

Canterbury District Health Board, Christchurch, New Zealand

5

Department of Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Ludwig Engel Centre for Respiratory

Research, Westmead Millennium Institute, University of Sydney at Westmead Hospital,
Australia
6

University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

* TSANZ Oxygen Guidelines Group: Richard Beasley, Lutz Beckert, Jimmy Chien, James
Douglas, Claude Farah, Gregory King, Christine McDonald, Rosemary Moore, Janine Pilcher,
Leonie Eastlake, Michael Richards, Sheree Smith, Haydn Walters, Mark Weatherall.

My roles as Coordinating Investigator

Initial set up
Study conception and protocol, revisions of protocol to reflect co-author additions. Submission
for New Zealand ethical approval to Health and Disability Ethics Committee. Submission for
Māori consultation (Regional Advisory Group Māori), submission for locality approval at
Wellington Regional Hospital. Creation of participant information sheets, case report forms
(CRFs), and log templates for participant inclusion/exclusion and staff delegation log
templates. ANZCTR trial registration. Training of all Wellington investigators (Steve
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McKinstry, George Bardsley and Leonie Eastlake) in protocol and CRFs. Conduct of site
initiation meetings to educate sites on protocol, CRFs and transfer of de-identified data.

Ongoing approvals and registrations
Maintenance of ANZCTR website submission, including updates and responsibility for
responses to website queries. Ethical approval updates with responsibility for submission of
yearly progress reports, notification of study conclusion and a final report. Responsibility for
ongoing liaison with Regional Advisory Group Māori and provision of a final report.

Data collection
Monitoring of all CRFs and sending data query forms to the relevant sites/investigators. This
was performed by me for all CRFs and repeated independently by study monitor James
Gilchrist (MRINZ staff). Data entry from all CRFs. Reconciliation of this data with double
entered data (second set of data entry was shared by Steve McKinstry, George Bardsley, James
Gilchrist and Darmiga Thayabaran (MRINZ staff)). Liaison with study statistician Mark
Weatherall regarding data formatting and provision, statistical analyses undertaken, and data
interpretation.

Publication
First author on manuscript. Interpretation of data and first draft of manuscript. Incorporation
of manuscript revisions based on co-author input. The manuscript is yet to be published at the
time of thesis submission.
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A.7.3 Randomised controlled trials of oxygen in obese hospital
inpatients (Chapter 4 and Appendix 1)
Co-investigators and affiliations
1,2,3

Janine Pilcher, 1,2Michael Richards, 1,2Leonie Eastlake, 1,2,3Steven McKinstry

1,2

George Bardsley, 2Sarah Jefferies, 1,2,3Irene Braithwaite, 1,2Mitesh Patel (original trials only),

4

Mark Weatherall and 1,2,3Richard Beasley.

1
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2

Medical Research Institute of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand

3

Victoria University Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand

4

Wellington School of Medicine & Health Sciences, Wellington, New Zealand

Other staff involved
Corentin Maillot (MRINZ Elective Student from Montpellier University) and Emily Tweedale
(University of Otago Summer Student) assisted with double data entry and reconciliation for
the original study.

James Gilchrist took on a monitoring role of the CRFs for the repeat study. He also assisted in
data entry, reconciliation and analysis for the repeat study.

Kyle Perrin (MRINZ and Capital and Coast District Health Board staff member) was involved
in the initial design and set up of the study and trained me on how to use TOSCA and CO2SMO
equipment.

My roles as Coordinating Investigator

Initial set up
Revisions to protocol prior to recruitment, and responsibility for Health and Disability Ethics
Committee and ANZCTR updates.
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Note that study conception, initial protocol draft, original submission for ethical approval to
the Health and Disability Ethics Committee, Māori consultation and initial ANZCTR trial
registration was by Dr Kyle Perrin and/or Sarah Jefferies.

Training of new investigators (Michael Richards, Leonie Eastlake, Steven McKinstry, George
Bardsley) in study protocol.

Ongoing approvals and registrations
Maintenance of ANZCTR website submission, including updates and responsibility for
responses to website queries. Ethical approval updates with responsibility for submission of
yearly progress reports, notification of study conclusion and a final report. Responsibility for
ongoing liaison with Matire Harwood (Māori Consultation) and provision of a final report.

Data collection
Investigator for recruitment and study visits. Note Michael Richards, Leonie Eastlake, Steven
McKinstry, George Bardsley, Mitesh Patel, Sarah Jefferies, and Irene Braithwaite all took part
in recruitment and/or study visits as co-investigators. I had an investigator role in the
recruitment for and conduct of visits for 18 of the randomised participants.

Monitoring of all CRFs. Data entry from all CRFs. Reconciliation of this data with double
entered data (in the original study the double entry was by Corentin Maillot and Emily
Tweedale, for the repeat studies it was by Steve McKinstry and James Gilchrist). Liaison with
study statistician Mark Weatherall regarding data formatting and provision, statistical analyses
undertaken, and data interpretation.

Publication
First author on manuscript. Interpretation of data and first draft of manuscript. Incorporation
of manuscript revisions based on co-author input.
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A.7.4 Randomised cross over trials on the effect of 50% oxygen on
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patients
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bronchiectasis,

and

neuromuscular disease or kyphoscoliosis (Chapter 5 and Appendix 1)

Co-investigators and affiliations
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Students
As well as being co-investigators, Geraldine Back and Hamish Collie undertook Masters in
Health Science during conduct of the study at Charles Sturt University, Australia. They used
data from the studies as part of submitted assignments for their degrees (from the original study
in stable COPD, and the original study in neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis patients,
respectively).

I was the primary supervisor for Emily Tweedale, who was involved in the studies as an Otago
University Summer Studentship student. She used data from the original study in stable
bronchiectasis as part of a submitted write up for the Studentship.

I was the primary supervisor for Leslie Dervieux who attended a number of study visits as a
research elective student from Montpellier University and submitted a presentation and report
to the University about her experiences.
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Other staff
James Gilchrest took on a monitoring role of the CRFs. He also assisted in double data entry,
reconciliation and analysis.

Alice McDouall and Jo Singer (MRINZ staff members) assisted Ruth Semprini in study visits.

Irene Braithwaite (Deputy Director, MRINZ) provided support and guidance regarding
TOSCA transcutaneous monitoring data.

My roles as Coordinating Investigator

Initial set up
Study conception and protocols, revisions of protocols to reflect co-author additions.
Submissions for New Zealand ethical approval to the Health and Disability Ethics Committee.
Submissions for Māori consultation (Regional Advisory Group Māori) and submissions for
locality approval at Wellington Regional Hospital.

Creation of participant information sheets, CRFs, and log templates for participant
inclusion/exclusion and staff delegation. ANZCTR trial registrations.

Training of co-investigators (Darmiga Thayabaran, Stefan Ebmeier, Geraldine Back, Hamish
Collie, Michael Richards, Susan Bibby, Ruth Semprini, Leonie Eastlake, Mitesh Patel and
Sharon Power) in protocol and CRFs.

Ongoing approvals and registrations
Maintenance of ANZCTR website submissions, including updates and responsibility for
responses to website queries. Ethical approval updates with responsibility for submission of
yearly progress reports, notification of study conclusion and a final report. Responsibility for
ongoing liaison with Regional Advisory Group Māori and provision of final reports.

Data collection
Investigator for recruitment and study visits. Note Darmiga Thayabaran, Stefan Ebmeier,
Mathew Williams, Geraldine Back, Hamish Collie, Michael Richards, Susan Bibby, Ruth
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Semprini, Leonie Eastlake, Mitesh Patel, Sharon Power and Kyle Perrin all took part in
recruitment and/or study visits as blinded or unblinded investigators. I had an investigator role
in the recruitment for and/or conduct of visits for 24 neuromuscular disease/kyphoscoliosis, 28
bronchiectasis and 22 COPD randomised participants.

Monitoring of all CRFs. Reconciliation/data entry from all CRFs. Data was double entered,
and reconciliation was made with datasets entered by Emily Tweedale, Sue Bibby, James
Gilchrist or Michael Richards for the original studies. Reconciliation was made with datasets
entered by James Gilchrist or Darmiga Thayabaran for the repeat studies.

Liaison with study statistician Mark Weatherall regarding data formatting and provision,
statistical analyses undertaken, and data interpretation.

Publication
First author on draft manuscript. Interpretation of data and first draft of manuscript.
Incorporation of manuscript revisions based on co-author input. The manuscript is yet to be
published at the time of thesis submission.
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A.8 Participant information sheet, consent form:
examples from the bronchiectasis study.
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A.9 Ethical approval documents
A.9.1 Multicentre study comparing arterial blood gas values to those
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Hospitals (Chapter 3)
Approval of all documentation prior to study commencement
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A.9.2 Randomised controlled trials of oxygen in obese hospital
inpatients (Chapter 4 and Appendix 1)
Initial approval after amendments to include me as an Investigator (prior to study
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Approval for repeat study
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Initial approval for COPD study
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Repeat study approval for bronchiectasis study
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